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the RIGHT COMBINATION for
maximum performance at minimum cost

cuadiatape

NEW

that meets the most exacting
professional requirements

that eliminates the

NO SPLICES. As always, plastic -base Audiotape
in 1200 and 2500 ft reels is guaranteed splice -tree.

NO FRICTION SQUEAL. Perfected anti-fric.
lion process eliminates annoying tape squeal -prevents
"tackiness" even under extreme temperature and

humidity conditions.

MINIMUM DISTORTION.

Audiotape's oxide
coating is especially formulated to give maximum
undistorted output. Comparative tests show its marked
superiority in this respect.

MAXIMUM UNIFORMITY.

All 7" and 10"
reels of plastic -base Audiotape are guaranteed to have
an output uniformity within ±1/4 db and a reel-toreel variation of less than ±1/a db. And there's an
actual output curve in every 5 -reel package to prove it!

-

audiotape

7" REEL

111,411- itILSWII

curt

PRECISION TIMING.

Improved reel design
with 23/4" hub reduces timing errors by eliminating
the tension and speed changes formerly encountered
at the beginning and end of the winding cycle. Ratio
of OD to hub diameter is the same as the standard
NAB 2500 ft reel.

CONSTANT PITCH

is another advantage of
the new reel design resulting from the more uniform
tape speed throughout the winding cycle.

SLOWER ROTATIONAL SPEED, due to
larger hub diameter, minimizes vibration and avoids
possible damage to tape on fast forward and rewind.

REDUCED HEAD WEAR

can also be expected, because the maximum tape tension is ma-

terially decreased.

gives you all these advantages at no extra cost!

1rad. Mark

This new 1200 ft plastic reel with 23/4" diameter hub
is now being supplied on all orders for 7" reels unless otherwise specified ... at no increase in price.
Remember with Audiotape, there's only one quality -the finest obtainable! Audiotape is available in
all standard size reels from 150 to 5,000 feet.

-

AUDIO DEVICES, Inc.
444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.
Export Dept. 13 East 40th St., New York 16, N.Y., Cables "ARLAB"

audiodistis audiot4ape audio4ilm audiopoirrts
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wherever only the best
in record reproduction
is acceptable!

GOOD NEWS!

THE TURNTABLES
WITH THE HYSTERESIS MOTORS
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Models T-1 2H and T-43H ore the
only dual -speed Turntables that are
recommended by every leading
sound authority for use with
ULTRA HIGH FIDELITY
amplifiers and speaker systems.
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REK -O-KUT TURNTABLES

are always to be seen
wherever top quality audio

ARE

Deems Taylor-noted music critic, composer, conductor, author -relaxes upon
the completion of new music system installed by Asco Sound Corporation in
his Fifth Avenue apartment. System consists of Magnecordette, Radio
Craftsmen AM -FM tuner and amplifier, Rek -O -Kut turntable and
Garrard changer -both with Audax pickups -and ElectroVoice speaker, latter behind grill over books. Doors in
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RICHARD H. DORF
have found many
uses in the audio field, especially
among the more workaday appliances
rather than in high -quality music systems.
Broadcast and recording- system limiter
amplifiers can, of course, be as elaborate
as necessary, but there is a need for a
very simple compressor for such devices as
hearing aids, intercoms, and the like
devices with limited frequency range and
general quality, but in which large amounts
of distortion would still be objectionable.
Arthur W. Donelson is the inventor of
such a compressor or automatic volume
control. It is described in his patent No.
2,598,237, assigned to Raytheon, and is
suitable for practically any two-stage amplifier (or the last two stages of any amplifier) where frequency -range requirements are moderate, say 100 to 6000 cps.
VOLUME COMPRESSORS

-

$3900NtT.
13

or

12

in. Bass Reflex Cabinet

New -with more style and
better tone at half the price.
Fits finest surroundings, yet
economically engineered. l 2-in.
cellufoam acoustic lining
',lid hardwood picture -frame
u t. Brahma -grain matching
leatherette on top and sides.
Blonde or mahogany, same
price. Ask our Parts Jobber

NEW BASS REFLEX

CORNER RAFFLE
Gives more effective coverage,
looks better on wall. yt -inch
cellufoam acoustic lining. Blonde
or mahogany, same price.
12" spkr
58.55 Net
8" spkr
$5.10 Net'

WALL BAFFLES
Argos craftsmanship with resonant tone. Reinforced for extra
strength. Blonde or mahogany,
same price.
Up to 12" spkr
52.34 to
54 65

'Slightly higher

surte of Rockies

Net

sai

Figure 1.

Figure 1 is an E,-E, curve for a "typical"
pentode audio amplifier tube. In this case
it represents the characteristic of both tubes
used in a two -stage amplifier, the first
tube of which acts as a resistance -coupled
voltage amplifier and the second as a transformer-coupled power amplifier. The single
curve is used for both to simplify illustration, but the invention would be equally
valid with tubes having different characteristics (as most likely they would because of the different methods of coupling
for the two stages). In this case the tubes
are such as would be used in a hearing aid amplifier and operate with normal grid
bias of zero volts. This is shown on the
horizontal Eu axis as the point Eel.
When an undistorted sine -wave input
voltage (A in Fig. 1) is applied to the
grid of the first tube, which is biased at the
normal Ecf point, the result is the undistorted plate-voltage waveshape of B, since

Figure 2.

the tube is operating on the straight portion of its characteristic. Suppose, however, that it is desired to use compression
by applying a high negative bias to the
first tube-indicated in Fig. 1 as Eq. When
the same input wave is applied to it (A')
the result at the plate is B'. Wave B' is
indeed reduced in level, but because bias
Ec, places operation on the curved part of
the characteristic, wave B' contains a large
amount of second harmonic distortion; in
fact, its negative excursion is twice the
amount of the positive.
The key to elimination of the distortion,
the inventor has found, is to control the
bias of both tubes simultaneously with the
a.v.c. voltage, and to bias them negative
in a definite proportion. When tube I is
biased negative by a certain amount, tube
2 must be biased negative by a certain
large fraction of that amount.
Let us now consider that, having obtained distorted wave B' from the plate of
tube 1, we apply it to the grid of tube 2,
and that Fig. 1 now represents the characteristic of tube 2. Wave B', now relabeled
C, is applied to the grid of tube 2. The
a.v.c. voltage, being properly proportioned,
has placed the bias of tube 2 at point E0.
The resultant output voltage at the plate
of tube 2 is wave D, which is practically
distortionless.
What has happened is that the original
input wave has been distorted twice. First
it was distorted in the first stage. Then
the distorted wave was again distorted in
the second stage. But because of the phase
change and proper selection of negative
biases (and thus positions on the curved,

255 W. 84th St., New York 24, N. Y.
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Belden's Golden Anniversary
Means

-product performance that

to ,r Maintenance

can come only from a "know how " that has grown through
actual service since the
inception of Radio.
-an ability to co-operate in pioneering new
wires to meet or anticipate industry's grow-
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ing needs.
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greatest advancement in television installation since television began.
Reducing TV lead -in conductor breakage to a minimum is easy.
The new Belden Weldohm Cable has overcome the breakage point by
162 %, that's PA times the strength of pure copper wire.
In actual test, Belden Weldohm Cable will withstand 254% more
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distorting portions of the tube characteristics) on the two tubes, the distortion has
been cancelled. The inventor states that
once the ratio between the biases for the
two stages has been determined, the same
ratio will correct distortion at all actual
levels of a.v.c. voltage.

c:?

itfr0

Figure 2 shows a practical circuit. J',
and V, are the two pentode stages. L, and
L, are the normal primary and secondary
of the output transformer. C, is shunted
across the primary to cause response to
drop off above perhaps 6000 cps. C, has
small capacitance to limit response to above

RAY ANTHONY
"The Young Mon Wdh

Horn"

o

100 cps.

... about

Tertiary winding L, on the output transformer furnishes a.c. for compression control. It is rectified and applied across load
resistor R,, which is shunted by filter capacitor C. The d.c. is applied through grid
leak R, to the grid of V, in the usual way.
At the same time, a portion of the same
d.c. voltage is tapped from a point on R,
and fed through R, to the grid of the second
stage. Thus, whatever the rectified and
filtered a.v.c. voltage level (depending on
the signal), the full voltage is applied to
V, and a fixed fraction of that voltage is
fed to V,.
To set the tap on R, for minimum distortion the inventor suggests the following
procedure. Feed in a sine wave or other
recurrent wave form and monitor both
amplifier input and output on an oscilloscope (perhaps with an electronic switch).
Increase input voltage until the negative
a.v.c. bias on V, is at a maximum. Then
adjust the taps on R, until distortion is at
a minimum. From this point on, distortion
should remain at a minimum whatever the
input level and degree of a.v.c. action.
Though the author does not specifically
so state, it is likely that the same design
and procedure would be adequate for amplifiers using tubes not biased at zero, but
with cathode bias.

the famous new
slender gradient'

high -fidelity bi- directional
microphones

"300"
Broadcast
LIST

PRICE

$125.00

(i.

"315"
General Purpose
LIST PRICE

$75.00

For high -fidelity,

true -tone reproduction of
voice and music, these small and rugged microphones are
destined to be the favorites of leading recording artists
... singers -instrumentalists -and bands everywhere.
These microphones will outperform all
microphones- because of their

,loud, r

Figure 4.
Sine to Sawtooth

other

Saw tooth waveforms are used for a number of purposes in electronics, two of which
common in audio work are for deflecting
oscilloscope beams and in electronic musical
instrument. Kurt Schlesinger has invented
a method of converting sine waves to linear
sawtooth form. The patent, No. 2,616,044,
has been assigned to RCA.

advanced acoustical, electrical, and mechanical
features. Both models provide a bi- directional
pickup pattern -permitting greater performer freedom (performers can stand at a
73% greater distance from the microphone!)
The "300" and "315" will pick up voice and music
from front and back -yet discriminate against unwanted
noises from the sides. They reduce reverberation and the
pickup of distracting random noises by 66 %!
SA.n

SHURE BROTHERS,

Inc.

225 West Huron Street, Chicago 10,

4

*

The method is illustrated basically in
Fig. 3. Sine waves from the source are full wave rectified and differentiated. The fullwave rectifier is a standard circuit with a
centcrtapped transformer and duo-diode.
The load consists of L, and R, in series,
rather than a simple resistor. This pro-

,. Y.vLn

MANUFACTURERS
MICROPHONES
and ACOUSTIC
CES

Illinois

Cable Address: SHUREMICRO

duces a parabolic waveform (shown directly above the L,-R, combination) from
the basic rectified sine wave. When the
parabolic wave is differentiated by C, and
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Listeners

SINGE

Reach Ne

Either of these ultra- modern GATES Limit ing Amplifiers may help you reach a whole NEW
area of listeners where you do not now provide
satisfactory reception.
With safe, sure and fast peak limitation you
can keep modulation right up to the top, and without chirps, thumps or distortion. Every broadcast
gineer knows the value of extra audio power, as
1

as the increased audience thus gained.

ages 19 and 20 of the Gates Speech

with

SA

limiters

Input

tal tells the whole story of GATES Limiters.
If ou on't have a copy
drop us a line
we

-

will

:-

adl

-

send you one.

s
.1

art new GATES Limiters are
yet no better can be built. Both
models use . t al circuits. Model SA -38 has a
4 -inch compress
, VU and output meter, with

step range cont . Model SA -39 has a 3 -inch
compression meter onll
-lect the one best suited
to your needs and save t 'fference.
24

-

rsrsi\A 11,11

GATES
SA -39

r

Built by

i

r

GATES

Sold and back

`I-

77

i

_

GATES RADIO COMPANY, QUINCY, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS SINCE 1922
2700 Polk Avenue, Houston, Texas
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Warner Building, Washington, D. C.
International Division,
Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal, Quebec
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talk about

a

beating!

multiplex radio telephony systems

must take

Figure 5.

it...

that's why REL specifies

Absolute dependability under the
most rugged operating conditions is a
prime requirement in all REL Multiplex
Radio Telephony Systems. That's
why you'll find CHICAGO "Sealed -inSteel" transformers used throughout
REL equipments. These world's
toughest transformers are available in
3 mountings, each featuring one -piece
seamless design enclosing an
electronically perfect construction.
Available for every application:
Power, Bias, Filament,
Filter Reactor, Audio, MIL-T -27,
Stepdown. Ask for them at
your electronic parts distributor.

R,, the output is the linear sawtooth shown.
In actual practice the sawtooth has a much
larger flyback time than that shown, but
the rise is linear. Figure 4 shows what
would happen if the original rectified sine
wave were differentiated. The conversion
to parabolic form before differentiation.
is needed to linearize the sawtooth slope.
Figure 5 shows another circuit for converting sine to sawtooth waves. Resistor
R, in series with the transformer primary
serves to convert the sine waves to parabolic form because of increased voltage
drop across the resistor as the sine waves
reach their peaks and draw maximum current through the rectifier ; this tends to
flatten off the tops of the waves. In this
circuit the load resistor is R, and there
are two similar differentiators-C, and half
of R,, and C, and the other half of R,. Since
the circuit is symmetrical with respect to
ground, outphased sawtooth waves suitable
for application to a push -pull amplifier are
derived from the output.
Figure 6 shows still another circuit. In
this one the parabolic shape is obtained by
cl

cz

Figure 6.

loading the transformer and the source
with R,. The rectifier is connected opposite
to the usual way-cathodes to transformer
and commoned plates to load R,. The differentiator this time is an R-L combination R,-L,.
A copy of any patent specification may be
obtained by sending the patent number and
25 cents to The Commissioner of Patents,
Washington 25, D. C.

Illustrated above at right: RIM
900 MC Transmitter, Series
707-757. Illustrated immediately
above: RM. Model 759 70 MC
Dual Transmitters and Receivers.
These systems make wide
use of CHICAGO C -Type
"Sealed -in-Steel" transformer units.
Free

FOCALIZING BAFFLE
CLARIFICATION
C

"New Equipment" Catalog

With 10" color -coded
leads brought out
through fibre board

-

You'll want the full details cn
CHICAGO'S New Equipment Line
covering the complete range of
"Sealed -In- Steel" transformers
designed for every modern circuit
application. Write for your Free
copy of this important catalog
today, or get it from your
electronic parts distributor.

Flange -mounted unit.

IRAN

DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

6

base cover. Lead ends
are stripped and tinned

for easy soldering.

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
3501 ADDISON

-TYPE

STREET, CHICAGO 18, ILL.

Export Sales Div.:
Scheel Intarnotional, lnc.

4237 N. Lincoln Ave.
Chicago, III., U.S.A.
CABLE ADDRESS:
HARSHEEL

In TscaNLcANA -pages 83-84 of the November issue-the Focalizing Baffle was described, with reference to an article in
T.S.F. pour Tous, of France. At the conclusion of this reference, it was stated that
the baffle is patented and produced commercially by the firm Film et Radio.
While it is true that this firm does produce the baffle commercially, the original
invention was the work of Monsieur Léon,
of the Firm Elipson, and the patents were
granted to him.
Film et Radio hopes that no misunderstanding was created by the omission of the
inventor's name, since he is very well
known in France. The commercial embodiment of M. Lion's invention is produced
by agreement with Messrs. Elipson.
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"Bill, that's what I call

professional
sound"

SOUNDCRAFT

MAGNETIC RECORDING

TAPE

Top quality for top fideity. Ile kind of high- fidelity
you always associate wits pro =essionals.

FOR HOME MOVIE

MAKERS!

You'll never know how professional the sourd you record on your
tape recorder can be, until you use Soundcraft Magnetic
Recording Tape. You'll be thrilled by Soundcraft high- fidelity,
delighted by the true-to -life reproduction.
Soundcraft engineers are engaged in constant research
for new methods, materials, processes. As a result,
sound engineers throughout the industry recording studios,
radio And television stations, motion picture studios
demand Soundcraft Magnetic Recording Tape for the
performance perfection they need.
Next time you visit your nearest dealer, ask for
Soundcraft Tape. Hear for yourself the professional
results of the sound you record.

-

-

Wonderful Way to Make

REEVES

"Talkies'.
Soundcraft Magra- Stripe* lets you
make sound movies as cos ly and
inexpensively as silent films. Add
sound to old s'lert films. Erase and
change the sound any time at all!
Magra tripe service is available
to yot. ct your photographic store.
Ask your dealer about it.

SOUNDCRAFTaa..
Dept.

B,

I

O

East 52nc Stree -, N. Y. 22, N. Y.

-

FREE!

SOUNDCRAFT BOOKLETS

Complete information on Soundcraft
Magnetic Recording Tape and .Magna-Stripe.
just write!
Yours for tie asking

-

T.M.R.S.
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LETTERS
to the

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER
or

PHYSICIST
with experience in
Hughes Resegnch and Development Laboratories, one of the
nation's leading electronics
organizations, are now creating
a number of new openings in
an important phase of their
operations.

RADAR
or

ELECTRON ICS

Here is what one of these positions offers you:

More Loudness
SIR:
In reference to your comments in the December issue, I submit this as a possible answer to the loudness -control issue .
You state that "no correction should be
applied to the loudness control except that
for the low frequencies." I entirely agree.
Let the highs be produced flat and let the
ear take care of them as in an actual performance. However, due to the varying
degree of sensitivity of the 'human ear to
the low frequencies, let the lows be boosted
in accordance with a curve somewhere between a flat response and the complement
to the low- frequency response of the ear.
This, to me, would let the reproduction be
as close to an actual performance as possible. Tone controls should still be available for those who want them.

After careful consideration, I have arrived at the solution to the perfection of
my hi -fi desires. I am simply going to buy
Sir Thomas Beecham and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and rent Symphony
Hall in Boston. Try to top that. Of course,
I shall accept reservations for back-row
seats for those who want the quality of
reproduction which would be heard at that
distance. For a special price, I can get them
standing room in Grant Park.

THE COMPANY
Hughes Research and De-

velopment Laboratories,

located in Southern California, are presently engaged
in the development and

FOSTER L. SPAIN,

THE TRAINING

On joining our organization, you will work in the

Hughes representative at a
military base in this country or overseas (single men
only). Compensation is

Laboratories for several
months to become thor- made for traveling and
oughly familiar with the moving household effects,

The Infantry School,

Fort Benning, Georgia
(We see no objection to any kind of control any given listener may enjoy. Nor to

production of advanced equipment which you will and married men keep their
radar systems, electronic later help users to under- families with them at all
computers and guided stand and properly employ. times.
missiles.
If you have already had

any response curve he may wish, irrespective of how much or how little it may resemble what is considered "normal" by the
majority. After all, some people like asparagus and some don't. We like it, but not
well enough to eat it. En.)

THE NEW OPENINGS
The positions are for men
who will serve as technical

SIR :

advisors to government
agencies and companies

radar or electronics experience, you will find this
knowledge helpful in your
new work.

WHERE YOU WORK

YOUR FUTURE

In one of these positions

you will gain all- around experience that will increase
your value to our organization as it further expands in
the field of electronics. The
next few years are certain to
see large -scale commercial
employment of electronic
systems. Your training in

After your period of train ing-at full pay -you may
(I) remain with the Laboratories in Southern Califoron associated equipment. nia in an instructive or
Your specific job would be administrative capacity, (2) and familiarity with the
essentially to help insure become the Hughes repre- most advanced electronic
successful operation of sentative at a company techniques now will qualify
Hughes equipment in the where our equipment is be- you for even more imporFeld.
ing installed, or (3) be the tant future positions.
purchasing Hughes equipment -also as technical consultants with engineers of
other companies working

How to apply:

HUGHES
RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

Engineering Personnel Department
Culver City,
Los Angeles County, California

8

If you are under thirty -five
years of age, and if you have
an E.E. or Physics degree,
write to the Laboratories, giving
resumé of your experience.
Assurance is required that
relocation of the applicant
will not cause disruption of
an urgent military project.

It seems to us that you have overlooked
one very important factor in your recent
comment on Loudness Controls. FletcherMunson curves are for pure tones, and do
not necessarily apply to music which is a

complex wave form. The various interactions in the human ear between the musical
components are not entirely understood,
but it is certain that masking and various
other effects take place.
It has been our experience that loudness
controls based qualitatively on the Fletcher Munson curves provide altogether too
much bass boost at low levels, giving a
very boomy and unmusical result. This
effect is further exaggerated when the effective relative program level changes, as
for a close -up solo or for the inevitable
loud announcer, for instance.
In developing loudness controls for our
amplifier, we used the general shapes predicted by the Fletcher -Munson curves, but
modified the actual changes on the basis of
expanded listening tests. For these tests, a
number of listeners -including both technical and non-technical, musical and nonmusical persons -were used. They were
asked merely to readjust the set of calibrated tone controls to give the same apparentrquality and balance as the volume
was reduced in discrete steps. We found a
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New Pressure Microphone
Front Cover

'rl/Sfq/e

Screen

Diaphragm
Voice Coil
Acoustic Damping

Center Core

BK -1A
All -New
Pressure Microphone

AM, FM and TV

THIS IS THE NEW MICROPHONE that made
broadcast and television history at the political
conventions. It includes every outstanding
characteristic of the RCA 88 -A, which it replaces,
plus new advantages found in no other microphone

Case

T-ansformer
Tube
Acoustic Seal

in its price range or class. Check the facts!

I

4-

Magnet

Type BK -1A is unobtrusive, even in the
"close- ups." New styling, non -reflecting
finish blends right into the TV picture
Type BK -1A is absolutely insensitive to air
blast and vibration -ideal for "close -ups"
Type BK -1A has a frequency characteristic that is
independent of distance from the sound source

Type BK -1A has uniform response over the
essential audio range
Type BK -lA can be used in any kind of weather
Type BK -IA detaches from base for hand announcing (it can also be
mounted on floor stands)
IATt
Type BK -1A is equipped with a
MptLI
ball- and -swivel mount -can be
turned in any direction

IiM

Terminal Board
Back Cover

Cable
Ball & Socket Swivel

Stand
Retaining Washer
Thumb Screw
Cushion

Type BK -1A is only 8 inches high; weighs
just 19 oz. (less base and cable)

For details and delivery information on this new remarkable
semi -directional microphone, call
your RCA Broadcast Sales
Representative
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surprising degree of unanimity both on the
amount of bass boost required and on the
fact that treble boost was required to a
degree which would not be predicted by the

53beieï5OO "SERIES

curves. In other words, at very low levels,
compared to the correction predicted by
the F -M curves, the average listener wants
less bass (to reduce boom) and more
highs (to improve definition).
Our loudness controls have all been designed on the basis of these results and
their acceptance has been mor than satisfactory. Many listeners previously-and
often quite rightfully-prejudiced against
loudness controls have agreed that ours
are indeed very good.
May I respectfully point out, therefore,
that your editorial is misleading for the
simple reason that it is based upon the
assumption that the Fletcher -Munson
curves should be used slavishly in designing
a loudness control, whereas there is considerable experimental evidence that this
is not the case.
H. H. SCOTT,
Hermon Hosmer Scott, Inc.,
385 Putnam Ave.,
Cambridge 39, Mass.
(Our favorite axiom-originally stated by
C..1. LeBel in 1938-is, "If it measures
good and sounds bad, it is bad." This
it
should work in its converse form
sounds good, it is good, and it would appear that public acceptance of Mr. Scott's

GIVES NEW CONCEPT TO HIGH FIDELITY
NEW 500 D DIRECT DRIVE AMPLIFIER AND MATCHING
500 OHM VOICE COIL SPEAKERS..'

-If

500

D DIRECT DRIVE AMPLIFIER
FINEST EVER OFFERED

products zsuuld bear out his observations.
ED.)

Designed for use with speakers having 500 Ohm voice coil. Never
before has such fidelity been possible. Stephens matching speakers with 500 ohm voice coil used in conjunction with the 500 D
amplifier provide the finest reproduction of sound yet achieved.
This is the first amplifier to successfully eliminate the output transformer thereby eliminating buns and distortion introduced by
transformers. At full 20 watt, distortion is less than '4 of one
percent. Phase shift is less than 15° at 20 c.p.s. (far less than can
be obtained with a transformer.) Learn more about -his outstanding development. Write for technical data.

Needle Force Terminology
SIR:

The question raised by Mr. Lager in
December LETTERS regarding stylus "force"
versus "pressure" touches upon a subject
which has been creating confusion for many
years.
It is fairly obvious that a spring balance
measures force, not pressure. In English
units, force may properly be expressed in
ounces. Therefore, it seems proper to say
"needle force
ounces." The advent of
of the fraction -of -an -ounce pickups has
brought about the erroneous practice of
stating needle force in grams.
Li the C.G.S. system force is measured
in dynes, not grams. However, pickup users
do not seem to like the expression "needle
force -5880 dynes" for example. Instead,
they would much rather say "6 grams."
To ensure correct terminology, we have
recently been using the term "vertical pickup load." "Load" is a rather general term
which may take on the units of force, mass,
or weight. It seems perfectly proper, therefore, to say "stylus load
grams."
Needle pressure is calculable in terms of
needle load and the contact area. On the
basis of the data presently available, we
have estimated that average stress in pounds
per square inch at the point of contact between a spherical 1 -mil radius stylus and a
Vinylite record is around 50,000 pounds
per square inch for a needle load of
ounce (7.1 grams.).

List Price:

500D Amplifier, $184.00

-2

5106AX COAXIAL SPEAKER
This fine coaxial speaker reproduces true -to -life tones across the

entire audio spectrum. Space saving compactness makes it the
choice for most broadcast station monitoring and the finest set manufacturers.
It is one compact assembly combining o
15" low resonate cone reproducer with
a separate lightweight metal diaphragm
and voice coil assembly coupled to an 8
cell horn with 40° x 80° dispersion.
Also has a 1200 cycle high pass filter.
Power rating, 20 watts,'Impedance -500
ohms. Frequency Response -40 to 20,000
c.p.s. Diameter -15'8 ". Recommended for

broadcast monitoring, motion picture

-6

sound, and especially FM and record reproduction. Available as o 16 ohm sysstem, Model 106AX.

....
....

$179.00
Model 106AX
$166.00
For superior listening qualities be sure to get Stephens
Tru Sonic components ...complete illustrated
catalog available on request.
EXHIBITING AT THE LOS ANGELES AUDIO FAIR
List Price: Model 5106AX

B. B. BAUER,

Ó

HENS
STEP
1RVCC

10

Vice -President- Engineering,
Shure Brothers, Inc.,
225 W. Huron St.,
Chicago 10, Ill.
[Continued on page 61]

STEPHENS MANUFACTURING CORP.
538 WARNER DRIVE

CLIVER CITY, CALIF.
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An AMPEX is always
ready to go
-Even after thousands of
hours of service

-

-,.

(

s'f

Supreme reliability is the most important quality your
tape recorder can have whether your station is 250
watts or 50,000 watts. Countless operators have found
that AMPEX eliminates the fussing, the adjustments, and
the uncertainty they had previously suffered in using tape
recorders that were "built to a price."
The AMPEX 400 Series Recorder is the one outstanding
bargain in tape recorder service. It costs least per hour of
use; it minimizes maintenance and adjustment; it protects
your programs from the hazard of sudden failure; and its
reliability frees your engineer's attention for other tasks.
Even after thousands of hours of service, your AMPEX
Recorder will be reliable in these important ways:
When you press the button, it operates
Program timing stays accurate
Starting, stopping, and rewind will operate smoothly
Fidelity will still be high
Maintenance costs will still be low

For new broadcast application bulletin, write Dept. ß1011:t

AmP EX
MAGNETIC RECORDERS
If you plait for tomorrow,

buy ari AMPEX today.

AMPEX ELECTRIC CORPORATION
934 CHARTER STREET

AUDIO ENGINEERING
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75th Anniversary of the
First Dynamic Loudspeaker
PREAMPLIFIEREOUAIIZER

ODEL 50-C

MURLAN

Demonstrate their quality

on the AUDIOMAT

S.

CORRINGTON

A brief discussion of the device which was the
predecessor of all present -day sound reproducers.

a

a dynamic loud speaker was issued to C. H. Siemens
on December 10, 1877. It is British
patent No. 4685, class 40-IV. It is interesting that this loudspeaker was developed long before there was an ampliTIIE FIRST PATENT On

Master Audio Control
MODEL 50 -C

This is the equipment (50-C and
50 -A) used to reproduce WQXR's
binaural broadcast to the AES
Annual Banquet. You can pay considerably more but you cannot buy
finer! THE FISHER Master Audio
Control can be used with any amplifier. Intermodulation distortion is
virtually unmeasurable; complete,
professional phonograph equalization settings and tone controls; genuine F -M loudness control; 5 inputs
and 5 independent input level con-

TRAtET

1

SHAPED

PARCHMENT

CONE
VOICE

COIL

HOLLOW POLE PIECE

11

HORSESHOE

trols; cathode follower outputs.

MAGNETS

Finest preamplifier. Self- powered.
As shown, 50-C: $97.50
Chassis only, 50-CH: $89.50

CROSS

SECTION

DYNAMIC

All- Triode Amplifier

ig.

1.

MODEL 50 -A

THE FISHER Laboratory Standard Amplifier is, beyond a shadow
of a doubt, the world's finest all triode amplifier-and yet moderately
priced! FEATURES: High output
less than .3% harmonic distortion
at 40 watts (.08% at 10 watts.) Intermodulation distortion below .8%
at 40 watts. Uniform response within
.1 db, 20- 20,000 cycles; 1 db, 5 to
100,000 cycles. Hum and noise better than 98 db below full output.
Quality components used throughout.
Beautiful workmanship. $159.50
Hear this fine equipment at

-

ASCO

OF

FIRST

LOUDSPEAKER

The loudspeaker covered by Siemens
1877 patent.

fier to operate it and before the days of
the phonograph and radio. It was to be

used in telephone equipment.
As shown by Fig. 1, two horseshoe
magnets were used, one inside the other,
s RCA Victor Division, Camden, N. J.

45th

STREET

ALL TRIODE AMPLIFIER

Chester W. Rice and Edward W. Kel-

1

-1953

ELECTRONIC

COM-

Presented through
cooperation of AISE, IRE, RTMA, and
WCEMA. Shakespeare Club, Pasadena,
California.
May 7- 9- ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA. Philadelphia, Pa.
May 18-21 -1953 ELECTRONIC PARTS
SHOW. Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
August 19-21-WESTERN ELECTRONIC
sponsored
AND
CONVENTION,
SHOW
jointly by WCEMA and Western Sections of IRE. Municipal Auditorium, San
Francisco, Calif.
September 1- 3- INTERNATIONAL SIGHT
AND SOUND EXPOSITION. Palmer House,
PONENTS SYMPOSIUM.

Coming EVENTS

NEW YORK
MODEL 50 -A

February
GELES,

5, 6, 7-AUDIO FAIR -LOS ANHotel Alexandria, Los Angeles,

Calif.

March 23-26- INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS, convention and 1953 RADIO ENGINEERING SHOW. Grand Central Palace,
New York City.
April

28 -May

1- Seventh

Annual

NA-

TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTERS' convention and

1953 BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONFER-

Burdette Hall, Philharmonic Auditorium, Los Angeles.
ENCE.

12

I

logg, "Notes on the development of a new
type of hornless loudspeaker," Jour. A.I.
E.E., vol. 44, pp. 982-991; Sept. 1925, Disc.
pp. 1015 -1020.

April 28-May

SOUND CORPORATION

115 \VEST

to produce the magnetic field. One leg
of the magnet was longer than the other
and a hole was drilled in it slightly
larger than the voice coil. A hollow pole
piece was then placed inside the voice
coil and extended to complete the circuit to the other leg of the magnet. The
voice coil was wound on a form which
was connected to the trumpet - shaped
parchment cone.
The outer edge of the cone did not
have the flexible corrugations used tolay, but because of the flatness at that
point was fairly flexible.
It is surprising that modern loudspeakers have not changed very much.
We have improved the magnet structure
by using more powerful permanent magnetic materials and have added a more
flexible rim suspension to lower the
resonant frequency. The first design operated with an enclosed back with a
compartment the diameter of the cone
and extending back as far as the voice
coil. Now we use a much larger acoustic
enclosure.
As Chester W. Rice said to Edward
W. Kellogg, during their development
of the modern inertia-controlled loudspeaker nearly fifty years later (1925),i
when they discovered that one of their
ideas had been anticipated, "The ancients stole our invention."

Chicago.
October 14-17--Fifth Annual Convention
of the AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY, and
THE AUDIO FAIR. Hotel New Yorker,
New York City.
October 15- 17- ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF
AMERICA. Cleveland, Ohio.

AUDIO ENGINEERING
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"This

Brand 7 -inch
new `Scotch'

cuts machine
professional reel
maintenance costs!"

Extra -large hub gives new "Scotch" Brand

reel exclusive advantages

Tape on new reel is improved 4 ways!
1 "DRY LUBRICATING" process gives you a tape

produced by new larger hub means less vibration, decreased machine wear.
Recording equipment stays on the job longer with
fewer stops for repairs and adjustments. The new
2% " hub gives this 7° reel approximately the same
ratio of outside diameter to hub diameter as the
standard NARTB 10%' metal reel. Rewind speed
is actually 10% faster than the ordinary 7' reel despite the slower rotating speed.
CUTS TIMING ERRORS 50 %! By reducing tension
changes as tape is spooled off, this new reel reduces
timing errors to a minimum.
LOWER ROTATIONAL SPEED

REDUCES PITCH CHANGES! Using this new reel, you
can splice recordings of long musical programs with
far greater stability of pitch.

SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR FOR A SUPPLY OF
"SCOTCH" BRAND 7" PROFESSIONAL REELS
AND NEW DRY LUBRICATED TAPE!

Tape supplied on the new "Scotch"
Brand 7' professional reel is guaranteed to be completely free of splices.

2 100% SPLICE -FREE!

feet of tape
to be wound on the new reel despite its larger hub,
Magnetic properties of this new tape are identical with
"Scotch" Brand #111 -A, the industry's standard of
quality.

3 THINNER CONSTRUCTION allows a full 1200

4 GUARANTEED UNIFORMITY! Output variation of tape
wound on the new reel is guaranteed to be less than
plus or minus % db at 1000 cps within the reel, and
less than plus or minus
db from reel to reel.

/

The term "SCOTCH" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for Sound Recording Tape made in
U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St.
Paul 6, Minn. -also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure- sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating,
"Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting, "Safety- Walk" Nonslip Surfacing, "3M" Abraaives, "3M" Adhesives. General Export: 122 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. In
Canada: London, Ont., Can.

AUDIO ENGINEERING

that

practically eliminates sticking, squealing and cupping
. a completely dependable tape that turns in a flawless performance in extremes of heat and humidity.
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SCOTCH
BRAND

MAGNETIC
TAPE
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BOOK REVIEWS
OF THE ELECTRONIC \ .U.\'E IN
RADIO RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS. VOL.
2-A.F. AMPLIFICATION, THE OUTPUT
STAGE, POWER SUPPLIES. Book 5 of the
Philips' Technical Library. xviii + 431

.PPLIG\LION

THE EXCELLENCE OF

YOUR PRODUCTION NEEDS

Perfect

Precision
Prints
t.t'l0)1- l'It(H

I:.SEU

AUTOMATICALLY!
These machines print the picture
portion of the film by step method
original and print stock both stationary and held in intimate contact
during exposure for each frame.

-

Machines are automatically preset
by the Control Strip. Color balance
can be changed from scene to scene.
or fades and lap dissolves added.

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
BETTER 16mm PRINTS

is given
each film, each reel, each scene,

enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere!
Newest Facilities in the 16mm
field are available to customers
of Precision, including the most
modern applications of elec.
tronics, chemistry, physics, optics,
sensitometry and densitometry-

phase of the complex business of
processing assuring you of the
very best results.

antee that only the best is yours
at Precision!

15 Years Research and Specialization in every phase of
16mm processing, visual and

aural. So organized and equipped that all Precision jobs are
of the highest quality.

Individual Attention
each frame

- through

every

-

including exclusive Maurer designed equipment -your guar-

Our Advanced Methods and

our constant checking and adoption of up- to- the -minute techniques, plus new engineering
principles and special machinery

-a

diPrecision Film Laboratories
vision of J. A. Maurer, Inc., has 14
years of specialization in the 16mm
field, consistently meets the latest demands for higher quality and speed.

14

PII OISION
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

21 West 46th St.,
New York 19, N.Y.

JU

2.3970

pages. By Dr. B. G. Dammers, J. Haantjes, J. Otte, & H. van Suchtelen. Translated from the Dutch by J. Jager & Harley Carter. 1951.
In this latest addition to the Philips
multilingual texts on the electron tubes,
three chapters treat the important function
Of the vacuum valve-as amplifier, both
voltage and power, and as power source
for the receiver. The treatment is distinctly European, and the American reader
will have to accommodate himself to new
sets of nomenclature and circuit symbols.
The various factors entering upon the
performance of voltage amplifiers and the
means used to overcome their defisiencies
are more than adequately covered. Such
matters as adequate bypassing and decoupling and the effect of over -all frequency
response come in for detailed study. Phase
splitting in many unusual forms is discussed, but as the tubes considered are
European types, it is difficult to relate them
to American types currently available.
The power output stage is thoroughly
discussed for both single-ended and push pull forms. Inverse feedback is not covered
until a later volume, however. The various
classes of operation and comparisons
thereof, when under load, receive a full
exposition not customarily found in texts
of this sort.
The power supply is analyzed from both
the heater and plate requirements, and
mathematical treatment of the design
parameters will enable the reader to predetermine any specific power supply corn ponent list. Stabilization of the plate supply is discussed as applicable to stable operation of the amplifier as a whole.
A useful bibliography and an adequate
index complete the volume. This reviewer
cannot but be amazed at the one omission
from this book-appearing as it does in
comparison of
more than one language
U.S. and European valve types.
-L. B. Keim

-a

SUPPRESSION. G. L.
Stephens. London: Iliffe & Sons, 1952.
132 pages, $2.50 (British Book Center,
New York City).
The suppression of radio interference in
America is handled at best in a lackadaisical manner, but in Britain the law protects the listener, and wilful failure to
prevent such disturbance can mean prosecution. Her Majesty's Government derives
a sizable revenue from each user of a wireless installation, so proper steps are taken
to ensure satisfactory use of the equipment
in the home.
This is a second edition of this text
brought up to date, with especial emphasis
upon proper filter design to cover the video
frequency band as well as the general spectrum. Designed as a text to give practical
assistance to both the design engineer and
the serviceman, the many forms of interference are first discussed as to origin, and
then their practical elimination taken up
in detail. Automobile, traction cars, fixed
machinery, and household appliances are
all discussed, and the separate methods of
treating them are clearly shown. Much is
made of the "cut and try" process so often
[Continued on page 69]
RADIO INTERFERENCE
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&w& E-CORES
made from SILECTRON strip
(grain- oriented silicon steel)
The use of "E" cores, wound from grain- oriemed silicon steel, results in
weight and size reduction as well as higher efFrciency and possible cost
savings. "E" cores can be supplied in a variety of window sizes and core
areas from 1, 2, 4 or 12 -mil Silectron strip, for high or low frequency
All Arnold cores are made by precision methods,
3 -phase applications.
and carefully tested under closely controlled conditions to assure highest
quality and reliability. We'll u'ekome your inquiries.

(-Cores to meet any requirement
For your single -phase applications,
Arnold "C" -Cores are available in
any shape and quantity, and in any
size from fractions of an ounce to
hundreds of pounds
. wound

from Silectron strip in a wide
range of ultra-thin and heavier
gauges. (Sires up to 10 lbs.. in
12 -mil strip; to any weight in
thinner gauges.)

AUDIO ENGINEERING

W9D 4437

T

ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
SUBSIDIARY OF ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION

General Office & Plant: Marengo, Illinois
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EDITOR'S REPORT

RELIEF!

during a lifetime, humans are likely
to estimate a time for the completion of a project
and then find, to their chagrin, that they are un-

MANY TIMES

able to finish the job by the specified date. In fact, the
common expression "Time is of the essence" -which in
itself seems to be meaningless
often used in lieu of
more definitive legal terminology to indicate that an enforced fulfillment of a completion date is envisaged in
the signing of a contract or in a statement of a date of
performance.
We have just come through a period for which the
above is an introduction. 'Way back in September, we
estimated that the 2nd audio anthology would be ready
for delivery around November 1 -which it wasn't. The
circulation department has been pestered -and, we
might say, rightfully-with pithy comments about our
estimates of the delivery date. We are more pleased than
our readers to be able to say that the entire manuscript
is finally in the hands of the printers, and that delivery
may be expected during the last half of February.
Æ's staff is small, and the work of preparing the
copy for the 2nd anthology naturally devolved upon one
person -who had all his regular other duties to carry
on with at the same time. In spite of all this, this one
man had no work allotted for the hours from two to
six a.m. Those were simply wasted in sleeping.
In all seriousness, however, we do wish to thank those
who have ordered the 2nd anthology and who have been
patient for several months while they waited for delivery. It won't be long now.

-is

SCIENTIFIC MIRACLES
Of all the publications and house organs that cross
our desk each month, the Mueller Clipper is near the
top in our list of favorites. Published by the Mueller
Electric Company, of Cleveland, makers of clips-big
clips, little clips, middle-sized clips-this little sheet is
always read from front to back, since it intersperses its
bits of wisdom with bits of wit. In fact, most of its short
paragraphs combine both. Since there is no copyright
notice on this sheet, we trust Skipper Ralph Mueller
will not mind if we "clip" this item from the current
Clipper.
"What a series of scientific miracles is involved in
the electronic organ A lump of coal is fed to a boiler.
which makes steam, which drives a turbine, which
drives a generator, which makes current, which goes
out over miles of copper lines to the organ, which
sends forth beautiful music. A lump of coal magically
transformed to a great series of pleasing sound
waves."
A block diagram of similar comparisons would he
mightily interesting.
!
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THE AUDIO FAIRS
Looking at the schedule for 1953, we note that there
are to be three Audio Fairs, which gives rise to some
thoughts about the past years, and to those in the future. With three Fairs in '53, two in '52, one in '51,
what do we have to look forward to in '54? In '59?
Well, you may ask, Why not ? Aside for the expense
of exhibiting, which increases to astronomical figures as
the number of Fairs is multiplied, it is certain that more
and more familiarity of the public will result in more
and more sales of equipment -and, in general, will result in better equipment at lowered cost per unit because
of manufacturing economies which would naturally follow a mass market. Even with the increase in sales of
audio equipment over the past six years, we are pleased
that quality standards have not been lowered
anything, they have climbed steadily. In general, audio
manufacturers have held quality up, even though they
have embarked on mass production to a small degree.
This is a good sign, and we feel sure that it will continue in the future.
But there is a limit to how many exhibits can be
staged annually -even on a regional basis-by the
manufacturers. The cost of exhibit space is only the
beginning-that of the exhibit attendants' time and
that of shipping the exhibits all over the country is
likely to be ten times the cost of the room in which the
exhibit is set up. It is our feeling that the regional
shows -such as those in Philadelphia, Memphis, Cleveland, San Antonio, and a few other cities-are better
handled by the local distributors. There is certainly a
need for three or four major annual exhibits in widely
separated parts of the country-The Audio Fairs
but the smaller one- and two-day affairs might better
be the result of local get -togethers of distributors.

-if

-

THE BLACK SIDE
It seems a shame, in view of the generally high level
of integrity in the audio industry, to have to comment
on a practice that seems to us to be slightly pernicious.
But closing one's eyes to a condition rarely causes it to
go away, nor does general acceptance of an unfair-and
in some states, illegal -practice make it right. We have
in mind the case of a manufacturer who offers a prize to
the distributor's salesman who makes the most sales of
that manufacturer's products over a given period. If
the salesman's employer-the distributor- wishes
give such a prize, that's his business, and it is fair and
entirely legal, no matter whether it is for sales of one
manufacturer's equipment or as a percentage on all
sales. But when the outsider steps into the picture and
offers prizes, it borders on bribery and is in many states
illegal.

Let's start from scratch and give everyone an even
break.
AUDIO ENGINEERING
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it comes to you
in the subtle shading of a piano .. .
in the clean brilliance of violins,
the purity of a flute. Your ear detects
the sweet mellowness of cellos,
the roundness of a clarinet .
yes, even the iridescense of clashing cymbals.
And, as the symphony swells to crescendo.
its dynamic energy adds a flood of color
to your musical canvas.

.

For those who can hear the difference.
these are the elusive pleasures
that often remain hidden
in the grooves of fine recordings.
These are the thrilling
new listening experiences
that are released for your enjoyment
when you use quality components by Pickering.

PICKERING COMPONENTS

f

-t

11oae mho

can

'rte ¿he a/cenct, "

PICKERING and company, incorporated
Pickering High Fidelity Components are
available through leading Radio Parts distributors everywhere; detailed literature
sent upon request..iddress Department A 1

Oceanside,
AUDIO ENGINEERING

L. L, New

York
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It
adds
New "500" telephone. It has already been introduced
on a limited scale and will be put in use as opportunity permits, in places where it can serve best.
Note new dial and 25 per cent lighter handset.

miles

to your voice
Adjustable volume control on bottom of new telephone permits
subscriber to set it to ring a loudly or softly as he please,.
Ring is pleasant and harmonious, yet stands out clearer.

For years the telephone you know
and use has done its job well -and
still does. But as America grows,
more people are settling in suburban areas. Telephone lines must be
longer: more voice energy is needed
to span the extra miles.
Engineers at Bell Telephone

Laboratories have developed a
new telephone which can deliver
a voice ten times more powerfully
than before. Outlying points may

BELL TELEPHONE

now be served without the installation of extra -heavy wires or
special batteries on subscribers'
premises. For shorter distances,
the job can be done with thinner
wires than before. Thus thousands
of tons of copper and other strategic materials are being conserved.
The new telephone shows once
again how Bell Telephone Labora-

tories keeps making telephony
better while the cost stays low.

LABORATORIES

QUICK FACTS ON NEW TELEPHONE

Transmitter

is much more powerful,
largely to increased sound pressure at
diaphragm and more efficient use of
carbon granules that turn sound waves
electrical impulses.

due
the
the

into

Light ring armature diaphragm receiver
produces three limes as much acoustic energy for the same input power. It transmits
more of the high frequencies.

Improved dial mechanism

can send pulses
over greater distances to operate switches
in dial exchange.

Built -in varistors equalize current, so voices
don't get too loud close to telephone
exchange.

Despite increased sensitivity of receiver,
Improving telephone service for America provides careers
for creative men in scientific and technical fields.
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"clicks" are subdued by copper oxide varistor which chops off peaks of current surges.

Real Theater Sound
in a Small Package
THOMAS

R.

HUGHES'

Part 1. The author, after years of analysis and desire, has
reshuffled old facts and ideas to make a fresh approach.
THOSE WHO have followed the
articles on loudspeakers and enclosures in radio magazines it must seem
that the subject has long been exhausted.
There are as many different suggested
ways of enclosing speakers and as many
extravagant claims for the set-ups as
there are pages in the dictionary but we
know that in many cases our ears and
memory are just deceiving us.
The ears, after a good night's rest,
are too ready to tolerate anything in
the musical sound that is stimulating
and different. But the very divergence
of design and choice in speaker systems
is proof that no satisfactory standard
has been achieved.
The speaker system we have developed
solves, for the first time, all of the
speaker problems connected with high quality music reproduction in the average size living room. This has been accomplished by a departure from the rut
designers have been in for several
years -that of trying to adapt theater type speakers to living room use.
In order that you will not assume
this is just another speaker enclosure
that happened to charm the ears of its
master, we ask you to bear with us in
a thorough discussion of the principles
involved, before we finally give you the
details of construction and accomplishTo

ment.
3721 Hillcrest Drive, Los Angeles 16,
California

Our objective is to reproduce (as accurately as is physically possible) fine
music, of all types, in the average size
home. The problems which have to be
solved for most of us are: the high cost
of available systems ; their large bulk
and difficulty of fitting into the decorative scheme; the problem of having to
operate recommended systems at too
high a volume level in order to achieve
the effect called "presence"; the problem
of obtaining life -like definition of instruments and effects when the musical score
explores a polyphony of superimposed
parts and melodies ; and lastly the problem of extra amplifier capacity required
for the available high -quality systems.
Engineers conquered the problems of
adequately reproducing fine music in
the theater many years ago, but there
has been a lack of realistic approach to
the needs of the normal home listener.
Having played in both symphony and
dance orchestras in younger years and
being an engineer by profession, the
writer has been struggling with these
problems for many of his older years.
Having dozens of music -loving acquaintances who would be in the market
for the proper article, if it were available, we determined to develop a stock
item that could be moved into any room
without disrupting it. Since the problems are so interwoven, we will not take
up their solution in any regular sequence
but will refer to them at relevant points.

Fig.

1.
The coml e t e d
three -horn
corner reproducer in
a typical living-room
setting.
p

A Fresh Approach

The solution of all our problems starts
with the proper generation of the lower
frequencies and here is where we part
company with the designers and authorities. We are not so interested in a flat response down to 40 or 50 cps because
musical scores rarely call for fundamentals so low, nor do orchestras or
ears provide a fiat response. What we
demand is the clear generation of the
full harmonic structure of the cello, with
its rugged vigor, or that of the bassoon,
with its alluring intensity, and the jungle
vibrance of the marimba bass notes.
Someone has said that most speaker
designers listen to music through their
slide rules. However, the effects we are
interested in can not be distinguished
by instruments in a laboratory. Furthermore, they are difficult to achieve in the
home with normal speakers. So we will
give you our specifications for simple
solution.
In spite of the fact that many folded horn corner -speaker enclosures are being built for home use with 15 -in.
woofers, the sales points for a large
woofer are only applicable when it is
used in a box or baffle enclosure. And
it should never be used for symphonies
in an average size living room.
Where it is used in a bass -reflex cabinet or any other box resonator, the prime
objective is to have the natural lower
cone resonance fall below the cutoff point
of the program material. This can only
be accomplished with a large cone of
careful design. But, with horn loading
of our woofer, we are not much concerned with resonant points because
a horn levels them out to a great extent
and still maintains acoustical coupling
below these points.
On the other hand, there are many
factors against the use of the large
woofer in a home installation. The most
important one is that, when it is worked
at its intended amplitude, it produces
outraged cries from family and neighbors. You don't get the robust timbre
of bass instruments or singers from a
large speaker thatis just coasting along
at comfortable room level.

Another factor against the large
woofer is its cost. If you are determined
to hear and feel the impact of that bass
drum beat and you open up the input to
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your big cone, you will have to have a
heavy field magnet for proper attack
and decay at full amplitude. That's when
the cost starts mounting but that isn't
the main factor in the cost of a really
fine woofer of theater proportions. Unless many details are considered in
proper shaping, strengthening, and suspending of the large cone, you will not
get a clean attack and decay-even with
the heavy field magnet.
These are problems you have to accept in producing adequate volume for a
theater or auditorium. but why should
the home owner have to be saddled with
them? By the use of a small, light, but
stiff cone, we have avoided all these difficulties to a great degree.
Therefore, we will start with a woofer
which has a small hard cone-not over
an 8 -in. nominal size with a 6-in. effective working diameter. Phenolic impregnated paper works very well for the
material of the cone. The angle its surface forms with the axis is smaller than
in the normal speaker because we are
not concerned with direction of sound
projection. In other words, it is a steep

from all directions. And, when the
speaker system is placed in a room
corner, there is no use in talking about
120 -deg. spread of a multihorn tweeter,
because the walls only allow 90 -deg.
spread.
Advantages of Horn Loading

Fig. 2. View of the structure described by the

author

early stage of construction. The
back wave from the cone passes to the front
of the cabinet, back around a partition to
the rear, thence out through the side passages shown in Fig. 1, as indicated by the
in

arrows.

cone.

Harnessing the New Creature

This is contrary to all the literature
on the subject, but we want it to work
as a piston right up to the 1000 -cps
crossover, and only a small cone will
do that. When a larger cone is used, it
ceases to work as a piston at much
lower frequencies, and trouble is likely
to be encountered with spurious vibrations in the walls of the cone, producing
subharmonics and the familiar buzzing
on sustained low notes.
To drive the cone, we use a voice
coil with a relatively large diameter for
an 8 -in. speaker-not less than 1 % in.
and preferably 1/ in. or larger. This
places the thrust more nearly in line
with the outer suspension ring and,
with the steeper sides of the cone, prevents generation of subharmonics. The
coil is round copper wire, as we are
more concerned at low frequencies with
low resistance to signal currents and
proper heat dissipation than we are
with mass.
Another important feature of our
speaker is its heavy magnetic field. The
first woofer we used consisted of the
field pot from an old RCA 104 loudspeaker, with a new cone made of
phenolic -impregnated paper. This was
an electromagnetic speaker which required around 25 watts of field excitation.
Both the spider and the outer surrounding suspension ring must be freely
compliant to avoid distortion from
mechanical nonlinearity. However, the
outer surround must be sufficiently tough
to endure the rigorous punishment it
receives, since the stiff cone does not
absorb any of the flexing as an ordinary
felted paper cone would. A ring of
imitation leather similar to plastic
materials used in upholstering makes an
excellent surround.

The loading of this driver is accomplished with two horns. The outer
mounting ring of the speaker frame
bolts to the sheet metal horn, pictured
along with the speaker. This horn has
a 4 -in. square throat and an exponential flare that doubles in area
every 1.)4 in. of axial length and ends
in a mouth about 13 in. square. From
the formulas for exponential flare and
size of mouth opening, it is seen that
this gives a low- frequency cutoff at
around 450 cps.
Since the woofer is designed to work
as a more -or -less rigid piston throughout its range, its response falls
off
rapidly for signals at much above 1000
cps, but the dividing network is designed for 1000 -cps crossover. Thus the
working range from this center horn is
approximately 450 to 1000 cps.
The back of the woofer is loaded with
a folded horn which depends on the
walls and floor at the corner of a room
for extension of its mouth and flare.
Designers know from long experience
that frequencies above 450 cps will not
follow the tortuous path of a folded
horn, so this horn handles the frequencies from 450 cps down to the
lower extremity of its response.
Speaker expense is held to a minimum
by the absolute simplicity and foolproof
design of the woofer. It sounds too
simple and easy to construct but it
really works. And. for use in a small
house, any good low-priced horn
tweeter can be matched to it.
We are not concerned with direction
of sound projection in a normal living
room for it bounces off the walls qt us

20
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The greatest advantage of a horn
over all forms of boxes and resonators
is the much smoother response curve
with its freedom from sharp peaks and
dips as different frequencies are reached.
The only difficulty of reproduction or
transmission by horns is in the natural
nonlinearity of the air column when the
greater amplitudes of the low frequencies
are impressed upon it.
The nonlinearity of air coupling applies equally to any form of box or
resonator. At the same time there is
trouble in boxes and resonators from
both the mechanical resonance points of
speakers and the acoustical resonance
points of enclosed air, as well as that
of standing and reflected waves. Standing waves are set up by the meeting of
equal waves reflected from opposite
sides of an enclosure, such as a bass reflex cabinet.
Standing waves are only produced
when the wave length is shorter than
the internal dimensions of the enclosure
and when the sides of the enclosure are
parallel. Thus, it is' easy to produce
standing waves in a living room with
two bare walls facing each other and
the speaker axis parallel and centrally
spaced with these walls. Standing waves
produce overemphasis or de-emphasis of
certain harmonics so that a clear
rounded voice or tone structure is not
heard.
Reflected waves at high frequencies
(the wavelength shorter than the internal dimensions of the box) cause
distortion within any enclosure because
they are out of phase with the directradiated frequencies. Thus the box must
be lined with loose hair felt or other
acoustical material which will effectively trap such unwanted high frequencies within the box. The larger the
enclosure the more out of phase these
paths become and the more important
their trapping becomes. This is especially true in a labyrinth passage for
a single wide -range speaker.
But we are not concerned with either
standing or reflected waves in our
system because we don't generate any
short wavelengths within our large
horns. The shortest wavelength that can
be generated at the crossover region
is slightly under one foot, and could
cause none of these troubles in the
small passáges of the folded horn. It is
the combination of low crossover frequency, horns, and corner position in
the room that removes these problems.
Before you can appreciate the happy
set of circumstances which makes this
design so ideal for music reproduction
[Continued on page 58]
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The Wide Range R-C Oscillator
LEWIS

S.

GOODFRIEND

A description of a practical instrument built on the principle of the
Bridged -Tee oscillator developed at the National Bureau of Standards.
the National
Bureau of Standards issued a news
release on an oscillator developed
in their laboratory by Peter G. Sulzer.
This writer built two versions of the
circuit and has tested the second one for
about a year under both shop and laboratory conditions. The major features
of the circuit are : a range, with small
phase shift, from 20 cps to 2 mc ; low
output impedance; good frequency stability; compactness ; and constant output
voltage. At least that is what the release
claimed for the circuit. All the claims
were finally achieved but not without
considerable care. When finished, how
ever, the Sulzer oscillator has provided
a useful laboratory instrument for checking wide -range audio circuits which
were formerly checked with two oscillators. Mr. Sulzer has discussed elsewhere the specific design advantages of
the bridged -Tee over other R -C circuits
for the purpose of frequency control of
oscillators.'
The original news release showed a
circuit using two 6AG7 tubes and stated
that the oscillator might be mounted in
a cabinet with a small power supply and
an output amplifier, if proper shielding
were employed. This circuit is shown
in Fig. 2. It was built as shown and was
tested with an external power supply. It
proved to have all the features that were
claimed for it but required the use of a
wide -band buffer amplifier stage between
the oscillator and the load or circuit
under test to prevent varying output
loads from causing both frequency and
level changes. To be effective the amplifier must have about the same characteristics as the second stage. Therefore
the second stage was duplicated and
added to the original circuit. At this
point the plate and filament current requirements were increased by fifty per
cent. A power supply transformer to
supply 67 ma at 250 v. for three 6AG7's
is not small, nor are the rest of the
components. It was decided to examine
the circuit for possible changes which
might permit a reduction in both plate
and the filament currents. Since the
second tube as a cathode follower must
feed a varying impedance-the Bridged Tee network- without a change of out-

6AC7 draws less than half the plate
current of the 6AG7, but has only 82
per cent of the gain of the larger tube
and slightly less output capacitance. The
use of careful interstage wiring will
allow the use of the smaller tube even
with the requirement of a larger plate
resistor to maintain the stage gain. The
saving in capacitance is important because the second tube is a cathode follower. Thus the interstage capacitance
is made up mainly of the first stage output capacitance. Actually, gain is not
the whole story. The high -frequency
phase shift is important also, but if the
R -C product remains the same there
will be no change in phase shift either.
The substitution was made along with
the required changes in first stage circuit
parameters. The final circuit with the
modified first stage is shown in Fig. 3.

SOME TWO YEARS AGO

The Components

Fig. 2. Original circuit described in a report
from the National Bureau of Standards.

put level, it was deemed unwise to
modify the circuit at that point. The
output tube faces a similarly varying
load since it is called upon to operate
into a wide variety of systems that have
a wide range of impedances. This leaves
only the front end. Here, however, all
that the tube must supply is gain. A
quick look at the characteristics of the
6AC7 and the 6AG7 shows that the

The most important part in this oscillator is the variable capacitor. It has
two sections each having a nominal
range of 40 to 550 µµf, but capacitors
of this range are hard to find. The minimum capacitance of some of the variable
capacitors examined was frequently
very small, and if they are used must be
padded out to about 40 µµf or more so
that the tuning range will make maximum use of the angular motion of the
capacitor. If the capacitance does reach
extremely small values, and the two
halves of the variable capacitor are not
closely matched, erratic operation may
[Continued on page 68]
.

The author's
of the
Bridged -Tee oscillator in chassis form.
Fig.

1.

version

+404 Riverside Drive, Nein York 25,

' Peter G. Sulzer, "Wide range R -C oscillator," Electronics, pp. 88, 89, Sept. 1950.
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Circle Diagrams for ResistanceCapacitance- Coupled Amplifiers
OLAN

KRUSE

E.

A discussion of the circle diagram method for the solution of certain amplifier problems encountered in the design and analysis of amplifiers.
However, a set of "constant -w" circles
will be derived and the combination of
the two families of circles will prove to
be of considerable value. The relative
phase angle at low frequencies, 0t (as
related to the mid -frequency phase), is,
from the definition of the phase angle
and Eq. (4), given by

AND ANALYSIS procedures for
resistance -capacitance -coupled amDF.SIGN
plifiers are available in most textbooks on electronics. A convenient circle
diagram method for design and analysis
will be developed.
Figure 1 shows a conventional single stage resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifier and its low- and high -frequency
equivalent circuits. In the circuits of
Fig. 1, rp represents the plate resistance,
Ca is the plate- circuit wiring capacitance
to ground plus the plate -to- cathode
capacitance of the amplifier tube and the
input capacitance of the succeeding
stage, and Ra is the grid circuit resistance of the succeeding stage.

=

At =

- gmRp
1- j wCeR.

_ OW-

FREQUENCY

At
-gmRp -

1
1
1

T-' =

CIRCUIT

1.

Resistance -capacitance- coupled

low frequencies.

(2)

-J wCaRe

Multipling both members of Eq. (3) by
T-' yields
r

jy- 1 +toTsT'+

Dept. of Physics, Stephen F. Austin
State College, Nacogdoches, Texas.
1 See,
for instance, Cruft Electronics
Staff, "Electronic Circuits and Tubes," McGraw -Hill Book Co., 1947.

T'

x' +(y- /w)' = %w'

am

plifier circuits, with equivalents for high and

1+w;T1

(4)

w;T;
x- i+(OP

(5)

From Eq. (4) it follows that
1

+w;T;T

(10)

s

(6)

(11)

Eq. (11) is the desired family of "constant -w" circles. These circles pass
through the origin, have their centers
on the positive Y axis removed from the

origin by a distance
equal to

from which

x; +y'=

wy

Substituting the expression for T-'
given by Eq. (10) into Eq. (7) yields
xs +yr =wy
or, transposing wy and adding to both
members %w; gives

CIRCUIT

CUT

At
(OP +jwT
-gmRp- 1+ tot Ts

u

Fig.

.1

Letting T = CcRe and rationalizing the
denominator of Eq. (2) gives

-gmRp- x

MlGN-FREOUENCY

(1)

where Rp is the equivalent resistance of
'D, Re, and Ra in parallel; Rt is the total
resistance measured from the terminals
of Co and is the equivalent of Ra in
series with the parallel combination of rp
and Rb; gm is the grid -to-plate transconductance of the tube used; and w is
the angular frequency in radians per
second, i.e., w = 2xf, where f is the signal
frequency in cycles per second. Eq. (1)
may be written as

(9)

From Eq. (9) it follows that

Low Frequency Circle Diagram

It may be shown that the amplification
at low frequencies as derived from the
low-frequency equivalent circuit of Fig.
1 is given by'

arctanx= aretan T

/w.

/w, and

have radii

Figure 2 is a first-quadrant plot of
Eqs. (8) and (11) with appropriately
chosen ranges of T and f (for convenience, "constant-f" circles are used
instead of "constant-w" circles, being
obtained from the relation f = Z,-). The

Squaring both members of Eq. (6) and
employing Eq. (5) yields

radial lines shown give relative phase
angle and low- frequency amplification
relative to the mid-frequency amplification.
x' +y;= 1 +w;T;T -' =T- lx
(7)
The circle diagrams may be used for
By rearranging, Eq. (7) may be put both analysis and design. For example,
in the case of analysis one may know T
into the form
for a particular amplifier (recall that
34T
(x+e = -' (8) T =CeRt) and wish to determine the
Eq. (8) is the equation of a family of lower half -power frequency. Since the
circles whose parameter is T, with cen- relative phase angle at the lower half ters on the X axis
' units to the power frequency is 45 deg., and since
right of the origin, with radii of
the amplifier must operate on its "con units, and passing through the origin. stant-T" circle, it follows that the interEach circle may be thought of as a section of the 45 -deg. line and the
"constant-T" circle. There then exists a appropriate "constant -T" circle will de"constant -T" circle for the low -fre- termine the "constant-f" circle from
quency end of every resistance- capaci- which the lower half-power frequency
tance -coupled amplifier. It follows that is obtained. By using the circle diagrams
any resistance -capacitance-coupled am- the amplification and relative phase
plifier must, at low frequencies, operate angle may be determined for any deon its own "constant-T" circle.
sired f, and, conversely, it is easy to find
The existence of the "constant -T" the frequency at which the amplification
circle would be of no value by itself. or phase angle is any specified value.

/T-')'

/T

/T-'
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High -Frequency Circle Diagram

By employing the high- frequency
equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 it may be
shown' that the high- frequency amplification of a single -stage resistance- capacitance -coupled amplifier is
Ah -1

- g,nRp
+ jw

90

(12)
12 )

80

Let T = RIC.. Then by rationalizing,
Eq. (12) may be witten as
I T - ¡T=w
(13)
Ah-- gm
C. 1 + wRTa
or
ACC.
T
T'w

-

70

From Eq. (14) we may write
7s

yxr +Ye-

I+w :T:

50

(16)

wfrA

o
o

Nt0

o
o

N

NN

q

q

0

N

0

m
0

o

Fig. 2. Low -frequency circle diagram.

1=1.59 1.77
F=

I00
90

(19)

1.99

2.27 2.65

3.18 3.98 5.30 7.96

(21)

50

Since w is the parameter in the family
of circles given by Eq. (21), it follows
that the circles are "constant -w" circles.
The circles pass through the origin and

40

15.9

57788111
liV,44611-0

AtIso

-967

448:11W

60

simplifying yields

e ee3O'

Sid 49*/

30

units below the origin

20

on the Y axis.

Figure 3 is a fourth quadrant plot of
Eqs. (18) and (21), covering ranges
of f (again "constant-f" circles are substituted for the "constant -w" circles)
and T typical for resistance- capacitancecoupled amplifiers. Also shown in Fig. 3
are radial lines indicating relative phase
angle and normalized magnitude of the

10

to -4
Y

T IS IN MICROSECONDS, F IN

[Continued on page 51)
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ó

(20)
T = -wz
Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (18) and

are centered

I:

10

80

`

.961

20

from which it follows that

)= %(w.)

0011121ript

30

phase angle and Eq. (14),

xr +(y+

011,W

40
(151

Squaring both members of Eq. (16) and
employing Eq. (15) gives
(17)
x' +y= =Tx
By transposing Tx and adding %Ts to
both members of Eq. (17), we have
(18)
(x- %T)' +y* = %T'
of
a
family
of
equation
Eq. (18) is the
circles whose parameter is T, with centers % T units to the right of the origin
on the X axis, with radii of %T units,
and passing through the origin. This
family of circles may be thought of as
a family of "constant-T" circles similar
in sense to the "constant-T" circles derived for the low-frequency case.
Again, as in the low-frequency discussion, a family of "constant-w" circles
will be obtained. The relative phase
angle is, from the definition of relative

h = arctan x = arctan (- Tw)

Noseiv

60

-x +Jy- 1+W2T.- 11 +wsTr(14)

from which it follows that
T
x- 1 +w.TR

o
a
N

F=100

KILOCYCLES.

Fig. 3. High- frequency circle diagram.
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Binaural Public Address
CHARLES

F.

ADAMS

Opening a new vista for further expansion of binaural sound reproduction to
p.a. applications, the author relates his experiences with one such installation.
WORKS with sound
as a hobby, as a business, or as
a part time occupation, eventually
there arrives that one certain occasion
on which even the best will not be quite
WNETHER ONE

.

good enough.
For the 'winter this occasion was
the presentation of a musical not only
performed by local talent, but with story,
lyrics, and music written and composed
by local people. The plot -based on the
nearby construction of a huge dam
the lyrics, and the music, all fitted together so perfectly it was immediately
apparent that mikes not only would have
to be hidden on the stage, but so arranged as to avoid motivation of characters. Studio or minstrel type pick-up
would spoil the story.
Conventionally, a compromise with
all the factors involved would require
three hidden mikes, and probably two
hung above stage for full chorus. Six
scene changes, all as rapid as possible,
indicated cable trouble and probable
mike damage.
As plans progressed, difficulties assumed considerable proportions. Somewhere along the line Mr. Canby's articles on binaural tape recording became
positively fascinating. Why not binaural
public address? Two mikes suspended
about 20 in. apart somewhere above
stage, each feeding a separate amplifier
and speaker, and, presto! what might
prove the perfect answer to a very trying set of requirements.
Two identical, highly directional
mikes equipped with shields, two 30watt amplifiers, and two speaker sys1107 Mulberry Road, Martinsville, Va.

-

O

terns were installed in the high school
auditorium a couple of days before rehearsals were scheduled to start. The
amplifiers were arranged on a table to
the right of the stage. The mike on the
right was connected to feed the amplifier driving the speaker on the right;
the other mike, of course, fed the re-

maining amplifier and speaker.
For the first test the two mikes were
placed about 20 in. apart on the front
of the stage just back of the footlights
with the stands extended about seven
feet off the floor. The gain on both
mikes was then advanced to a conventional level. Immediately the auditorium
carne alive with sound. Workers on the
stage who were putting up scenery,
lighting, and other accessories could be
distinctly heard. Even the slight noise
made by the rubbing of a pair of overalls against a step ladder was clear and
natural. All of the sound seemed to
come directly from the stage, unless the
listener were in an area of about ten to
fifteen feet immediately around each
speaker. In this section speaker projection was audible at a level somewhat
below that which seemed to come from
the stage. Actually it was more in the
nature of "directed" sound rather than
the "natural" sound heard in other
parts of the auditorium.
With one mike cut off the familiar
pattern of hollowness and reverberation
occurred; those near the single mike
riding above everything else as in a
typical single -channel pickup. The effect of cutting the second mike in and
out was so startling that everybody had
to take time out and listen.
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Fig. 1. Floor plan of
the auditorium and
stage in which the
author conducted his
experiments.
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Second

Attempt

In the second test run the mikes were
suspended just above the inside edge of
the front stationary curtain, approximately 18 ft. from the stage floor with
the mikes tilted about 45 deg. In this
position the sound pickup was slightly
less than that of the first run. Increased
gain was indicated which at once
brought up the problem of feedback.
It developed that this was not at all
the obstacle anticipated. The point at
which feedback began, while far more
critical than with single- channel operation, still was appreciably advanced beyond the level possible with a single
mike. Even the slightest advance beyond this certain point, however, resulted in feedback of a peculiarly penetrating nature. Equally interesting was
the fact that a level just slightly below
this position was safe regardless of the
level of noise or shouting on the stage.
Soon it became apparent that one's
position on the stage did not materially
affect the volume of reproduced sound.
The difference in level from extreme
right to extreme left, and from back
stage to the footlights was negligible.
A fairly quiet clock placed in the far
corner of the stage could be heard
clearly in every part of the auditorium.
Even had the auditorium been blessed
with an orchestra pit, it became reasonably certain after further tests that the
mike position behind the edge of the
front stationary curtain would not be
tenable. The orchestra would almost
certainly cover even those singers with
plenty of volume and resonance. This
premise was essentially correct with the
exception that it was surprising how
well the voices came through.
Keeping the mikes about 18 ft. off
the stage floor, they were next tried
about six feet upstage with the angle
of tilt and shields the same. From this
point the pickup of the solo singers was
appreciably better as to balance with
the orchestra, but still not sufficient for
a youngster with a solo part whose
voice, while clear and of reasonably
good quality, had very little resonance
or volume. After considerable experimentation a position about half way between the footlights and the back of the
stage (position 4 on sketch) was judged
to be optimum as far as front to back
was concerned. Further movement toward the rear wall gave a curious and
not quite describable reflection of sound.
Over the range from 16 to 18 ft. above
[Continued on page 49]
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A Simplified Program
Switching Panel
HAROLD REED
For installations where the cost and complexity of more complicated switching
arrangements are not warranted, this system may be found advantageous.
program switching or dispatching panels are quite
costly, and although the system described in this article is not equipped
with relays and indicating lights, nor
is otherwise as elaborate as those
purchasable, it nevertheless offers flexibility, ease of handling, and low cost,
and it has performed without failure
over a number of years. The majority
of radio stations are not engaged in
Radio City type of operations, and therefore, the elaborateness of the expensive
units is usually not required.
The switching system presented here
is built around the Western Electric
type 553 -A key and can be mounted on
a seven-inch standard relay rack panel.
This key actually consists of four keys
built up on a supporting strip and havïng five buttons, the fifth of which is
the OFF position. Mechanically interlocking, all plungers lock in the operated position, but operation of any
one plunger releases any other operated
plunger. In this way, any one of four
program sources may be selected and
dispatched to its scheduled destination.
The OFF button releases all plungers,
preventing any program material from
passing through the key strip to the
circuit across the key output. This key
is a reliable, high -quality mechanism
* Chief Engineer ¡VOL. WOL -FM, 1000
Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D. C.

and can be depended upon to give efficient service in this application. To
dispatch six program sources to output
circuits or lines, the 554 -A key can be
used. Incidentally, these keys have recently been advertised by surplus parts
distributors.
A diagram of the complete system
is given in Fig. 1. The 600 -ohm output of the studio control consoles are each
terminated in 600 -ohm resistive loads.
Line amplifiers with high -impedance
bridging inputs are employed. Any one
or all line amplifiers can be switched
across any of the four console outputs.
Each 600 -ohm line -amplifier output terminates in a 600/600 resistive H pad.
providing 6 db attenuation for line isolation. The pads are followed by repeating coils or transformers connected for
600 -ohm impedance facing the pad. The
line side of the coil can be strapped for
600 or 150 ohms according to the requirement. Coils similar to Western Electric
119C should be employed. Jacks facing
inputs and outputs of all component
parts of the system contribute to further
flexibility, and in case of failure in any
unit, the defective part can be isolated
by means of patch cords and an
equivalent section in another unused
branch of the system can be patched into
the branch in trouble. In Fig. 2 is presented some detail of the wiring of one
switch strip, with the front panel desig-
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Fig. 3. Arrangement of front panel, with four
key strips mounted together. Letters above

buttons designate studio consoles, and designations to left indicate channels being fed.
One or all consoles can be fed to one or
all lines.

nation shown in Fig. 3. Console output level variations when switching from
one up to four of the line amplifiers
across these outputs, is within 1.0 db.
Proper level to each line is maintained
with a VU meter bridged across each
line-amplifier output. One or more
monitor amplifiers are also across these
outputs. For simplicity in Fig. 1, a monitor amplifier is shown across only the
AM transmitter leg. The inputs of the
monitor amplifiers must, of course, be
of the high- impedance, bridging type,
or a separate bridging coil can be employed for feeding into an amplifier
having a low input impedance. The
loudspeakers being fed by these monitor
amplifiers are equipped with selector
switches so that any of the four channels
may be monitored at will. Terminating
resistors, equivalent to the load represented by the speaker transformer are
automatically substituted for the speaker
to effect a constant load across each
monitor amplifier, avoiding volume -level
variation, which would occur with
speaker switching.
[Continued on page 63]
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Audio Transformer Design
N. H. CROWHURST

Continuing his discussion of transformers, the author covers several less known considerations in
the arrangement of windings to obtain good performance over the entire audio -frequency spectrum.
design has long
since been reduced to a scientific
process based on well established
principles of economics. Only comparapOWER TRANSFORMER

tively recently, however, has the appreciation begun to dawn on many
transformer manufacturers that audio
transformer design can be reduced to a
similarly exact art.

I. The two basic core arrangements for
audio transformers, with dimensions used for
economic comparison indicated. (These shapes
can also apply to C -core construction.)
Fig.

The earlier method and one still used
by quite a number of manufacturers was
to work on a convenient rule of thumb.
Any new design required was worked
out as a kind of logical compromise
based upon previous designs-"we used
10,000 turns on transformer A which
was such and such a size and 6,000 turns
on transformer B which was só much
smaller, so 8,000 turns should be about
right for this job," was typical of the
kind of reasoning used. The important
aspect of economics -comparison on a
cost basis-has always been in the background with successful enterprises, but
there are other aspects which need consideration to produce the best products
of any particular type.

graphs given in this article are clearly
marked.

If the transformer is to provide the
maximum energy transfer in the available space, Fig. 2 shows suitable relative
dimensions plotted against the relative
cross section of winding and core, B /C.
It will be noticed that the combination of
values given represent elongated window
shapes and large stacks of laminations.
These proportions are based upon perfect winding facilities and the assumption that no space is lost due to the
tendency of the wire to remain curved
on inside corners. In practice this tendency will slightly modify the ideal
dimensions.
Figure 3 shows the economic proportions for achieving maximum frequency band when d.c. components are
balanced so the core is not polarized,
based on the ratio of primary inductance
4
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Choice of Core Shape and Material

The first step in the design of a trail> former is the choice of a suitable core
shape and material. The best shape to
use will depend upon the type of transformer; whether frequency response,
efficiency, or working signal level are
the predominant factors in the design;
whether or not the core will be polarized
by unbalanced d.c.
The two basic forms of core construe
tion are shown at Fig. 1, the position
occupied by the winding being indicated
by chain dotted lines. Although both
arrangements are pictured as built up of
stampings, either of them can also be
applied to C-core construction. The essential dimensions as referred to in the

B

lo

alurs d

to leakage inductance of a simple layer wound transformer. This does not tike
into consideration the effect of winding

capacitance -no general presentation
could be derived to include this because
of the variety of winding forms that can
be adopted for reducing both leakage
inductance and winding capacitance,
and the variation in relative importance
of these quantities with individual applications. As a general principle, a
smaller component gives the best chance
of reducing over-all winding capacitances.
Figure 4 shows the economic proportions for components where d.c. polarizing is present. These proportions are
based upon the attainment of specified
inductance in a given physical bulk with
maximum efficiency.
Another factor that may influence
choice of core shape and material is the
maximum signal level. The core must be
able to handle this at the lowest fre=
quency required without producing distortion due to saturation of the core.
Where a large component is no disadvantage for other purposes, a large cross
section of ordinary-grade transformer
iron provides the simplest and cheapest
solution. For some applications, size
and /or weight may be of importance in
the over -all design of the equipment,
while size can also adversely affect
available frequency response at the
high -frequency end particularly where
step -up to a high impedance is required.
In such cases, it is advisable to use one
of the special alloys developed for high
maximum flux density.
At the opposite extreme, transformers
required for low -level input circuits
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Fig. 3. Economic proportions for maximum ratio of primary inductance to leakage inductance.
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should use a core material providing
maximum initial permeability. Special
alloys are available for this purpose.
Components required to carry appreciable polarizing d.c. will usually gain
little by using an expensive core material. Ordinary transformer iron i,
usually the economic choice for these.
' Another feature influencing choice of
core may be the necessity for providing

maximum discrimination against stray
field pick -up. Astatic construction, using
the arrangement of (b) in Fig. 1, with
both windings of the transformer equally
divided on both limbs, gives best possibilities in this direction. Where this
requirement is not present, the construction of (a) will usually provide maximum efficiency and the best possibility of
wide frequency range, whether laminations or C cores are used.
Toroidal construction is technically
better than either of the constructions
shown at Fig. 1 but has the disadvantages for the majority of applications of
greater cost and bulk. The more conventional designs lend themselves to more
compact construction.
Winding Arrangement
Having chosen a suitable core, the
next question is how to arrange the

winding. Figure 5 shows the two basic
arrangements of winding disposition applied to the core of (a) in Fig. 1. For
audio transformers a low value of leakage inductance combined with high primary inductance is always a necessity,
for which purpose the layer arrangement
of (a) in Fig. 5 is invariably many times
better than the slab arrangement of (b).
Each winding may be further sectionalized in order to provide improved coupling, particularly at the high frequencies.
Sectionalizing can influence two of the
electrical properties of the transformer
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which exert a control on high- frequency
response in varying proportions with
different applications : leakage inductance and winding - capacitance.
Reducing Leakage Inductance

To reduce leakage inductance only one
method of sectionalizing has any effect
-sandwiching the windings. The first
step is to divide one of the windings
into two equal parts and place one half
below and the other above the other
winding. The next step is to divide one
winding into two parts and the other
into three. Sometimes the winding divided into three parts uses equal parts,
but this is not the best arrangement for
leakage inductance reduction ; the part
sandwiched between the other winding
should be half of the total turns in the
winding, the other two parts each being quarters.
Figure 6 shows a succession of economic arrangements from the viewpoint
of leakage inductance reduction. Series
connection is shown for simplicity.
Parallel or series /parallel connection will
not alter the over -all leakage inductance
referred to a specific number of turns.
In the simple arrangement where each

Fig. 5. The two basic dispositions of windings.
The layer arrangement at (a) results in very
much lower leakage inductance than the
slab arrangement of (b).

winding is in one section, the effective
leakage flux path cross section is one third of the total winding depth, plus the
thickness of insulation between the windings. Usually the thickness of insulation between the windings is negligible
compared to one -third of the total winding thickness, so its relative effect on
leakage inductance can be ignored. As
the windings are split successively into
more sections, the effective winding
thickness is divided by the factor Ns.
The thickness of the effective space between windings is equal to the thickness
of each layer of insulation between sections divided by N. Values of N and N'
are shown in Table I. These figures
mean that if the winding occupies the
same total space and the same insulation
thickness is always used between winding sections, the original total winding
thickness and insulation thickness can
be divided by the factors shown and the
results added to give the effect of the
arrangement on leakage inductance.
Example: Total winding thickness 0.75
in., and insulation thickness .02 in., then

the leakage flux cross -section for the
simple winding is 0.25 in. plus .02 in., a
total of 0.27 in. An arrangement giving
N! = 25, and N=5, will reduce the leakage flux cross-section to .01 in. plus .004
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proportions for component
carrying polarizing d.c.

Economic

in., a total of .014 in. Leakage inductance
will be reduced in the proportion 0.270:
.014. Notice that the proportion of leakage inductance due to spacing between
sections rises as a greater number of sections is used; this fact limits the useful
reduction in leakage inductance that in-

creased sectionalizing can achieve.

Reducing Winding Capacitance

The second purpose of sectionalizing
windings is to reduce winding capacitance. A different form of sectionalizing
is effective for this reduction. To estimate the effect of sectionalizing on
winding capacitance, its consideration
must be divided into two sections : capacitance due to the internal structure
of the winding; and capacitance to adjacent sections of the other winding or
to interwinding screens.
In transformers with high ratios, the
low- impedance winding is usually so
near to ground potential throughout,
from the viewpoint of the high -impedance winding, that screening would
be an unnecessary refinement except
perhaps for the purpose of avoiding
capacitance transfer, which can occur if
the low- impedance winding is not
grounded at all. Where the impedance
of both windings is more nearly equal,
interwinding screens can be very useful
in avoiding undesirable capacitance between high- signal -potential parts of
both windings. However, with the
simpler arrangements it is still possible
to avoid the necessity of screens by ensuring that the high -signal-potential
turns of one of the adjacent windings
are near to a grounded, or zero-signal,
point in the other winding.
Figure 7 shows the method of sectionalizing one of the windings to reduce its capacitance to others, and Table I shows the effect of different numbers of vertical sections on capacitance
to the adjacent winding and on the internal capacitance of the winding itself
for both constructions shown. The arrangement at (a) represents the simple
arrangement where only one side of the
winding is sufficiently close to the screen
or other winding to contribute appreciably to resultant capacitance. That at
(b) shows a winding sandwiched between two effectively grounded layers,
equally spaced from it.
[Continued on page 46]
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Distortion in Voltage Amplifiers
W.

B.

BERNARD

A discussion of the distortion characteristics of commonly used low -level tubes in typical voltage amplifiers
employed to drive low- distortion output amplifiers.

i

and building
audio output amplifiers has been developed to the point where it is not
difficult to obtain full output from the
amplifier with 1 or 2 per cent intermodulation. Many constructors are building
high -quality power amplifiers and feeding them from preamplifier-and -tonecontrol stages which may produce as
much as 10 per cent intermodulation distortion when they are driving the output amplifier at a high level. A discussion
of the difficult question of what is a tolerable amount of distortion may lead to
arguments and recriminations, however.
it seems safe to say that there is no advantage in spending considerable time
and money to build a good low- distortion
output amplifier if we are going to drive
it with a high- distortion input amplifier.
Having constructed an intermodulation analyzer, the author used it on some
of his own creations and on the creations
of some of his acquaintances. After
checking the results of these tests and
curing a number of input stage difficulties it seemed that a systematic study of
distortion in voltage amplifiers might be
worthwhile. A very comprehensive survey of this field seemed out of the question for an individual study so the measurements were limited to the following
types which comprise a high percentage
of the audio voltage amplifiers encountered:
6SN7 6SL7 6SJ7 12AU7 12AX7

Since these feedback amplifier measurements were intended only as a comparison and because of the great many variables which might be introduced, only
one set of circuit constants was
used in each test and only one tube,
selected from the previously tested
group, was used. The tube selected
in each case was the one nearest
the average of the five tested. All tests
were made to determine the percentage
intermodulation produced in the circuits
under test using a combined 50- and
5000-cps signal, the level of the high frequency signal being 12 db below the
level of the low-frequency signal. The
residual reading of the set up when fed
directly into the intermodulation analyzer was about 0.1 per cent except when
the level control was at very low settings
to about 0?5 per cent. It
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plate supply.
In order to determine what negative
feedback could accomplish in the way of
distortion reduction, the 6SN7 and 6SL7
were connected to make a two -stage
feedback amplifiers as shown in Fig 2.
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Figure 1 shows the test set up for these
individual tubes. Five units of each type
were tested using circuit constants generally recommended in tube handbooks.
Readings were taken with and without a
cathode by -pass capacitor and the 6SL7
and 12AX7 were also tested with gridleak bias instead of cathode bias. All
tubes were operated with a 250 -volt

6SJ7 Ck2sard

-Onli

V

(B)

Fig. 1. Typical circuits used in making measurements. (A), for triodes; (B), for pentodes.

Commander, USN, 123 Elwood Ave.,
Norfolk, Va.

0

250V

Fig.
3.
Distortion
measured on various
tube types in circuits
of Figs. 1 and 2.

is thought that the contact in the level
control might be non- linear at very low
signal levels. This condition has been
noted in a number of potentiometers,
both carbon and wire -wound, when they
were operated at levels of less than 50
millivolts.
Results

Figure 3 shows representative curves
for several tubes and circuits. The 6SN7
and 6SL7 two -stage feedback amplifier
curves are shown. The 6SL7 with unbypassed cathode was selected as the triode
with lowest distortion. The 12AU7 with
bypassed cathode was the triode of the
highest distortion. Since the 6SJ7 was
the only pentode tested its highest and

50
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lowest distortion modes are shown. From
these curves it can be seen that the 6SL7
two-stage feedback amplifier is superior
to the 6SN7 two -stage amplifier and that
either of these two-stage amplifiers is
considerably superior to any of the single
units. The triode units are somewhat
better than the pentode 6SJ7. Also, for
maximum output without clipping the
6SJ7 was much more sensitive to operating conditions than the triodes were.
It was noted during the tests that when
the input signal was increased until grid
clipping began, the intermodulation distortion might fall below the amount
which existed just before clipping began.
This occurred because the clipping
counteracted to some extent the distortion caused by curvature of the plate
characteristic of the tube. This could
correspond to a decrease in second harmonic distortion and an increase in
higher -order harmonics. In the two stage feedback amplifiers there is very
little distortion present until clipping
begins so the distortion begins to increase rapidly once this level is reached.
Under such circumstances it cannot be
said that a given percentage of inter modulation distortion would necessarily
give the same results in a listening test
if in one case it were caused by the gentle
curvature of the tube characteristic and
in another case by a sharp bend in the
characteristic such as might occur because of clipping at the grid or by cutting off the plate current.
Figures 4 to 9 show the result of the
tests on the individual tubes. The peak to-r.m.s. value of the complex inter modulation signal is about 20 per cent
greater than the peak-to- r.m.s. value of
a sine wave. The voltage values plotted
in Figs. 4 to 9 are the r.m.s. values of
the intermodulation signal. The voltages
plotted in Fig. 3 are increased 20 per
cent to indicate equivalent sine wave
voltages since these are the ones usually
used in amplifier design work.
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1) A voltage amplifier tube should not
be used without negative feedback when
a plate signal level of more than 1 or 2
volts r.m.s. is desired.

2) Grid leak biased units should not

be used, even inside feedback loops.
3) More negative feedback can be used

in amplifiers using high -mu triodes than
in amplifiers using low-mu triodes. Since
the triodes without feedback give comparable amounts of distortion, the feedback amplifier using the high -mu triodes
should give lower distortion.
4) Treble- or bass -boost circuits which
operate on a voltage -divider principle,
thus dropping the level between one plate
and the next grid 15 to 20 db at flat
response setting, should be operated at a
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Although the measurements made do
not cover the complete field of voltage
amplifiers the amount of data obtained
seems adequate to come to a few conclusions:
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Fig. 6. Measurements on single sections of
12AÚ7 with different load resistors and both
with and without bypass capacitor across
cathode resistor.

very low level or should be replaced by
circuits which obtain boost from selective
negative feedback.
Horrible Example
Figure 10 shows one of the authors

early efforts which violates most of the
rules listed above. Unfortunately one
still finds similar circuits being described
and recommended for construction. The
voltages indicated at the various points
are the voltages resulting from a 10 -mv,
1000 -cps signal impressed at the GE
type preamplifier input. The volume control is set to give an output of 1.0 volts
from the tone -control circuit.
The GE type preamp shown in Fig.
10 was tested by the application of an
intermodulation signal consisting of a
2.5 -mv high -frequency signal and a low frequency signal which was set to give
an output from the preamp in which the
low- frequency component was 12 db
higher in level than the high- frequency
component. The GE type preamp introduced 4 per cent IM at this signal level.
This is higher than would be anticipated
considering the signal levels involved
but the tubes are operated with very low
plate voltage and the plate load resistors
are lower than would normally be used
with high mu triodes. The same 6SL7
tube was moved to a feedback type pre amp and the same signal was applied.
In this case the IM reading was 0.1 per
cent which is the minimum reading of
the meter.
The portion of the amplifier to the
right of the volume control was tested
with the regular intermodulation test
signal as was used for testing individual
tubes. The results of this test is shown in
Fig. 11. For comparison the IM curve
for one of the later input amplifier-andtone-control circuits built by the author
is also shown in Fig. 11. This newer
[Continued on page 551
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A comparison of the curves shows that
leaving the cathode resistor unbypassed
on a single unit, resulting in negative
current feedback, reduced the intermodulation distortion encountered over the
usable range of output voltages. This
also cuts down the gain and raises the
output impedance of the stage which may
be undesirable in some cases. Leaving
the cathode resistor of the second stage
unbypassed in the two -stage feedback
amplifier makes little difference in the
gain and distortion, but it does raise the
output impedance of the stage.
Negative feedback will not, to any
great extent, reduce the distortion caused
by a sharp bend in the characteristic of
a circuit since the incremental amplification of the circuit may go to zero if the
grid clipping or plate current cut-off are
absolute. For this reason the two -stage
feedback amplifier using gridleak bias
on the second stage does not reach as
low a level of distortion as do the same
amplifiers using cathode bias.
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Fig. 5. Measurements on 6SL7 in several conditions of operation.
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Handbook of
Sound Reproduction
EDGAR M. VILLCHUR

Chapter 9. Disc Recording
A discussion of the essential elements of the recording process-bass turnover, treble
pre- emphasis, and the conditions which affect distortion in the recorded signal.
underlying all sound recording is the conversion of acoustical alternations,
successive in time, to alternations of
groove dimension, light value, magnetization, or other index, which are laid
out in spatial sequence. The mystery of
"frozen sound" is the abstract concept
of any mathematical graph plotted on a
time axis. The recorded symbolic pattern, of course, must be of such a nature
that a reproducing mechanism sensitive
to the varying impressions may be devised ; and a retranslation from the space
pattern to a time pattern is then achieved
by allowing the reproducer to "scan"
the symbols in a regular motion.
Since this book is primarily concerned
with reproduction, the discussion of recording will be brief. It will deal with
those aspects of recording which are
most directly related to reproducing
procedures, omitting the actual mechanics of recording technique, and will
confine itself to the most common recording medium, the grooved disc.
TIIE .FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE

Ban Turnover

The cutting stylus which engraves
the groove modulations is part of a
mechanical oscillatory system of the
forced vibration category, highly damped
to remove as far as possible the effects of
its natural resonance. As was seen in
Chapter 1, the relationship between frequency and displacement of such a
vibrating source, for the same applied
force and hence for the same power, is
an inverse one. The groove displacement
required to record signals of the same
power but varying frequency will therefore decrease as the frequency goes
up and increase as the frequency goes
down, as shown in Fig. 9 -1. When this
direct relationship is left untampered
the recording is called constant velocity,
because the average velocity of stylus
motion during a cycle of any frequency
remains the same.
The period of each successive cycle of
Fig. 9-1 is shorter, so that it takes less
time for the stylus to traverse the path
each higher -frequency signal. The
average stylus velocity perpendicular to
the groove during a cycle is equal to the

Fig. 9

-1.
in

Groove amplitude versus frequency
constant -velocity recording.

distance travelled divided by the time of
travel. The progressive decrease of travel
time associated with increase of frequency
is matched by a progressive decrease of
amplitude, and the quotient Distance/
Time remains constant.

In constant -velocity recording the
groove deviation required for a signal
of the same driving force on the stylus
doubles with each lower octave, so that
the space required for bass notes becomes very great. The land, or space between the grooves, would therefore have
to be made very large to avoid over cutting or crosstalk between adjacent
grooves carrying bass notes, and the
number of grooves per inch (the pitch)'
would be too small for adequate playing
time. Also, the recording stylus would
be displaced excessively in the bass.
The pitch for 78 r.p.m. commercial
records in America is normally 96 grooves
per inch; microgrooves are commonly recorded at 224 grooves per inch and higher,
up to about 300.
1

30

quency the oscillatory velocity of the
cutting stylus must be halved with each
octave. This attenuation rate may be expressed as 6 db per octave
velocity
ratio of 2 to 1 is actually represented by
6.021 db-and is plotted at (B) in Fig.
9-2. The sharp corner of the dotted line
cannot be achieved in practice, so the
actual recording curve rounds off this
corner and is asymptotic to the straight
lines.

-a

Since constant- amplitude recording for
the bass is probably universally accepted
by modern recording companies, the 6
db /octave rate of bass attenuation, which
is determined by the nature of a damped
vibratory system, is also a universal
practice. Unfortunately, however, there
is little agreement about the selection of
a turnover frequency. In the early days
of recording all of the sound that could
possibly be channelled through the recording horn against the diaphragm was
kept, and the bass was severely attenuated by the deficiencies of the apparatus
anyhow. As recording was improved a
constant-amplitude characteristic for the
bass was introduced, but without industry-wide standards being agreed
upon. Turnover frequencies between
250 and 800 cps have been used.
Treble Pre- emphasis

of

Contributing Editor, AUDIO ENGINEERING

All of these results are undesirable,
and are counteracted by a doctoring of
the bass -frequency content of the signal,
to be compensated for in playback. Progressive bass attenuation is introduced
below an arbitrarily chosen point, called
the turnover frequency,' in such an
amount that the amplitude of groove
deviation for all signals below this frequency remains the same for the same
signal amplitude. This last relationship
defines constant amplitude, and is illustrated at (A) in Fig. 9-2.
The amount of bass attenuation required to produce constant -amplitude recording is approximately 6 db per octave.
In order to keep the groove amplitude
constant for signals varying only in fre-

Fig.

9-2.

(A) Constant-amplitude recording

below turnover. (B) Bass attenuation required

for (A).

A special problem is also created in
the treble regions with regard to surface
noise or "scratch," which is annoying
in its own right, and in addition masks
the treble signal frequencies. Random
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perfect TAPE REPRODUCTION on a 16"TURNTABLE
Whether you're in a 250-watt local station in California ... a 5,000 -watt network outlet
in Ohio ... or a TV station in a large metropolitan center ... you should own a PRESTO TL -10.
This unique unit immediately converts any 16" turntable into
a tape reproducer. of maximum accuracy. Mounted on a
simple hinge arrangement, the TL -10 lowers on the turntable
and is ready for instant use. Just as simply, it can be swung
upward, out of the way, to free the table for disc playback.
Tape speed can be selected by merely changing the capstan.

here's what it does:

No more traffic problems with tape when regular recorders
are tied up. No more fear of motor failures -the TL -10 has no
motor. No need to buy an additional tape machine. The TL -10
will solve all your tape playback problems at a low cost.

-

PRESTO distributor for a demonstration today
or order your TL -10 direct. A limited quantity is on hand
for immediate delivery.

Ask your

Reproduces tape without
tying up a regular

recorder.
Attaches to any
standard

16" turntable.
Speed: 71 /9" /sec.
and 15" /sec. with
response to 15,000 cps.
Easy to

operate

and maintain.
jrJISO

RECORDING

CORPORATION

PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY

Export Division: 25 Warren Street, New York 7, N.
Canadian Division: Wolter P. Downs, ltd., Dominioi Square Bldg

WORLD'S LARGEST

MANUFACTURER

,

OF

Has the fidelity of
high - pried machine
at a fraction of the cost.

Montrecl
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Frequency distribution of surface
Fig. 9
noise in standard Decca (British) record, outside groove.

irregularities in the groove wall surfaces,
and dirt and dust collected in the
grooves, modulate the reproducing stylus and produce a noise output whose
energy is fairly evenly distributed over
the entire frequency spectrum, as illustrated in Fig. 9-3. This even distribution, however, is on the basis of energy
content per cycle -note that the horizontal scale of Fig. 9-3 is not logarithmic but arithmetic -and since the treble
octaves include a greater number of
cycles, surface noise may be considered to
increase with frequency.2 The Fletcher Munson effect reduces the apparent intensity of the low- frequency noise and
of the extreme -high -frequency noise.
To reduce the effects of surface noise
the frequency distribution of the signal
is again doctored, this time in the treble.
Progressive treble boost, beginning at
a point referred to as the pre- emphasis
transition frequency, is introduced into
the recording. This increases the ratio
between the amplitude of the treble
modulations of the groove and the amplitude of the random irregularities.
Treble attenuation in playback brings
the signal back to normal, and simultaneously reduces the surface noise.
As in the case of bass attenuation,
there are no uniform recording standards concerning the type of pre- emphasis
to use, and current practice varies considerably with regard to both transition
frequencies and rates of boost. Although
the greater the pre -emphasis the better
the final noise reduction, too much treble
boost creates new difficulties. As will be
seen a little later in this chapter, the
sharp groove modulations associated
with high- frequency signals of large
amplitude increase harmonic distortion.
The final curve of frequency discrimination that is applied to the signal engraved into the grooves of the record is
called the recording characteristic. Although complete agreement on the best
recording characteristic has not been
reached, the goal of the ideal curve is
agreed upon; it is to achive a suitable
compromise between the particular evils
associated with each portion of the frequency spectrum. The Audio Engineering Society has promulgated a Standard
Playback Curve which is rapidly becoming accepted.
Correctly compensated playback equipment must have a frequency response
which is the mirror image of the recording characteristic in both bass and treble.
2 B. B. Bauer, "Crystal
pickup compensation circuits ", Electronics, V. 17, p. 138,
Nov., 1945.
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The dynamic range capable of being
recorded by disc grooves is limited at
the low- intensity end by surface noise,
and at the high -intensity end by the
groove deviation permissible before the
danger of overcutting or of over -sharp
groove curves occurs. Even with the
recording characteristics previously described this range has in the past been
quite restricted. Surface noise masked
the very soft passages, and loud passages had to be compressed by special
amplifiers to a restricted amplitude.
(Compression reduces the amplifier gain
for loud signals over a given period of
time, but ideally leaves the wave form
of the individual cycles unchanged.) The
only way that fortissimo passages could
be recorded without compression was to
cut the whole record at a very low level
of groove modulation, requiring added
amplifier gain in playback and increasing the relative background surface
noise.

Modern records have a greatly increased dynamic range. Improved materials and procedures of recording and
pressing records have reduced surface
noise and permitted a lower recording
level, while the use of greater groove
deviation is made possible by several
new techniques. These include:
1. Variable -pitch recording, a technique that increases the distance between grooves for signals of large amplitude and low frequency.
2. "Quality Control," a system which
instantaneously controls the frequency
content of the signal when there is
danger of overcutting in the bass or of
too steep a recorded modulation in the
treble.
Amplitude Distortion in Disc Recording

There are certain types of distortion
which are inherent in the current system of groove recording and reproduction. Fortunately they can be kept to
relatively low values.
Tracing distortion (not to be confused with tracking distortion) is associated with the imperfect replica of the
groove modulation created by stylus
motion, and is the result of using a reproducing stylus different in shape from
the one that did the cutting. Figure 9-4
illustrates the path traced by a wax recording stylus, a curve whose shape
corresponds to that of the groove walls.
This correspondence may be demonstrated by projecting the groove onto a
graph scale; the dotted line traced by
the center of the stylus is merely the
curve of the wall on a shifted horizontal
axis.
In reproduction, however, the groove
is traced by a sphercial stylus tip. At
various positions along the groove wave
form the contact between groove wall
and stylus occurs at points which are
at different angles to the stylus center.
(See Figs. 9-5 and 9-6.) The reproducing stylus is thus guided in a path
which is an inaccurate imitation of the
curve of the groove walls. This path,
for a sinusoidal groove wave shape and

for a single guiding surface as in vertical
recording, is called a poid.8
It is interesting to note from Fig. 9-6
that in laterally cut records the two
groove walls apply tracing distortion in
opposite phase, because the concavity of
one wall is always matched by the convexity of the other. The total distortion
must therefore be symmetrical relative
to the two cycle halves of the wave,
eliminating even harmonic orders. The
even harmonic components are literally
"squeezed" into vertical motion of the
reproducing stylus.
Since the lateral recording stylus has
been held constantly at the same angle,.
it has cut a groove of greater width
when it was perpendicular to the walls
than when it was oblique. When this
varying width channel is used to guide
a reproducing stylus with a spherical tip.
(which rests on the groove sidewalls,
not on the bottom) the stylus will be
raised vertically at the narrower passages, and lowered again at the wider
ones, giving it the vertical oscillation
which takes up the even harmonics of
the poid. If the pickup has vertical response spurious signals will be produced,
characterized by a lack of fundamental,
and harmonics which are exclusively of
even orders.
This narrowing of the laterally cut
groove is called pinch effect. It may be
seen that pinch effect is merely an accompanying phenomenon to the "push pull" action of the two sides of the
groove, and is in the nature of potential
relief from, rather than a source of distortion. The groove is able to channel
most of the tracing distortion into
vertical stylus motion; the designer of
the reproducer can then render this motion innocuous by providing a pickup
with a maximum of vertical stylus compliance and a minimum of vertical response. Elimination of even harmonic
distortion is an important advantage of
lateral recording over vertical, and results in reductions by 75 to 90 per cent
of the amount of vertical r.m.s. distortion under equivalent conditions.'
8.T. A. Pierce and F. V. Hunt, "Distortion of sound reproduction from phonograph records ", J. Soc. Mot. Pict. Eng. V.
31, p. 157, August, 1938.

Fig. 9-4. Path of a recording stylus (without
burnishing facets) in relation to the groove.
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The explanation of the relationship
between symmetry and cancellation of
even orders of harmonic distortion (a
relationship which will be seen to operate
advantageously in push -pull amplifier
stages) lies in the phase relationships
between a fundamental wave and its various harmonics. Consider, for example, a
fundamental sine wave form. All even
harmonics will produce an integral number of cycles in the space defined by the
first half of the cycle. The phase of any
even harmonic will therefore be the same
at the fundamental mid -cycle as it was
at the start. But the phase of the fundamental itself at mid -cycle is 180 deg.
out from what it was at the start, and
the combination of the second half of
the fundamental with any even harmonic
cannot produce the same resultant as in
the first half. Unequal vector quantities
added to equal quantities cannot produce
equal resultants.
The same type of analysis will indicate that odd harmonics, all of which
shift their phase over the fundamental
half-cycle by 180 deg., must produce distortion which is symmetrical in the positive and negative cycle halves. The conclusion is that any symmetrical wave
form (or symmetrical components added
to any wave) may or may not contain
odd -order harmonics, but cannot contain
even -order harmonics.
A further suggested source of tracing
distortion is a radius of curvature of the
recorded groove signal which is too
small for the stylus to fit into. Although
the physical half -wave length of the
signal in .the groove may become less
than the dimensions of the reproducing
stylus, inability of the stylus to fit into
the groove modulation does not occur
until the radius of curvature of the convolution becomes less than the radius of
the stylus at the point of contact with
the groove wall. If the amplitude is
restricted the stylus can fit into half wave lengths smaller than itself. Since
groove displacement becomes progressively smaller as the wave length is decreased, the above effect has been considered to occur only rarely, if at all.
If operative it would produce a severely
distorted, pointed wave form, as in

Fig. 9-7.
Tracing distortion is affected by rela-

LATERAL
RECCOD

--

TRACED CURVE

-RECORDED

O

CURVE

CROSS-SECTION OF STYLUS TIP AT
CONTACT WITH GROOVE WALLS

AREA OF

Fig. 9-6. Path of spherical stylus tip in laterally cut sinusoidal groove. (Drawing should
show stylus making close fit with inside curve
of the sine -wave groove.)
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tive stylus tip radius, and by the relative values of those factors that determine the sharpness of the groove convolutions ; groove displacement amplitude, signal frequency, and groove speed.
The speed of the groove past the reproducing stylus depends upon the r.p.m.
of the turntable and the circumference of
the groove being traced. For the same
amplitude of groove modulation and for
the same frequency, reduction of groove
speed reduces the length of groove allotted to each cycle, and thus increases
the radius of curvature of the groove
modulations, that is, makes the groove
curves more abrupt.
It is evident from Figs. 9-5 and 9-6
that the shift in point of stylus contact,
and the consequent distortion, will be
increased by the steepness of the recorded
curve. It may also be seen that the difference between the traced and recorded
curves widens as the center of the stylus
is moved farther away from the groove
wall by larger stylus radii. For lateral
recording tracing distortion varies d'rectly as the square of the amplitude,
the square of the frequency, the square
of the stylus tip radius, and inversely as
the square of the groove speed.
Varying any one of these factors will
not have any significance, of course, if
a compensatory change is made in one
or more of the other factors. This is
illustrated by the data in Fig. 9-8,
which gives an idea of the actual values
of distortion involved at peak recording
levels.
Treble Losses

Tracing difficulties also create high frequency losses. These losses, associated
with inadequate stylus excursion relative
to the actual groove modulation, are
called translation or playback losses.
Other factors being equal, a reduction of groove speed creates playback
losses, due to an increased tendency of
the heightened stylus pressure to deform
the groove walls. It is to be expected,
then, that progressive deterioration of
high -frequency response will occur as
the reproducer moves toward the inner
grooves, where a much smaller circumference is traversed for each revolution
of the turntable.
Playback loss has sometimes been explained on the basis of the "tight fit"
theory referred to previously. The effect
of a radius of curvature of the groove
modulation smaller than that of the
stylus tip, however, would create intolerable distortion of the traced wave
form long before treble losses became
significant. This is illustrated in Fig.
9-7, where the pointed distortion of the
wave form is extreme even through the
peak lateral displacement of the stylus
is not much less than that of the groove.
Less than 2 db of loss at the fundamental
is accompanied by unacceptable amplitude distortion, whereas the normal
playback treble loss in a standard uncompensated disc is higher.
An additional source of treble losses
at low groove speeds lies in the recording process itself (recording loss) produced by the action of the burnishing
facets on recording styli designed for
lacquer. These effectively dull the cut-

Fig. 9

-5.

Path traced by a spherical stylus

tip sliding along

vertically cut sinusoidal

groove.

ting edge for the sake of a smoother,
quieter cut. They may he made much
smaller, without sacrificing smoothness
of the cut, when the hot -stylus technique is used.*
Compensation for treble losses at the
inner grooves, called diameter equalisation, may be provided by a gradually increasing treble boost calibrated to the
motion of the recording head across the
disc. This method, of course, does not
relieve the tendency towards distortion
caused by the crowding of the inner
groove modulations, but increases it, and
is one of the factors that must be considered in choosing a treble recording

characteristic.
In general it may be expected that the
quality of a given record is in greatest
danger of degradation when signals of
large amplitude and high frequency are
recorded at the inner grooves. The orchestral flourish that ends the record
may be quite inferior in quality to the
one that begins it, either because of amplitude distortion, or treble losses, or
compression which is designed to remedy
distortion but which robs the sound of
its vitality.
Microphone Pick -up Technique

Microphone use and placement for
phonograph recording is far from uniform. One practice is to rely on a
multimike set-up for orchestras ; different microphones pick up various components of the music, and the channels
are re-assembled (monaurally) in the
desired proportion. Reverberation components are also picked up by a separate
microphone, which is used for the purpose of adding liveness to the sound.
The particular microphone layout is
affected by the recording hall and the
type of units employed.
Such a technique is especially useful
in motion picture scoring, where it may
be necessary to emphasize some particular section of the orchestra for dramatic considerations of the moment.
[Continued on page 56]
William S. Bachman, "The Columbia
hot -stylus recording technique ", AUDIO ENGINEERING, V. 34, p. 11, June, 1950.
*
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Good Sound

MAKES

... AND

you buy good records so you can enjoy good
sound. You fondle these records, and handle them
ever so gently, because you know that once the
surfaces are marred, the quality will be gone to
you forever.

TOO

light stylus pressures and with free lateral compliance to protect the groove walls from wear.
Its speed must be constant for correctness of
pitch, and to avoid 'wow'. It must be free from
rumble, and from audible resonances. It must retain and reproduce all of the quality in the record,
protect it for future plays, and it must contribute
no d stortions of its own.
In the light of these requirements, examine the
features of the COLLARO, and see if they don't
meet all the exacting specifications that make this

You must realize then, that your record changer
becomes an all- important factor in the matter of
record quality. It must treat with your records
even more gently than you could yourself, and it
must contribute nothing which might impair the
quality of the sound. Its tore arm must track at
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ASCO Unveils Flexible
Sound Display Room
New Manhattan showroom introduces several innovations in
method of controlling equipment for sound demonstrations.

AT

ALMOST

REGULAR INTERVALS,

a

new sound showroom opens its
doors -each vying with all that
went before in method of operation, in
display of equipment, and in the means
employed to choose the desired set-up
for each demonstration.
Organized a few months ago as Allied
Sound Corporation, the name has just
been changed to ASCO Sound Corporation coincidental with the opening of the
new studios. Located in the heart of New
York's mid -town business district, and
occupying some 6000 square feet of space
on the third floor at 115 W. 45th Street,
ASCO is making a strong bid for the
sound- conscious shopper who wants to
determine which components he will use
to make up his own home music system.
With Herbert Borchardt as president
and Irving Greene as vice -president and
general manager, ASCO has put together an attractive and effective display
room.
Heart of the entire system is the
Audiomat, which bears slight resemblance in appearance but considerable in
flexibility to the famous Automats in
New York. With the Audiomat, all
selection of the components required for
a given system is made from the console
in the center of the room. Offering more

than 9000 combinations for A -B tests,
the Audiomat, shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
controls several banks of relays which
perform the actual switching, thus eliminating long leads from amplifiers, pickups, and tuners. The relay banks are
located behind the equipment racks,
readily accessible from the back, and are
d.c. operated to avoid the possibility of
hum pickup. Plug -in relays have been
used exclusively to permit quick changes
in case of failure, although the relays
were specially made for this application,
and employ gold-plated contacts for
minimum noise.
For those interested in the technical
aspects of the switching circuits, Fig. 5
is the block diagram of the system. For
tests of various pickups, the input selector makes the required connections between pickup and amplifier, and between amplifier and speaker. Similar
relay circuits permit the selection of
tuners, so that they can be compared
readily, with switching between any
desired components quickly performed.
This provides the facility for making
true A -B tests between two speakers,
two amplifiers, two tuners, or two pickups-the only truly reliable method of
testing. In many test set-ups, it is not
possible to change only one component

of the system at a time, but if a fair
evaluation is to be made, this type of
test is necessary.
Equipment Mounting

Most sound display rooms heretofore
have consisted mainly of a number of
shelves on which amplifiers, changers,
and other components are placed, without regard for their appearance. This is
no handicap when the customer is a
real "bug" for he derives as much pleasure from seeing a well -built chassis as
he does from hearing its performance.
But with the increasing popularity of
high -quality sound reproduction in the
home, more and more customers are
bringing their wives with them when
they go shopping for equipment, and
appearance is likely to mean as much as
even more than -performance to
the lady of the house.
In ASCO's display studio, all equipment is mounted in "drawers," with
finished hardwood panels on the front,
and with the controls and escutcheons
installed just as they would be in the
home, as shown in Fig. 3.
However, should the prospective
buyer want to see the equipment, the
drawer is simply pulled out, exposing
the chassis to view. The drawers are

-or

-

1
(left). The Audiomat -heart of the ASCO demonstration facilities
stands in the center of the studio. Space is provided in the base for storage
of records and tapes used in demonstration of equipment. Fig. 2 (above).
Close -up of the Audiomat panel. Indicator lights on the panel show what
equipment is in operation as push buttons controlling the switching relays
are actuated. Power circuits are controlled directly from the Audiomat panel.

Fig.
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3. One section of the equipment rack
which consists of separate drawers faced with
finished hardwood; panels arc simply pulleo
forward to permit inspection of the equipment.
Note name panels which are illuminated when
the equipment is being demonstrated

Fig.

constructed in the same manner as a
typical phonograph changer or turntable drawer is in a furniture cabinet,
with standard metal drawer slides commonly used for this purpose.
Every unit of equipment on display is
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has been devoted to the design and construction of studios of this type. It does
give rise to the observation, however,
that "the first guy doesn't have a
chance," for each new installation is
likely to adopt the good points of all
those that went before in addition to
including whatever improvements may
come to mind.
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indicator panel, with
individual speaker housings to right and left,
Fig. 4. The loudspeaker

(LEFT)

ONE

EQUIPMENT

mounted in the same fashion, so that
all of it is available for immediate use,
or for visual inspection, as the customer
may wish. The loudspeakers are
mounted in typical cabinets, and all are
selected from the Audiomat. Pads in
the speaker lines permit adjustment for
different efficiencies, so that with a given
tuner and amplifier, the sound output is
the same on all speakers compared.
In addition to controlling the switching of audio circuits, the Audiomat also
controls signal lights which indicate the
equipment being demonstrated. This
applies to pickups and the associated
changer or turntable, amplifiers, tuners.
and loudspeakers. For the equipment
rack, these illuminated panels are on
the front of the individual drawers, as
seen in Fig. 3; for the speakers, the
illuminated signal panels are located at
one end of the studio, in the area occupied by the speakers themselves. The
speaker indicator panel is shown in Fig.
4, with two of the speaker enclosures
flanking the panel. The door below the
indicator is also used to mount one of
the speakers, a common location in
homes where space for a conventional
cabinet is not available.
With each new sound studio to be
opened, more and more interesting innovations are being employed. When
it is considered, howevèr, that the requirements of completely flexible demonstration facilities are rather complex. it

SPEAKER
INDICATOR

-- - --'-

R

"

-_.

are not fed out to the
Fig. S. Simplified block schematic of the Audiomat switching circuits and the associated relays. Note that audio circuits
Audiomat -thus eliminating difficulties resulting from long leads.
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the entire line of Newcomb custom
home -music amplifiers, the Classic 25
provides a more than adequate power output for the listener's normal requirements
and at an extremely low distortion figure.
Continuing Æ's tests, the submitted unit
was checked for IM distortion at all output
levels from 1 watt to 30; response curves
were measured for all phono-equalizer positions and for the four cut-off filter positions, as well as for the limits of tone-control action; and the frequency response
was measured with the volume control at
the half-way position to determine the
amount and type of loudness compensation
that was employed. The curves are shown
in Fig. 1, and the over -all schematic is
reproduced in Fig. 3. Figure 2 shows the
external appearance of the amplifier with
its remote control.
Power -output measurement is accomplished by use of a thermocouple ammeter
in series with the load resistance, adjusted
so that the total resistance offereI to the
amplifier is that for which the output tap
is normally intended. The indicated power
is then multiplied by a factor of 1.47 to obtain the equivalent- sine -wave power output, as outlined by .Aston (Æ, Sept. 1948).
This is the first amplifier on which measurements were made in this manner -those
rated heretofore had power- output curves
plotted against the average power output
as measured by the thermocouple ammeter.
It will be noted that the distortion of the
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Classic 25 is extremely low- ranging from
to 0.3 per cent -up to an output of 24
watts, with the normal increase beyond that
power as would be expected from any feedback amplifier.
The types of equalization provided are
suitable for almost any type of recording
now encountered, and provide a wide
range of adjustment without resorting to
the use of tone controls for either high- or
low -end compensation. Once adjusted for
average output level in the listener's home,
the compensation in the volume control cir0.1

cuit offers satisfactory correction for loudness.

One particularly desirable feature is the
adjustable low -pass filter, which operates
on both radio and phono. The arrangement of the two chassis simplifies installation in the home and permits locating the
amplifier in any convenient position with
the control unit placed where it will be
most accessible. All inputs are connected
at the main chassis, with switching between
phono and the various high-level inputs
being accomplished at the remote- control
unit.
Some of the amplifier's features are not
apparent from either performance curves
or from the schematic. The control unit is
built with the "Adjusta- panel" so that it
may be installed with no panel at all or
with up to a 3d -in. panel with the assurance
that the knobs will be positioned close to
the panel for neat appearance. The "Audi Balance" control makes it possible to adjust the two tubes in the output stage for
[Continued on page h31
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Only the Finest* In
High Fidelity Equipment

Demonstrated in the
A.S.C. Studios
Altec- Lansing
Atlas Sound

Audak
Bell Sound
Bogen

is Tested on AUDIOMAT

Brook Electronics
Browning
Brush

Clarkston
Concertone
Califone
Electrovoice
Fisher Radio

Garrard
General Electric
Gray
Grommes
Jensen
Jim Lansing

Leak

Magnecord
Masco
McIntosh

Meissner
Newcomb
Pentron
Permoflux
Pickering
Pilot

Presto
R -J

Radio Craftsmen
Recoton
Rek -o -kut

Riveredge
Sargent -Rayment
H. H. Scott
Shure
Sonocraft
Stephens
Stromberg-Carlson
Tapemaster
Tech- Master

Select from 9000 Different
High Fidelity Combinations.

University

Waveforms

Wharfedale

You'll discover a wealth of new and exciting developments
to see-to hear-to test at the new A.S.C. Studios. Here
is the world's finest and no;: advanced equipment for hip
fidelity demonstration. Ham you may sit at the control-board
of the AudioMat and compa-e the effectiveness of as many
as 9000 combinations of components. Here, too, is a staff of
audio -consultants who arc quailed to advise yo:l on every
phase of high- fidelity reprocucticn. Visit them or write for
expert consultation.

Gift:
Come in and pick up or
write for your free copy of

"Sound

Advice"

written

for Music Lovers, by
Irving Greene. 124 pages

of vital information
high fidelity.

in
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ASCO
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EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

GRIND THE GRIT MERRILY
LETTER from two Æ readers
brings up anew one of those "hopeless
causes" that constantly get thrown
to the record reviewers-for help that
seems impossible to find elsewhere. This
cause is an old and irritating one damaged,
defective, scratched records that are sold
as new. Maude and Howard Linkert of
Indianapolis sign their quite eloquent complaint, suggesting that perhaps this column's
occasional "key" of superscript letters
might be expanded to include the following
information
d dirty records-lint and the like.
dg same, plus gritty particles that scratch.
They suggest that unpleasant pops and
crackles on new records be indicated as
to type by
SP Scratch -pop; due to (a) grit -made
scratches on the new record or (b) needle made scratches, perpetrated by a former
experimenter.
DP Defect-pop -due to pits, bubbles, grit,
in the record material. ( "Blow holes,
shrink and dross" in another area, foundry
work.)
A good idea, in theory, but unfortunately
it is not practical because these defects, obviously, vary from disc to disc. That's the
trouble. (I have often used such a phrase as
"off- center, my copy" to indicate the possibility of trouble in some, but not necessarily all copies of the recording.) The
question of bad records transcends all such
minor variations -the possibility may be
said to exist in almost every record issue
now on the market. A major problem,
side -stepped in this department only because
there is no good way of coping with it in
record reviews, which must be true for all
copies of a given recording.
As these people ask, why is it that record
companies put such fabulously careful and
expensive work into the preliminary processes of recording, from the rehearsal and
the microphoning right through to the
cutting of the disc master-and then consign the precious result to a relatively
careless sort of packaging and handling
that, undeniably, brings large quantities of

AJOINT

:

:

:

780 Greenwich St., New York 14, N. Y.
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imperfect discs to the record buyers? It
does seem strange.

Milk for Babies
And yet I'm not sure we can do much
about it in a hurry. First because of the
technology of record manufacture and distribution. And second, more important, because of the existing vast organization for
record sales, a formidable system that,
necessarily, has the inertia of a colossus,
such that none but the largest and strongest
manufacturers have ever dared challenge
it to quick change. Right or wrong, it
exists and must be reckoned with -and no
amount of high -minded editorializing will
change that. Yet. it could be changed, via
the weight of public (record buying) opinion and awareness, for the benefit of all.
Take milk. In Europe it is still sold in
bulk. And in Europe the well informed keep
away from it. Dangerous. Yet look at our
dairy system. Milk in some places, I wager,
is safer than water -though it breeds bacteria beautifully, won't keep unless cold,
must be parboiled ahead of time, tested
this way and that, sealed up and dated,
with government specifications met. If so
much trouble can be taken by us to make
milk safe for babies, why isn't scientific
ingenuity up to the job of selling records
in damage- minimizing form?
Custom. Records are selling very well on
the present wide -open system. There is no
apparent boycott going on ; people don't
demand better service and they'll pay for
the present arrangement. Better records
sealed records, guaranteed like a million
other products as untouched by hands or
free air (and its loading of dirt) -would
cost more, would require a drastic change
of selling policy everywhere -not just in a
few stores. If the people don't object to
the present system very strenuously, the
dealers will certainly object to any radical
change and no such change would have a

-

chance of succeeding commercially unless
there were general agreement everywhere
-or unless one of the major companies
forced it through by sheer weight of authority. We've had that twice already, at
33 and 45; we can scarcely fail to understand the dealers' jaundiced viewpoint in

the face of more varieties of fundamental
change, even though (many of us think)
the dealer would be the first man to benefit.
And so it goes. Slide the brand new
manufactured records into their wide -open
cardboard cases, unsealed, sucking in the dirt
and the lint ; stack them up in the hundreds,
grinding the grit merrily into the grooves;
let the customers sample this one and that
on those splendid miniature monsters with
all-groove metal needles that grace our
listening booths, let 'em take 'em home to
try on their own broken needles-then go
ahead and sell them as "new" records. A
vicious system in all truth -for if there
were as much variation from bottle to
bottle in our milk as from record to record
at present, we'd all be down at the corner
store pulling milk out of the refrigerator,
sticking our tongues in a dozen bottles or
so to choose the one that tasted best.
Sealed Records

The ultimate answer fairly shouts at us.

What we need is sealed records Records
packaged as are almost all the products we
!

buy in this vast and complex civilization
of ours, so that an unbroken container
would guarantee a fresh, uniformly satisfactory product ; so that in a given batch
we customers would have no more corn punction in taking the top record on the
pile without looking at the rest than we
do in buying a tube of toothpaste or a
portable radio. They're all alike. Or nearly
enough alike so that we feel no urge to
search for "the best one." That, after all,
is the very basis of this, our age of mass
production. A mass product like records
which gets into the present mess of try-asyou-go selling is an anomaly, an anachronism.
Let's have less of the vegetable cart system, then, where milady picks and hauls
at the piles of carrots, onions and potatoes,
looking for the ones that aren't rotten.
That's no way to sell records.
But how?

Space allows only this much more to be
said. A constructive approach to this problem involves two aspects. First, the mechanism of protection must be worked out -and
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In music, listening quality is everything. It is the
No. 1 MUST. Without it everything else becomes
meaningless. The AUDAX CHROMATIC has that
quality to a degree not equalled by anything known
-this according to the thousands of AUDAX users,
themselves.

musical

Be it sapphire or diamond, every stylus has a

quality

limited life-the diamond being the longer lasting.
For this reason, replaceability of the stylus -at
home, is of the greatest practical importance.
Audax not only provides for this important replaceability but each AUDAX stylus is replaceable
independently of its mate.

2

you're

*

after...

When point pressures were 100 and more grams,
an additional "HIDDEN PULL" of 10 or 15 grams
was of no consequence, today, however, with point
pressures below 10 grams, the "HIDDEN PULL"
becomes a serious factor.... The Audax is free
of any "HIDDEN PULL ".

-

Only you can decide what sounds most pleasing
See and Hear the Audax CHROMATIC and you be
the judge.
*See Pointer

#84 of 1953 "ELECTRONIC PHONO FACTS"

Available with the neu, Compass- Pivoted
Audaz arms and to fit record changers.

Audax costs no more than ordinary pickups
One single magnetic pickup plays all home records
. .
Convert your POLYPHASE to a Chromatic
Available at leading dealers
.

*Be sure to obtain a copy of 1953 ELECTRONIC
PHONO FACTS from your distributor.

AUDAK COMPANY
500 Fifth Avenue

New York 36

Creators of Fine Audio-Electronic apparatus Jar over 25 year:
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that brings up the all -important matter of
static electricity in the present records,
which accounts for a large part of the
present trouble, both before and after sales.
Static removers help- usually too late
and are a nuisance; only one company has
done the inevitable, so far, and introduced
a static-free record: RCA Victor, which is

Newest Member

-

of a famous

HI-FI

family...

remaining strangely silent about this
really revolutionary innovation. Don't ask
me why. Second, a new and universal sales
mechanism must be worked out
will
have to operate everywhere or not at all, as
with every other sealed product you can
think of. Demonstrator records, not to be
sold. Replace the demonstrators as often as
need be, but sell only sealed, untouched

-it

copies.

Too, too simple

It sounds so easy In a way, it is. No
great technical problem. All you have to
do is persuade a very large number of
people who don't want to be persuaded,
who prefer doing things the way they
1

HI- FIDELITY FM -AM TUNER
Model =AF -723

know. As easy, say, as it once was to
convert us to Daylight Saving Time. Took
decades. Or to Women's Suffrage. All that
needed was a little law- passing -and about
a century of militant, adamant, unceasing

liistinguished for maximum performance at the lowest price possible for a luxurious High -Fidelity Tuner. Engineered with the precision that has characterized all of the world- famous Pilot electronics instruments, over a period of 33 years. This magnificent new
PILOTUNER incorporates many superb features hitherto unheard-of
now
for a full description of
in its moderate price class. Write
this outstanding Model #723 PILOTUNER
Selling price, $79.95

-

agitation.

We'll have more

-

Long Island City, New York

.

e

. .

...

will be the result, if you enclose an address label, clipped from a recent
copy, whenever you write us about your Audio Engineering subscription. Yes,
this cooperation from you will help us find the information you need, and
send you a prompt reply.
Address your inquiries about subscriptions to the Circulation Department,
Radio Magazines Inc., P. O. Box 629, Mineola, New York.

Goodfriend -Audio Facilities

REVERBERATION UNIT
Now made EXCLUSIVELY in improved form

Columbia's recorded shows roll on tinder Goddard Lieberson's enthusiastic direction; the technique of referring an elaborate stage production
to the one -point audible medium of the LP has
been developed to a precision art perhaps more
specifically adapted to the LP medium than any
other audible entertainment. In these LP's there
is the now familiar contrast of voices very close
and distinct, with orchestra in a grandly cavernous background -an unstagelike but pleasing
effect which is strangely unlike the usual radio
program way of mounting the same sort of material. The hifi sibilants, the soft, natural quality
of the spoken and sung words, is a pleasure and
a credit to Columbia engineers. (Paris '90 features
spoken dramatic monologues by Skinner, lavishly
iced up with show music for orchestra and chorus.

I'd prefer them plain, minus icing.)

Dancers of Bali. Gamelan Orch. from In-'
donesia.
Columbia ML 4618
This show,

by AUDIO INSTRUMENT CO., INC.

a

touring sensation of the last

season, is represented by its music -which turns
out to be super stuff for the hi-fi phonograph.
Nothing like these bells and drums has been
heard in the hi -fi area for a long time. But don't
expect to "understand" the music. The sounds
are exotic, colorful, wonderfully rhythmic, fascinating in small doses, but if you can get to tell
one dance from another you're pretty sharp. A
stunningly good recording technically, and fine

Simulates reverberation of a room of any size, using
a magnetic tape loop system with FIVE heads. Switching heads produces various special effects, as well as
natural reverberation.

MODEL 40

exercise for woofers and tweeters.

Compact: single 83/ " x 19" panel
Input, -30 dbm or +4 dbm at 600 ohms
Levels:
Output, -30 dbm or +4 dbm at 600 ohms
Controlled by switch on chassis

SYMPHONY
Brahms: Symphony #1. NBC Symphony,
Toscanini.
RCA Victor LM 1702
Prokofieff: Classical Symphony. Gershwin,
An American in Paris. NBC Symphony,
Toscanini.
RCA Victor LM 9020

Variable equalization: Built In, for special effects
ly variable
Reverberation time: Up to ten seconds, Conti
Delivery: Six weeks
udloINSTRUMENT

COMPANY INC
Dept. ^ 133 WEST 14th STREET, N.Y.
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after

SHOWS
Oklahoma! (Complete score). Virginia
Haskins, Key Ballard, Wilton Cary, Less
Cass, etc. Cho. G Orch. Lengel.
Columbia ML 4598
Paris '90. Cornelia Otis Skinner, Cho. G
Orch., Nathaniel Shilkret.
Columbia ML 4619

...

Netter Service to You

subject in later

all.

PILOT RADIO CORPORATION
37 -06 36th Street

on this

issues. Maybe something can be done,

I I

,N. Y.,

Two more in the expanding late -Toscan in
repertory on discs. The Brahms is first -rateand this applies even to those who, like me, can.
not find appeal in a good many Toscanini offerings, notably the Beethoven works. The recent
and much. acclaimed 1st and 9th symphonies in
Toscaninï s version are not for my ear. But some
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sensational new
1953
Hi- Fidelity

MODEL AF -821A

Behind this brilliant new Tuner stands Pilot's

rv

33- year -old, world -wide reputation for

ptsp1urER

p-oducing the most advanced ccmmunica-

ti,ns instruments that science has yet
developed. Once enjoyed only by a select
circle of engineers "in- the-know"
sensitivity, selectivity, stability

... Pilot

- are now

y3urs, in this incomparable new PILOTUNER.

Not better tuner can be made at cny price

ytt

the Pilotuner

is

modest in cost, at

...

$9995
Built by

PILOT RADIO CORP.
the nome that has been a
by -word for the greatest in
precision communications

equipment since 1919.

PILOTONE Amplifie- Model AA -901
Designed for high fideli y audio reproduction from
phonograph, AM or FM radio, television or microphone input. Full Willómson circuit. A supreme
amplifier with traditional Pilot quoity. Priced of

$99.50

PILOTONE

Amplifier Model AA -902

A compact, medium price, high fidelity unit for use
where cabinet or other mounting spcce is limited.
Can be operated with PILOTUNEt model AF -821
and similar tuners for FM -AM radio, television or

phonograph reproduction

_

$42.50

NEW ! High - Fidelity PILOTONE

AMPLIFIERS and PRE-AMPLIFIER

PILOTONE Pre -Amplifier Model PA -911
A coin 3anion unit for Pilotone Amplifier Model
AA -901
built up to the same exacting standard:. Selector switch allows quick choice of auxiliary, !V, radio or phono inputs. Handsome in
oppeannce, unsurpassed in performance. Excep$29.95
tionally low priced at

...

Wri-e Dept. AE-I for free descrpti-e literature

PILOT Radio
AUDIO ENGINEERING

Corporation

37 -06 36th Street, Long Island City, New York
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strange subtlety of character, of artistic affinity,
gives Toscanini's Brahms an advantage over his
Beethoven. The finest Brahms First of past days
was Toscanini's, on RCA Victor 78's. No one
could beat it. This replacement retains the basic
quality of the old performance. For reasons unfathomable, the driving hurry of the Beethoven
Toscaninis becomes in Brahms an ideal intensity
that carries on the somewhat heavyweight music,
livens it, intensifies it, without pushing too hard.
Haven't got the old version at hand but this one
shows a bit of the metronomic tempo of much
recent Toscanini and there are some few ragged
spots. The old one is probably preferable musi.
cally, if not technically. (It was one of the best
of the earlier 78 Victors.)
The Prokofieff Classical is a gem -its Italianate music is, paradoxically, treated to a leisured interpreation, much slower than most of the
frothy whirlwinds evoked from this pleasant
score. Particularly good in the last movement
which is usually a good natured shambles! I'm
afraid I can't quite enjoy Gershwin in tails.
Toscanini's Gershwin is somehow faintly embarrassing. The solid vulgarisms, the wonderfully
enjoyable blues and blats, are uncomfortable here,
like a belch at a dinner party. A brilliant performance, of course, but it doesn't blat, and it
ought to. (Toscanini, by the way, gets live re.
cording now, with good tonal range; not as big
or full as many current symphonic recordings.
but easily satisfactory. The typically explosive
Toscanini drums may or may not be due to recording technique; I suspect the drums themselves, and /or their placement vis a vis the
mikes.)

DOUBLE
YOUR

Elr.ldyÍr/ENT

... record your own

-

library

Dvorak: Symphony
Szell,

#5.

Cleveland Orch.,
Columbia ML 4541

As compared with the Toscaninis above, this
one shows an intriguingly subtle superiority of
sound. How? The dominant impression is (a)
a better ensemble
as many too -close individual noises; and (b) a wider apparent dynamic

MogeCordetts in
blond or rich ma-

-not

hogany ca islets
priced from $395

range, a bigger sound in the climaxes. Apparent
effects, note well -but apparent effects are the
ones that count in recording. A matter of ingenuity in the mike technique; Columbia has got
its miking down to a fine point by this time.
This is (incidentally) as nice a performance as
you'll find, what with Szell in his own native
musical medium. It has that excited freshness
that stamps the best Czech music -and is too
often lost in this over -played symphony.

Schumann: Symphony #2. Paris Conservatory Orch., Schuricht.
London LL 638
Some ffrr discs have been too "stunty" in their

the professional tape recorder for the home
Now you can make the world's best tape recordings at
some to thrill your family and friends
to be enjoyed
anytime. For here is the some tape recorder that
radio engineers prefer 3 to
for broadcasting.
Unexcelled for its realistic brilliance and high
fidelity, yet simple to operate, the MagneCordette
can be used in connection with your present high
fidelity equipment.

...

Alf

1

0 0.

Efi

Magnecordings by Vox

...

superlative tape
recordings of the world's greatest music ... a perfect
reflection of the actual performance, with greater
dynamic range and full frequency response.
For o demonstration see your Classified Telephone Directory
under' Recorders or write

extraordinary recording technique for the good
of the music -not this one. A splendidly alive
performance, tense, rapid, but never less than
warm (and cold Schumann is ultra -deadly), the
great golden liveness of the ffrr technique blend
ing its tones perfectly for the music, the typically
sharp -edged individual instruments in this case
helping to define an otherwise rather muddy
score. Some will prefer a more relaxed tempo
feel that Schumann's underlying anxiety is for
once really well. expressed here. Good, and a very
exciting recording all the way around.

-I

ITEMS FOR THE ROVING EAR
Cathedral Voluntaries. E. Power Biggs, organ of Symphony Hall, Boston.
Columbia ML 4603
A splendid organ record technically, even ii

Mr. Biggs doesn't hit the bottom pedal every
other measure, as some would wish. First side has
a musically excellent selection of well -registered
music; the second side degenerates into organist's
stuff-though from some very well known cornposers.

Beethoven: Ruins of Athens (Complete),
op. 113. Soloists, Netherlands Philharmonic
Choir and Orch., Goehr.
Concert Hall CHS 1158
The overture to this occasional work is one of
sometimes -performed oddities that invari
ably gets run down as worthless; the rest is unknown (except for the famed Turkish March, here
included). But listen here and you'll understand
that our mistake is in judging intentions. This is
no Great Music, but it is excellent for its original
purpose of celebration and, taken as a whole, is
those

Dopt. AE-2
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Chicago 10, Illinois
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The NEW

The NEW

THORENS
Concert

CD

MINIFON
Miniature, Portable

43

RECORD CHANGER

WIRE
RECORDER

An expertly designed Swiss product, the Thorens CD 43 provides
automatic operation at all speeds, and intermixes 7, 10, and 12
inch records. A direct- drive, governor controlled, 4 -pole motor
assures smooth, constant running, with controls provided for
speed adjustment. Effective motor shielding practically eliminates hum pick -up. Tone arm accommodates standard cartridges. An interchangeable spindle is available for 45 rpm
records. Changer stops after last record. Simple control permits
any record in stack to be repeated. Dimensions: Base 15 "x12 ",
Playing Height 6 ", Loading Height 9 ", Depth below
$9315
Base 31/2

13/s x 4% x 6%, and weighing only 2 lbs.
Minifon is just about the world's smallest sound
recording instrument. Records, rewinds, erases, and plays back
through either a pair of stethoscope type earphones or an
external amplifier. Capacity 21/2 hours uninterrupted recording.
Powered by 11/2 v. A battery, standard 30 v. B battery, and 7
Mallory RM -4Z mercury batteries. An ideal tool for executives,
engineers, doctors, and wherever there is need for recording
notes, interviews, and other data.

Measuring only
7 ozs., the

Complete with microphone, stethoscope type earphones,
1
hour spool of wire, tubes, batteries, and instructions.

".

General Hi -Fi

$250
$7.50

Morocco Leather Zipper Case
Transformer-rectifier Unit for operation of motor from
1'7 v. AC line
...

BARUCH-LANG
Deluxe 500

RECORDING WIRE

$20.00

On spools, in dust -proof plastic

containers, suitable for mailing.

SPEAKER SYSTEM

1/ hour
1/, hour

$5.00
7.00

1

2

An entirely new principle in high fidelity sound reproduction,
developed by Dr. Jordan J. Baruch and Henry C. Lang of the
M.I.T. Acoustics Laboratory. Consists of four simultaneously
operating cone speakers in a triangular enclosure measuring only
13x19x93/4" deep. Effective frequency response extends from
40 to beyond 10,000 cps. An ideal unit for limited space re-

quirements, and for auxiliary speaker installations. Available
in mahogany, blond, black, and unfinished. Internal impedance
is 4 ohms, 16 ohms available
s2995
on special order.

$9.00

hour
hour

17.90

21.50

2',2 hour

WESTERN ELECTRIC
755 -A Speaker

(8" PM)

Provides full frequency range coverage and wide
angle high -frequency distribution.
SPECIAL

'24Óu

The NEW

BROOK
Model 12A4

ELEI'Tu ft -VOICE
REGENCY

AMPLIFIER

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

All Triode
SYSTEM

Regency is a Klipsch -licensed
corner horn enclosure, suitable for
The

Model 12A4 consists of the Model 12A, 10 -watt basic
amplifier, together with the new Model 4 remote control preamplifier. Frequency response of the 12A is flat from 20 to
30,000 cps., within .5 db. Total harmonic distortion at S watts
is .25 %, and 1.21% at 10 watts. The Model 4 preamplifier
is flat from 15 to 30,000 cps., within 1 db., but has bass and
treble controls for boost and attenuation. Ten equalization
positions are provided ranging from 'flat' for microphones
through practically every record characteristic type available.
Five input channels accommodate tuners, TV sound, recorders,
crystal and magnetic pickups, and microphone. Low output
impedance of the Model 4 permits long line to basic amplifier
without attenuating high frequencies. Built -in loudness control retains full range perception at low levels.
The

$

Model 12A4- complete with tubes and cables
Model 12A -with tubes
Model 4 -with tubes and cables

22200
$118.50
109.50

HARVEY is the HOUSE of AUDIO

either corner or flat wall location. Superlatively styled in lowboy design, the Regency is available in either hand- rubbed
mahogany or blonde Karina, and may be used with single 15"
speakers, two -way, or three -way systems.
The Regency Il consists of the Regency enclosure together with
the EV 114A two -way system composed of a 15W-1 LF driver,
an X -8 800 cycle crossover network, and a T -25 25 watt treble
driver with 8 -HD Hoodwin diffraction horn. The Regency III
consists of the Regency enclosure together with the EV 1148
three -way system, composed of a 15W -1 LF driver, an X -8 800
cycle crossover network, a T -25 treble driver with 8 -HD Hoodwin
diffraction horn, an X -36 3600 cycle crossover network, and a
T -35 Super Sonax VHF driver.
5114.00
Mahogany
REGENCY (enclosure only)
120.00
Blonde Korina
285.00
Mahogany
REGENCY II with 2 -Way System
291.00
Blonde Korina_
314.70
REGENCY Ill with 3 -Way System Mahogany
320.70
Blonde Korina

is in the field of Audio,
you can be sure to find it at Harvey
ready for immedi- in stock, and
ate delivery wherever you may be.
Your inquiries are invited.

..

Whatever it

HARVEYRADIO

NOTE: Prices Net, F.O.B., N.Y.C.

Subject to change without notice.
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decidedly enjoyable to follow along. Nice choruses,
simple solos and musical interludes. The singers,
Dutch. mouth their German; otherwise they are
good and the recording is good too, except for
some overly cut loud passages that may buzz
a faulty styhr.

Handel: Water Music Suite, arr. Harty;
Royal Fireworks Music, arr. Harty. London Philharmonic, Harty.
Columbia Entre RL 3019
Here's one of the previously announced cheap
Columbia LP reissues -this combines the two

ON

ANY

favorite "X" series recordings of these suites and
still the two best performances I've heard of the
music. Shocking to And how limited in tonal
quality these recordings were -as heard on new
equipment; I always used to think they were
fine! But on today's "average" phonograph
they'll still be up to average, and well worth the
low price, far less than in the days of the 78
originals.

STRINGED INSTRUMENT

ecc

y die

Qew

w6

AMPERITE "KONTAK MIKE "

Christmas

Music. (Corelli, Scarlatti, ViBoccherini I
Virtuosi di
Roma.
Decca DL 9649
Christmas! I take delight, each year, in reviewing an Xmas number or two during the February
thaw I figger that if Xmas music can't stand
up in February it wasn't worth giving as an
Xmas present. (After all, we've gotta play them
after Xmas, those fancy records we found under
the Xmas tree.
Anyhow, this is a potpourri
of 18th century concertos, a type now increasingly
popular after a long eclipse. These Italian performances employ the current Italian anachronisms, piano in the place of a harpsichord, a
rather romantic style of playing; but the music
gets through and the variety here is pleasing.

THE ONLY NO- DISTORTION "KONTAK MIKE"

valdi,

Torelli,

.

;

...)

Recording is excellent -where many discs of 'this
sort from Italy have been decidedly mediocre.
Acoustics on the dead, close side.

Used with most ampli-

fiers, including most
electric guitar amps.
Anthony Anton, widely known
os -the most versatile artist
of the frets", is an enthusiastic
user of Amperite Kontak Mikes.

AUDIO TRANSFORMER

changes in amplifier.
instrument. or strings.
Attached without tools.
No

¡Jr wu paye

The Amperite "Kontak Mike" improves the tone
and volume of any Stringed or Fretted Instrument
also Pianos, Accordions, Harmonicas,
etc. It is the only "Kontak Mike" that does not
introduce peaks or distortion.
Model Sffii, hi -imp
__...._List $12.00
Model KKH
(with hand volume control)
List $18.00

The effective capacitance of the adjacent winding will depend upon what
point in the high -impedance winding is
grounded, or at zero signal potential.
Only two positions for the zero signal
point are commonly found: at one end,
or at the center point of the winding.
The tabulation of Fig. 7 shows the effect
of sectionalizing for both conditions.
From the foregoing it appears that the
exact arrangement as regards sectionalizing of windings depends upon its
effect upon leakage inductance and winding capacitance. The final choice of arrangement now depends upon three main
factors: the distribution of circuit components, the position of zero-signal
points, and the mode of operation.

-

AMPERITE
STUDIO MICROPHONES

at P. A. PRICES!
Tdea AK CLOSE TALKING
or DISTANT PICKUP
You can shout right into it, or
stand away; in either case, the
quality will be perfectly natural.
Model RBLG (200 ohms) List $42.00
Model RBHG (hi -imp)
List $42.00

i`1l

AMPERITE CARDIOID
DYNAMIC MICROPHONE

(a) MO

WM. LEM

01K SIOt.

PGH PGL

2;-_i

1_
(b)

ZERO

5144 OAR

1atR SIOtS

List $32.00
Fig. 7. Vertical sectioning employed to reduce winding capacitance. Its effect, as
shown in Table 1, depends on the disposition of screens or adjacent windings at
sensibly zero signal potential.

AMPERITE Company,
561 Broadway
New York 12, N. Y.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St., W., Toronto
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Distribution of Circuit Components

The external circuit values with which
the transformer operates determine the
relative importance of leakage inductance and winding capacitance.
An output transformer designed to
feed conventional loudspeaker loads will
be feeding an inductive load, so leakage
inductance in the transformer will be
relatively unimportant as regards frequency response. Even the simplest
winding arrangements will result in a
leakage inductance that is quite small
compared to the voice-coil inductance
of the loudspeaker (s) used as load. Attention to reducing the capacitance of the
primary winding is likely to be more important, although for many applications,
using tetrode or pentode output stages,
a fair degree of capacitance is required,
so the simple winding arrangement is no
disadvantage.
For input, interstage, or line transformers, leakage inductance and winding capacitance assume varying degrees
of importance according to the operating impedance used. In some instances
the upper end of the frequency band
will be controlled by the LC product
of leakage inductance and winding capacitance, in which case both qualities
require to be reduced so as to produce
a minimum product value. In applications where all circuit impedances are
lower, leakage inductance may be the
most important factor. in which case
perhaps winding capacitance can be
ignored. In other cases, such as input
transformers design for operation from
dynamic transducers, the leakage inductance will be swamped by the inductance
of the transducer, so winding capacitance is the limiting factor which must
be reduced to a minimum.
Where capacitance assumes important
relations, the position of the zero signal
point in the high- impedance winding will
be an important factor in deciding what
winding arrangement to use.
Figure 8 shows a number of winding
arrangements of the type employed to
reduce leakage inductance, together
with their effective capacitance, expressed in terms of the capacitance between the high -potential side of the
high winding and an adjacent winding
or screen connected to ground. These
values are listed for both center -point
and one-side zero -signal arrangements.
As shown in the Table I, choice of
vertical sectioning for reducing capacitance will also depend upon the position
of zero -signal point in the high -impedance winding.

Model

M -900

RECORDCOWIENSATOR
EFFECTS FLAT RESPONSE

General Electric engineered to bring you as close
to the beauty of the original orchestration as
possible when used with standard type G -E
variable reluctance cartridges.
ADJUSTABLE PLAYBACK

Five selective settings which include two scratch
filter positions for noisy records.
NEW RECORD LIFE

Noticeable high frequency distortion and background noise on old 78 records is greatly reduced. Your favorite collector's items take on
a new, magic quality that rivals the original.
EASILY MOUNTED

Compact design permits mounting in any position. Easily connected between the pickup cark.
tridge and the pre -amplifier input.

'-`

Int75I TVk
3

S,

SEND FOR THIS NEW BULLETIN...

'
'

1

Mode of Operation

Output transformers may be for application in circuits employing either
Class A or Class B operation of the output tubes. For Class A applications, it
AUDIO ENGINEERING

LL
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YEARS OF ELECTRICAL

J,fOGRESS

General Electric Company, Section 4423
Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York
Please send me the G-E Record Compensator Bulletin with
Playback Curves
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

LTGENERAI
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The arrangement of f b) maintains
uniform coupling between the whole
primary and the whole secondary, but
in this case the coupling between the
%whole secondary and each half primary
is reduced to a minimum. It may not at
once be obvious that the coupling between both half primaries and the whole
secondary is identical in this arrangement. The half primary sandwiched between the secondary sections forms a
coupling similar to the second arrangement shown in Fig. 6. The arrangement
for the half of the primary made up of
the two outside quarters with respect to
the whole secondary is also equivalent
to the same basic arrangement, but it
would appear at first sight that the total
winding thickness is greater in this case.
However, the inactive half primary now
occupies a place in the secondary winding which is at zero -leakage-flux potential from the viewpoint of coupling
with the active half primary, so the
space occupied by the inactive half pri-

TKTa

-
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TIM

MT.

1.6

45

2.11
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3

1.5

194

44

3.3

41

2.75
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Wm
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2.63

MMMtlrlydeniaMtilMv

Fig. 8. The effect of different winding arrangements and connections, used for leakage inductance reduction, on winding -to- winding
or winding -to- screen capacitance. The capacitance factor shown gives the effective over -all
capacitance in terms of that between average
adjacent windings, or winding and screen.

is important only that the whole of the
primary should be uniformly well coupled
to the secondary. For Class B applications, one half of the the winding is out
of action during each half cycle, so the

Consistently the top value in 12"
coaxial speakers, the UNIVERSITY Model 6201 embodies

every advance- design feature

available in high quality speak-

ers. Wide angle tweeter horn

with separate driver unit, exclusive super- sensitive W- magnet
woofer Section, and built -in crossover network and high frequency
control are just a few important
features.
Ask to hear this remarkable speaker,
es the Audiomat.

coupling must be a maximum for each
half winding to the whole of the secondary. This means that the method of connecting up the sections, combined with
the sectionalizing arrangement used,
should be such that no part of the
secondary winding is spaced away from
either of the halves of the primary
winding.
Figure 9 illustrates this with a simple
example. The arrangement at (a) provides uniform coupling between the
whole primary and the whole secondary
and would, from this viewpoint, be satisfactory for class A operation; but for
Class B operation, one half of the secondary winding is always sandwiched in
the middle of an inactive half of the
primary winding; so the space occupied
by the intervening portion of inactive
winding will add an unnecessarily large
proportion of leakage inductance between whole secondary winding and the
active half of the primary winding.

coupling arrangement
suitable for Class B or alternative winding
operation. (For explanation see text)
Fig. 9. An example of

mary, can be ignored in computing the
leakage inductance for the active half.
For other types of transformer, alternative windings may be required for
different purposes. In such designs the
arrangement should be devised so that
maximum coupling is achieved between
each of the alternative windings and the
common winding. The same principle as
that just outlined for the design of
Class B transformers can also be applied here by placing each of the alternative windings in such a position
that it occupies a region of zero- leakageflux potential in relation to coupling
with the other alternative winding.

TABLE

I

Capacitance Factors for Vertical Sectionalizing
Capacitance

Number of
Verficál
Sections

Distributed

Capacitance
Component

Figure 7
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AJISI

CORPORATION
115 WES- 45th STREET, 3rd FLOOR

NEW YORK 36, N.
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Y.

1

.25

4
5

063
.04
028

6

-

1

2
3

11

()

Figure

Zero signal point
One side

Asco

F

Inter -winding, or winding- toscreen

.125
.185
.219
.24
.255

Center

One side

.25
.125
.102
.094
.09
.088
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Zero signal point

.75
.703
.688
.68
.676

Center
.5
.25
.204
.188
.18
.176
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BINAURAL
PUBLIC ADDRESS
[from page 24]

the stage, very little difference in coverage could be heard, the sound pickup
from all parts of the stage being about
equal. The critical point, however, was
found to be about 16 ft. As the mikes
were lowered beyond this point the difference in the outer perimeter became
appreciable, the effect being much the
same as if a spotlight were suspended
and lowered with the resultant closing
in of the circle of light. Within the
circle. though, the intensity of sound
pickup remained the same. The portion
of the stage occupied by the set was
fully covered with the mikes 12 ft.
above the floor. Lower positions increased the sound pickup within the
confines of the circle, but there was a
marked rise or fall in volume as the
performers moved in or out of the circle.
The unchanging level within the noted
limits held true even when the players
were up stage and facing the back wall.
Those who have worked with plays will
remember the constant attention necessary during rehearsals to have the
actors remember to raise their voices
for lines spoken while facing upstage.
Where dialogue alone occurred, ordinary conversational volume was used,
yet each word, even to lip sibilants, was
clearly heard in every part of the auditorium.

smaller than a desk pen
just as convenient

The

for Model 80 Microphone
The new C-4 stand gives complete maneuverability and convenience with the Model 80. It
pivots the microphone in a 135° arc for any operaswings parallel to base needing
tional angle
little more space than two packs of cigarettes.
The microphone is held firmly by the unique,
positive-action hinge, yet moves smoothly and
easily to any desired position without adjustment.
Microphone quickly and easily removed.
This new, matching stand is solidly built of diecast zinc overlaid with beautiful satin chrome
plate. It is heavy enough to prevent tipping
it will not slide with the weight of the cord. The
C-4 stand complements the graceful shape of the
Model 80; the combined unit is an attractive but
inconspicuóus addition to a speakers' table. Ideal
for use with wire recorders, public address systems, pulpits, office and factory call systems,
amateur operators and other similar uses.
Model C-4 matching stand. 511"-27 thread.
List Price
$ 5.75
$15.95
Model 80 Microphone. List Price

-

Results with Musk

The songs with orchestral accompaniment, though, were still unsatisfactory. Changes in tilt both laterally
and vertically made an appreciable difference, but not in the desired way. Still
too much orchestra. It was decided to
try a very hard cardboard shield about
two by three feet painted to blend in
with the set, and suspended directly forward of the mikes. This provided a solution which, while not acceptable from
a perfectionist point of view for the
low voices, did present a very satisfactory compromise. It was felt that a
further improvement could be realized
with an increase in gain as soon as the
auditorium became full.
This was still another surprise. The
gain could not be increased at all. And,
with the auditorium full, the apparent
loudness was the same, even .though a
thousand people can, and do, absorb a
lot of sound. Actually, once set, the
gain required no further attention at all.
Early in rehearsals another benefit
which had not been anticipated or even
imagined became evident and was quite
startling. The chorus consisted of seventeen voices. The orchestra of three
violins, three saxophones, one trumpet,
one guitar, bass, and drums. What one
heard was a chorus of at least fifty or
sixty voices, and an orchestra of at
AUDIO ENGINEERING

NEW Turner C -4 Stand

-

THE

TURNER

929 17th St., N.

E.

COMPANY

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

In Canada: Canadian Marconi Company, Toronto, Ont., and Branches
Export: Ad A,,riema, Inc., 89 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.
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STEPHENS TRU -SONIC SPEAKER SYSTEMS ARE SUPREME

-....,Accçpt wee

by the leaders both in the

commercial and custom .set build-

ing fields has been the award most prized by Stephens engineers through

the years. They know this recognition is a verdict of the truly discrimi-

nating ear and it serves as a spur in Stephens' never -ending search for
new peaks of perfection in sound reproduction components.

Stephens proudly presents
THE

...

106AX COAXIAL 2 -WAY SPEAKER for full, rich, natural sound

across the entire tone spectrum at all volume levels. One compact assembly combining a cone -type, low -resonant, low-frequency unit with

multi -cellular type, wide -angle high -frequency dispersion (eight cells,
40° x 80° ). A 1200 -cycle crossover network channels high and low
tones to units designed to reproduce them. Power rating - 20 watts.
Impedance - 16 ohms. Frequency response- 40 to 12,000 cps. Diameter
- 151/4". Baffle opening -1311 ". Depth behind mounting panel - 1012 ".
Weight -30 lbs. Recommended for broadcast monitoring, motion
picture sound, and - especially -FM aad record reproduction.

Be sure to hear
STEPHENS TRU -SONIC SPEAKER SYSTEMS
over the amazing

* AUDIOMAT *

And
THE MODEL 418 CORNER CABINET,

the

finest custom -quality home reproducer in
the Stephens TRU -SONIC line. It features

two 15" permanent magnet speakers with
extended range for low tones, plus the full

coverage in the high ranges afforded by
the use of a Model 82411 2x4 800 -cycle
horn, a Model 108 high -frequency driver,
and a Model 800X crossover network.
Cabinet dimensions: Width -41 "; Depth
23"; Height -36"; Weight - 15 5 lb+.
Available in blond or mahogany.

-

or
ASCO SOUND

A

CORPORATION
115 WEST

45111 STREET, 3rd FLOOR
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
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least double the actual number. This, of
course, was feedback, but not of the
type ever encountered before. Its effect
was simply that of increasing the sound
without any trace of echo or out -ofphase distortion. As a contrast, one
mike was used during several full chorus
and orchestra passages. The result was
about normal for a single- channel p.a.
system. When the other mike was
switched in, the reproduced sound
changed from a hodge-podge to complete naturalness.
Not quite as astonishing, but still a
little on the unbelievable side was the
contrast between those same passages
with and without sound pickup. The
chorus would suddenly change to only
seventeen voices, and the orchestra to
the actual number of pieces.
During the course of the play two
sound -effect records were used; one of
crickets and night noises, the other of a
siren. These were fed in the conventional manner from turntable to phonograph input on the amplifier feeding the
-speaker on the left. Here again the
peculiar type of feedback occurred with
the result that the sound of the crickets
and night noises, for instance, was
about equal in both speakers, and the
total propagation as pervasive as that
experienced from the stage. At each
performance a great many people, while
not prepared to say just how the sound
bit
of the crickets was made, were still a
skeptical even though they were looking
right at the record.
Even though high -quality amplifiers
and speakers were used, the "realness"
of the resulting sound was still astonishing and proved to be the most rewarding
part of the whole experiment. Those who
came to talk about the crickets were
about as unbelieving when they found
that the whole performance had come
to them through loudspeakers.
Actually, this came as no particular
surprise, since spot checks made all
over the house during the week of rehearsals proved that the sound seemed
to come right off the stage. As noted before only in the immediate section
around each speaker did one become
conscious of sound being projected from
the side, and not entirely from the stage.
Two points were found to be vital.
The speakers must be in phase, and the
mike on the right must feed the speaker
on the right. Any other arrangement
resulted in a peculiar separation, which
while not unpleasant, was still unreal
enough to prove disconcerting and, of
course, make it immediately apparent
that the sound was coming from loudspeakers. This applied only to solo
singers and dialogues, when, obviously,
one sees one person talking and singing,
and hears two.
Even though the results of this experiment were so completely satisfactory,
it is not intended that any of the data
given will be taken as applicable to a
similar set of dimensions or conditions.
So little is known of this type of sound
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pickup that the writer fully realizes the
results achieved may be due to factors
which were not even considered.
However, it is not at all difficult to
see countless instances in which binaural
pickup could make a tremendous difference, not only in the "realness" of
the projected sound, but in the ease of
monitoring. In both radio and TV
studios where the audience hears primarily through loudspeakers, it would
no longer be necessary to have p.a. mikes
near each performer; only two swung
at the optimum point above the stage.
and no monitoring; for speakers, particularly those who speak best when not
tied to a stationary mike; for lecturers
who depend on charts and other accessories to illustrate their talks, and find
it extremely bothersome to carry a mike
at the same time. The possibilities are,
of course, endless.
It is hoped that this report will
prove an added incentive to everyone
who has considered this idea and wanted
to try it. The writer finds it difficult to
wait until time is available for further
experimentation.

F01B0011

I4/4711)
480111

10%

"AUDI- BALANCE"
PATENT APPLIED FOR

A
.
"The greatest amplifier improvement in recent years" .
"It used to take
godsend to both owner and service man."
"Does
me hours to do what Audi -balance does in seconds."
even better than I've been able to do with meters, this balances
"The problem has plagued us for years,
tubes dynamically."
it is now possible to keep perfect balance in output tubes con.
"Audi- balance is the persistently for lowest distortion."
.

...

...

...

.

.

fect solution."

Just one of the features that make the brand new Classic
amplifiers by Newcomb so exciting. Write for cataloj of 8
completely new home music amplifiers priced from 539.50
to $269.50 audiophile net.

CIRCLE DIAGRAMS
I

f ruut

puye

.23]

amplification (referred to the mid -frequency amplification).
As in the low- frequency circle diagram, Fig. 3 may be used for either
analysis or design. As an example of its
use in analysis assume the upper half power frequency to be known and the
value of the shunt capacitance (wiring
and tube capacitance) to be desired. The
intersection of the 45 -deg. phase -angle
line and the known f circle will indicate
the value of T for the amplifier in
question. Since T = C.Rp, and since Rp
will undoubtedly be known or easily determined, the determination of C. follows immediately. Again, as in the low frequency circle diagram, the schemes
whereby Fig. 3 can be useful in analysis
and design are several.

T44 eia.
For the sound

previous development it will be noted
that, in both the low- and high- frequency
circle diagrams, the arameters T and f

are related by T=
n) f . Thus, either
the T's or the f's may be multiplied by a
factor of 10, 100, etc., while the other
parameter is multiplied by 0.1, 0.01, etc.,
respectively, and the ranges of T and f
proportionately changed.
With a few minutes study of the diagrams the reader will realize their possibilities as fast design and analysis aids.
The circle diagrams also contain considerable qualitative information on resistance- capacitance- coupled amplifiers.
AUDIO ENGINEERING

.25
a

life.

time this superb new 25 wa't
custom amplifier has every

practical operational feature

electronic engineering con
offer you. Even more impar.
tant is the incomparable
tening pleasure it provides.

T/te classic 15
This outstanding 15 watt amis unique in luxury
features and technical per.
fection at a surprisingly moderate cost. Its smarly de.
signed remote control unit is
o superlative piece of engineering, beautifully finished
In brushed brass.

plifier

41*
Substantial Installation Savings

Conclusion

It should be mentioned that the diagrams drawn are not restricted to the
ranges of T and f indicated. From the

c

thrill of

Savings of as much as, or more than, the
entire cost of these fine amplifier:. are being
reported by enthusiastic purchasers. This is
due to their unique design which removes
the usual necessity of a remote control being
near the amplifier, tuner and changer. These
items can now be installed in a hall closet
or any similar out of the way location leoving only the beautiful remote control and

the speaker, with no messy confus+on of
wires, in the living roc m. No accessories
connect directly to the remote control. All
inputs connect only to he main amplifier.
The savings in cabinetry and of installation
labor are obvious and very real to those
who take advantage of this new complete

remote control design.
Write

NEWCOMB
DEPT.

T

6824 LEXINGTON AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Printed Circuit Loudness Control. "Conipentrol" is the trade name of the new compensated loudness control being manufactured by Centralab, 900 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis. The unit is a combination
dual -tapped control and a printed- circuit
plate which contains the compensating
network. Since all components in the Corn pentrol are in shunt, there is no insertion
loss. Designed as a direct replacement for

plied with high- impedance input, the amplifier is also available with input for
bridging or low- impedance termination.
Output impedance is switch controlled
from 4 to 600 ohms. Supplied in a choice
of attractive carrying cases or for rack
mounting. Specifications and additional information may be obtained upon request
to the manufacturer.

Wireless Intercom System. Bogen's new
existing power lines as a transmitting
medium, and utilizes an exclusive line noise suppression circuit which is said to
provide the most reliable and the quietest
operation yet achieved in equipment of
this type. The system can be used with
two or more stations, with all conversations heard by all units in the system.

\ l.dol TWIN intercom system employs

Capacitance - Pesistaac - Inductance
Bridge. Created essentially for the design
engineer and the laboratory technician,
the new Clough -Brengle Model 712 instrument is capable of a variety of measurements which will permit accurate evaluation of almost any component in an electronic circuit. Among its functions are the
measurement of capacitance of paper,
mica, electrolytic, ceramic, and air capaci-

Each station comprises a transmitter and
receiver operating at 175 kc. A unique feature of the TWIN is the "Silent Watchman," which permits a station to be locked
in TRANSMIT position for use in various
applications where continuous listening or
aural supervision is required. Stations are
placed in operation simply by plugging
into a standard 117 -volt a. c. or d. c. outlet.
The only additional requirement is that all
stations must be fed through a common
meter. Complete information will be supplied by the manufacturer, David Bogen
Company, 29 Ninth Ave., New York 14,

standard controls in all audio equipment,
the unit effectively compensates for Fletcher- Munson hearing characteristic curves.
Two types of Compentrol are now available, 34- and 1- megohm in value, in both
switch and non -switch models. The units
are completely assembled and ready for
installation in place of most standard -size
volume controls. Descriptive booklet may
be obtained free of charge at Centralab
distributors, or by writing the company.
Sound Effects Filter. Independent control of both ends of the audio spectrum is
inherent in the new Type 6617 -D sound
effects filter recently introduced by Cinema
Engineering Company, 1510 W. Verdugo
Ave., Burbank, Calif. Technically speaking,
the 6517-D is a variable high- and low pass filter with zero phase distortion over
its entire transmission range. Toroidally
wound inductances permit use in low -level

circuits without fear of hum pickup, and
insertion loss is zero. Input level ranges
from minus 70 dbm to plus 28 dbm. Low frequency control has ten steps permitting
cut -off from 70 to 7500 cps; high- frequency
control also has ten steps, permitting cutoff from 300 to 10,000 cps. Furl- frequency
transmission is afforded with both controls in OFF position. Built for standard
rack mounting, the unit is 534 in. in height
and 6'4 in. deep.

` laQ
°

\

N. Y.

w

Small Spotwelder. Tweezer -type electrodes and a stepless energy -storage control are featured in the new Unimatic
spotwelder, designed to produce welds of
instrument quality at production line efficiency. Welding pressure is fully adjustable. Power consumption is 300 watts and
maximum energy storm., is 20 watt -sec-

a

tors; stray capacitance of bushings,
switches, and wiring; dissipation factor of
capacitances; leakage current of electrolytic capacitors; resistance of components
inductance of coils and transformers;
storage factors (Q) of inductances; turns
ratio of transformers; d. c. leakage current of capacitors, and quality test of
capacitors shunted by resistance or inductance, without removal from circuit.
Despite all these functions, the 712 is onl>
534" high by 87,4," long by 8%" wide, and
weighs but 14 lbs., and is extremely moderate in price. Manufactured by Clough Brengle Co., 6014 Broadway, Chicago 40,
Ill. Address requests for further information to Dept. AE.
Strip -Wound Transformer Cors. Newest
product of Permoflux Corporation, 4900 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago 38, Ill., is a line of
strip -wound transformer cores manufactured from grain -oriented silicon steel
strip to exacting mechanical and electrical

Audio Amplifier. Less than one per cent
distortion at full rated output of 30
watts
characterizes the excellent performance of
a new audio amplifier recently announced
by Summit Electronics, Inc., Summit, N. J.
Frequency range of the new unit is 30 to
15,000 cps within ± 0.2 db. Normally sup-

onds. Firing control is automatic at preset pressure. The small hand-fitting electrode- switch assembly is well designed for
making welds rapidly, and in confined or
difficult locations. For application data,
literature and further details write Unitek
Corporation, Pasadena 8, Calif.
Variable Transformer. Users of small
variable- voltage step -down transformers
will welcome the new Model 226 recently
introduced by Pacific Transducer Corp.,
11921 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
With a 50-watt input at standard line

tolerances. Wound from 1 -, 2 -, 4- and 12mil stock, the new cores are available in a
range of standard window sizes and buildups. High efficiency and permeability are
haracteristic of the new cores, which are
especially suited to designs where weight
and space are critical factors. Requests
for full technical information should be
addressed to the manufacturer, Department C-1.
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voltage, the unit affords secondary output
continuously variable from 7 to 13 volts
at 4 amps. Weight is only 3 lbs. Rated for
continuous duty, the 226 is well -suited for
operation of 6- to 12 -volt lamps, small
motors, heater elements, and a.c. relays

The

and solenoids.
Improved Meter Movement. Exceptional
sensitivity and accuracy, along with stability and ruggedness, characterize a new
type movement developed by Dr. Emil
Grelbach, which is featured in meters recently introduced by Columbus Products
Corp., 1010 Saw Mill River Road, Yonkers,

Finest in Hi -Fi Performance
The Tops in Hi -Fi Value!

.

.

BROWNING RV -31
FM TUNER
97.51 net
Now
Leonard gives you FM at its finest'
.
Here is the perfection
the realism you never thought
possible! The Browning RV -31 is the perfect means for adding FM to
your AM radio, phonograph or amplifier. Complete FM band 188 -108 MC
and requires only 3 MV for 20 db quieting. The automatic frequency control
may be disabled if desired. Tuning indicator for station selecting with AFC
switch off. Cathode folower output stage for feeding high fidelity at low
impedance. Contains separate inputs for phono. TV and recorder. through
selector switch on front panel. Contains 9 tubes plus indicator and rectifier.
Size: 6'z" z I" z 9 ". Shipping weight app. 14 lbs.
.

.

...

1

form of a removable and replaceable cartridge, the Greibach movement is a refinement of the classic d'Arsonval principle. Its movable coil, suspended on twin wires, eliminates the
frictional losses encountered in conventional jewel-and -pivot bearings, permitting extreme sensitivity -as great as 1
microampere full scale. Accuracy is 0.6
per cent. Available in laboratory, portable,
and panel -mounting models.
Stereophonic Tape Recorder. Among the
unique features of the new Ampex Model
403 -2 stereophonic (tape recorder is a
stacked dual -track head assembly which
permits editing and splicing of recorded
tape in the same manner as Is used with
conventional single-track recordings. Two
complete amplifier- record -erase assemblies
are identical except that the second sound
track is fed from a bias buffer amplifier
rather than a bias oscillator as is used
N. Y. In the

FISHER 50 -A

STANDARD AMPLIFIER
159.50 net

...

Yes
the famous Fisher Radio Corporation has
entered the high fidelity field! Perfect for use with
the 50 -C Audio Control unit
the 50 -A fully deserves the Fisher name.

...

SPECIFICATIONS: Power output: 40 watts: Frequency response: 1.1 db
from 20- 20,000 cycles: Noise level: 90 db below; Speaker: 16 ohms; 9
tubes. Size: 8" s 14,/2 x 9 ". Shipping wt. approx. 41 lbs.
'

FISHER 50 -CH

MASTER AUDIO CONTROL
89.50 net
for the first sound track. The buffer amplifier is driven by the bias oscillator, thus
assuring exactly the same bias frequency
on both recording heads. Performance
characteristics of the new Ampex include
73Sí and 15 ins. /sec. recording speeds; push
button actuated solenoid control of all
functions, permitting full remote control;
built -in preamplifiers for microphone and
for bridging low -level lines; frequency response to 15,000- cps at 7% ins. /sec. tape
speed, and noise level down more than
55 db. The unit is supplied as a three case portable or for rack mounting. Complete information is available on request
from Ampex Electric Corporation, 934
Charter St., Redwood City, Calif.
Loudspeaker Enclosures. The new line of
River Edge speaker cabinets is now being
delivered to jobbers, and includes both
modern and traditional designs in models
of conventional rectangular cabinet form
as well as for corner installation. The wide
variety of styles includes large and small
cabinets for speakers alone, along with a
selection of models designed to accommodate the speaker in addition to a record
changer, tuner, and amplifier. All of the
rectangular cabinets incorporate the FlexO -Port, which permits adjustment of the
cabinet resonance for optimum performance with practically any type of loudspeaker, and all models are constructed of
% to % in. wood, and are finished in a
number of colors to suit any decor. Further information may be obtained from
River Edge Industries, River Edge, N. J.,
and models are on display in the New York
showroom at 192 Lexington Ave.

AUDIO ENGINEERING

Developed by Fisher for the audio fan who demands the
finest. the 50 -C gives you complete flexibility. flawless performance
and true professional quality. Limited only by the quality of the associated
equipment. the 50 -C can be used with any make of amplifier. The FISHER
Master Control features high gain with extreme reserve output voltage. There
are five inputs with five independent level controls, and two cathode- follower
outputs. Sixteen comb nations of phonograph equalization. Authentic, FM
reciprocal loudness control. Beautifully styled. Size Chassis: 1434" wide,
3'2" high, 618" deep. Shipping wt. approx. 10 lbs. 50 -C with cabinet
597.50.

MAIL AND PHONE

ORDERS FILLED
25 °o DEPOSIT, BALANCE COD

FREE

DELIVERY METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

SEND FOR LEONARD'S FREE 1953 CATALOG,
"MUSIC OF THE MASTERS"

h

169 9HAR-kAt1C-iie7t
"fa4t
,

CORTLAN DTST.,
7

4ü

/NEW

YORK 7, N.

CORTLANDT 7- 0315 -9

Y.
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NEW LITERATURE
Thordarson- Eleissner, Dept. 2., Mt. Carmel, III., Includes listings of interest to

servicemen, industrial engineers, and amateurs alike, in Transformer Catalog 400 -K.
Many special transformers, including
types for photo-flash, vibrator, isolation,
and band -pass speech filtering are described. Of particular interest to hams is
complete information, including schematics, for building variable d.c. power supplies. Will be mailed on request.

76 l'AGE

Jensen Industries, Inc., 829 S. Wood St.,
Chicago 12, Ill., frankly discusses the damage caused to records by worn -out needles
of the "permanent" type in a new booklet
listing Jenson diamond styli for replacement purposes. Included in the booklet is a
chart which shows standard phono cartridges by make and number, the corresponding Jensen diamond replacement, together with retail prices.

ANTENNA CATALOG SECTION
as reprinted from Radio's Master

Antennas

Boosters

Accessories

Catalogs the products of 32 leading
Antenna and Accessory Manufac-

turers

FREE!

See

Allen-Bradley Company, Milwaukee,
Wisc., will supply on request a copy of a
new 16 -page booklet featuring the company's complete line of timing relays. Contained are data covering operation and engineering features, as well as a selector
chart for use in the selection of timing

coupon

relays for various applications.

Cast Optics Corporation, 1 Post Road,
Riverside, Conn., features descriptive and
functional data on optically clear rigid
plastic sheets, as well as on UHF insulation sheet and rod, in a new 8 -page illustrated bulletin which will be mailed on
request. In addition, the booklet contains
tables of properties of four types of plastics, brief fabrication instructions and
some of the accepted uses.

RADIO'S MASTER 76
page ANTENNA
and ACCESSORIES
Booklet are the products of the following manufacturers:
Represented In

Alliance Manufacturing
Alprodeo.
American

Inc.
Phenolic

Manufacturing

Baker

Co.

Corp.
Co.

Rirnbach Radio Co., Inc.
Blonder -Tongue Labs.. Inc.
Brach MIg. Corp.
Columbia Products
Cornell. Dub il ier E lee. Corp.
Electro- Voice. Inc.
HI -Lo TV Antenna Corp.

Insuline Corporation of Amer.
I. F. D. Manufacturing Co., Inc.
LaPointe Plascomold Corp.
Master Mobile Mounts, Inc.
Mosley E leebonin
Peerless Products Ind ustrles

You can obtain without cost or obligation, a complete 76 page antenna catalog section as reprinted

Premas
Radelco

Whether you buy, sell or specify, you will find this
handy booklet extremely helpful for quick reference. It catalogs in detail the products of the
leading Antenna and Accessory manufacturers with
complete descriptions, specifications and illustrations.

of

RADIO'S

MASTER. Fill in
the coupon NOW
and a copy will
be sent you by

return mail.
54

Products Co.

Products

Manufacturing Co.
Radiart Corporation
Rad io Corporation of Amer.
Radio Merchandise Sales.
Regency Division I.D.E. A.,
Waiter L. Schott Co.

from the Industry's Official 1220 page Radio's
Master, 17th edition.

This offer is
made
possible
by a special arrangement between Audio Engineering
and
the publishers

Television

Penn

Inc.
Inc.

South River Metal Prod. Co.
Spirting Products Co.. Inc.

Technical Appliance Corp.
Tel -A -Ray

Telrez,

Enterprises,
Inc.

Inc.

Tricraft Products
Ward Products

Corporation

CLIP and MAIL TODAY!
AUDIO ENGINEERING
P. O. BOX 629, Mineola, N. Y.
Please send me, without cost or obligation, the 76 page AN'T'ENNA and ACCESSORY Booklet reprinted from Radio's

Master.
Name
Address
City

Zone

....

State

Cornell -Dnbilier Electric Corp., South
Plainfield, N. J., is distributing Bulletin
Nb -197 listing basic styles available in the
new C-D Demicon series of capacitors.
Demicons are miniaturized tubular metal cased units designed to meet severe operating requirements, especially where space
limitations are an important factor.
Dow Corning Corporation, Midland, Mich.,
is distributing an interesting booklet
which describes many of the unique properties of the company's Class H Silicone
electrical insulation. Included are many
case histories which cover a wide variety
of applications. Thermal properties of silicone are shown to lower motor maintenance costs greatly, also to increase by as
much as 50 per cent the power -per -pound
ratio in motors, transformers, and solenoids. Available on request.

Barber -Colman Company, Rockford, Ill.,
describes a complete line of unidirectional,
reversible, and synchronous shaded-pole
motors for servo mechanisms, projection
equipment, advertising devices, and other
small appliances in Bulletin F- 4271 -2. Described in Bulletin F -4344 are permanent magnet motors with electrically balanced
armatures. Both sheets will be mailed free
on request to the company's Motor Division.

Insulation Manufacturers Corporation,
Washington Blvd., Chicago 6, Ill.,
thoroughly describes cotton, glass, and asbestos woven tapes, braided sleevings, and
cords for electrical insulating purposes in
a new 28 -page illustrated catalog. Information on applications, properties, technical data, sizes, types, and packaging Is
included. Copy will be mailed free on request to the Publications Department.
565 W.

William Brand A Company, Inc., North
and Valley Streets, Willimantic, Conn., in a
booklet titled "Here's How Turbonics Will
Assist You in Solving Your Complicated
Wiring System and Insulation Problems,"
describes a new process developed by the
company for determining insulation characteristics to insure lasting performance.
A thoroughly interesting booklet, it will
be supplied upon request to engineers, architects and designers.
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VOLTAGE AMPLIFIERS

IN

DISTORTION

[from page 29]

amplifier uses one more tube than the
earlier version but it seems well worth
while to put this extra effort into the
early stages to insure that they are at
least as good as the output stage on
which we spend considerable time and
money to achieve low distortion.
It is hoped that the information set
forth in this article will dispel any notions that voltage amplifier stages operating at low signal levels do not intro-

duce distortion. Fortunately it is not
difficult or expensive to remedy these
conditions; voltage amplifiers are cheap
and we are not limited too greatly in the
amount of feedback we can apply when
we have no transformers in the circuits.
Good engineering practice is all that is
needed to stop the feeding of 1 -per cent
IM output amplifiers from 5- to 10 -per
cent IM input amplifiers.
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"frort end." Measurements indicate
"Horrible example."

Fig. 10. Typical circuit encountered in

T
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Fig. 11 Distortion of portion of circuit to righ
of volume control in Fig. 10, compared with
similar circuit after using IM tests to make

improvements.
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ARE YOU UP -TO -DATE ON THE NEWEST IN

"HI-FI"?

s,-"r".

All your questions answered Ask for Engineering Data Sheets on the world's
finest: Stromberg- Carlson "Custom Four Hundred."
AM Inv- Ai IN ON

\

\

USE THIS

COUPON

r t1
1

STROMBERG -CARLSON, Sound Division
1

219 Clifford Ave., Rochester 3, N.

Y.

Please send Engineering Data Sheets on
10 -watt

I-

Address_

SOUND DIVISION

City
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025 -watt Amplifier

0 Speaker System

Name

STROMBERG -CARLSON
ROCHESTEP 3, N.Y.

Amplifier

AM -FM Tuner
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All Plug -In

SOUND HANDBOOK

front page :4j

AUDIO CONSOLE

Audit,lr) l,crspective in motion pictures,
to match the visual perspective of the
picture, is usually eliminated (by having
the mike boom follow the speaker) in
favor of increasing the ratio between
the recorded intelligence and background
studio noises. In this way sounds originating at various distances are recorded
at the same intensity.
There is a danger, in phonograph recording, of placing too much emphasis
on picking up each group of instruments
with maximum individual clarity, and
submerging the total effect of an orchestra in a concert hall. Acoustically "dead"
recording gives the writer the impression of musicians playing in an airless
studio, of an electronic technique which
has lost sight of the original musical
conception. It is reasonable to infer that
the composer who chose the instruments,
and the craftsmen who designed them,
had in mind the quality of sound that
would be evident in a musical chamber.
This quality involves timbres softened
by the reverberation time versus frequency characteristics of the hall. Reverberation also blends the various
sounds and creates an effect that may be
subjectively described as a "roundness"

-

Buy only the amplifiers you need
Add more as station requirements grow
Answers every program audio facility you'll need
for AM, FM or TV. Nine mixers and up to seven
pre-amplifiers provide all necessarycombinations for
handling line, film, transcription or remote shows.
O All ampi ifiers easily and quickly plugged in. External connections plug-in. Color coded control
knobs. Aluminum write -in strips.
For information u'rite: General Electric Co.,
Section 4423, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N.Y.
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AMPLIFIER KIT
FEATURES
Poetically disteitionless. Harmonic and nlermodulstion distortion
both less than one hall of 1,1 at 5 watts.
Frequency response
I dh from 10 cycles to 100 k iecycles.
i

Allec Lansing PEERLESS m ACROSOUND Iransfermers available.
First Wllkamsen type Ampgher supphed with matching pneamphfier.

When selecting an amplifier for the heart of

a

fine high.

fidelity audio system. investigate the outstanding advantages

offered by the Heathkit Williamson type Amplifier. Here is
an amplifier that meets every high -fidelity audio requirement and makes listening to recorded music a thrilling new
experience through naturally clear, lifelike reproduction of
sound at all tonal levels. Wide acceptance of the Heathkit
Williamson type Amplifier by the most critical purchasers
clearly demonstrates that high- fidelity can be coupled with
low cost. For factual Information regarding the Heathkit
Williamson type Amplifier, consult "CONSUMERS RESEARCH ANNUAL CUMULATIVE BULLETIN 1952 -53."
This outstanding amplifier is offered with the optional
choice of the ACROSOUND output transformer or the PEERLESS output transformer. ACROSOUND features ULTRA
LINEAR circuitry, which is the exclusive development of the
Acro Products Company and provides a. greater margin of
reserve power efficiency and increases power output. PEERLESS features additional primary taps to permit the optional
choice of either the extended power circuitry, now enjoying
current popularity. or all of the advantages of the original
Williamson type circuit.
The construction manual has been simplified to the point
where even the complete novice can successfully construct
the amplifier without difficulty. Write for a free catalogue
containing complete specifications and schematics of the
Heathkit Williamson type Amplifier.

ig. 9

-

HEATH COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR 25, MICH.
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OF VARIOUS COMBINATIONS
Ampl,f,er Kat ,tact. NI.,in Atilt It: .:'
reel-lest. Output TransformPower Supply and WA -PI
Preamplifier Kit) Shipping
ttpg kl0
Weight 39 lbs. Shipped express
only.
W -aM Amplifier Kit (incl. Main Ampl:ner
with Peerless Output Transformer
a Id Power Supply) Shipping
Weight 29 lbs. Shipped express
g
:4915
only.
W -f Amplifier Kit Ilnel. Main Ampli n,-r
inch Arrosound Output Trans.
former, Power Supply and WA.
Pi Preamplifier Kit) Shipping
Weight 39 lb.. Shipped express í695O

PRICES
W

%kith
.

(r.[

ping

oniY.
W -3111 Amplifier Kit lentil. Main Amplifier
with Acrosound Output Transformer and Power Supply) Ship. 3 4915
Weight
eight T9 lbs. Shipped ex.
prese only.
Kit
Shipping
Weight 7 lbsVl Shlpn
exppreess
or parcel post.
15

19

-7.

Theoretical (but improbable

fit clear.)

of tone. The purely direct sound immediately in front of the instrument
may be quite different, and when re-

corded and played back into a living
room it sometimes has an over -hard,
sometimes even shrill quality.
Recording technique employing a
single microphone, (which receives the
same proportion of direct and reflected
sound as would a listener at that position), has been used extensively in Europe, to this writer's ears with great
success. More recently single -mike or
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ing distortion. The radius of curvature of the
groove modulation is too small for the stylus
ip. Note that severe distortion occurs before
reble loss becomes significant. (The groove
modulation should be shown with a smaller
adius of curvature to show the improper stylus
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predominantly single -mike recording
technique has been favored in this country. Such a technique makes much
greater demands upon the microphone,
which must be very sensitive since it is
further from the source of music, and
which requires an exceptionally smooth
omni -directional response pattern that
does not vary the frequency response at
different angles of reception. It is also
necessary to guard against too much
reverberation, which not only blends the
different tones but homogenizes them.
When the acoustics of the hall and the
characteristics of the microphone make
single -mike technique possible there is
a further advantage, in that the problem
of balance between the various parts of
the orchestra is taken out of the hands
of the recording engineer (except as
regards location of the microphone) and
given back to the conductor. The recording engineer is expected to be a
man of musical sensitivity and knowledge, who works closely with the conductor in regard to such matters, but
the story is told of one engineer who
complained that a certain musical passage was overloading his microphones.
and demanded that it be played more
softly. "The passage is marked forte,
forte!" explained the conductor indignantly. "Take it down to thirty," snapped
the engineer.
Disc Materials

The cutting of the original of a commercial pressing, nowadays normally recorded from tape, is usually on an "instantaneous" lacquer disc, so called because it can he played back immediately
without processing. These originals may
have a surface noise, with the treble
equalized, as low as 50 to 60 db below
moron
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years of service without change
in calibration. Shows no detectable drift
in laboratory service, even without
dessicators! Proved by use for optimum
performance for more than 16 years.
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ELLO66 4.

An Associate of International Telephone
and Tel
h Corporation

-

Users include government

±A db from 20 to 15,000
cps with or without grille

for perpendicular incidence in free field.
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velopment laboratories, sound
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manufacturing sound equipment.
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"Californians"...
Those outstanding products of the British
Industries Group will also be on display
of Om
LOS ANGELES AUDIO PAIR

February 5th, 6th, 711,
Hotel Alexandria

Rooms 615 and 618
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high -level recorded signal .5 They may
be played many times without appreciable degradation of quality, although the
a

amplifiers
AND COMMUNIC

..

EQUIPMENT

I

C

pliability of the lacquer causes relatively
higher playback loss than that of the
pressing. This loss is accentuated by the
use of a pickup with low compliance.
The pressing, or molded record, can
be made of materials that have greater
resistance to deformation and wear,
but some loss in quality from the original is to be expected. Surface noise
is higher; Vinylite pressings show a
minimum of 5 to 10 db more of surface
noise, and shellac may show an increase
of as much as 20 to 30 db. Vinylite and
similar materials are easily charged
electrostatically, and attract small dust
particles that create annoying background noise.

it

to

Line, bridging and power amplifiers for
precision -laboratory -audio frequency work.
Also magnetic recording oscillators, preamplifier- equalizers . . . gain sets .
.
volume indicators . . . vu meters .
.
jacks and strips
standard panels
terminal blocks . . . mounting
Write
frames
plug -in chassis
relay
for Complete
racks
and power supplies.

b The NAB recommended reference level
for evaluating surface noise is a 1000-cps
tone, recorded with a velocity of 7 cm/
sec. Noise is to be measured on a standard
volume indicator.

.

.
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the people who know
come to

LA FAY ETTE

CUSTOM COMPONENTS

IN STOCK!

BOGEN
R701 AM -FM TUNER
Three gang tuning, a dual lim-

iter in the FM discriminator and
push button controlled AFC
provide maximum ease
of tuning and an absence of
drift. The AM circuit includes a
variable band -width IF channel
to permit selection of wide range
a

circuit

response or maximum selectivity.

A low impedance loop antenna
is furnished. The R701 has built in preamplifier to accommodate
all popular crystal and magnetic

phono cartridges, separate bass
and treble tone controls, tuning
and volume controls and input
selector switch. Beautifully styled
escutcheon permits easiest pos.
Bible custom high fidelity installations. Sizes: 15" a 8%" x 9 ".
Shp. Wt.

17 lbs.

RADIO
58

FREE!

HIGH FIDELITY CATALOG

Complete information on the world's
finest tuners, amplifiers, speakers, etc.
Write to Dept. A.B. at 100 Sixth
Avenue.

$145.20

(lfllPitP
HIGH FIDELITY

New DO10 Companion Amplifier for above $37.95

HEADQUARTERS

NEW YORK 13, N. Y., 100 Sixth Ave., REctor

2

BOSTON 10, MASS., 110 Federal St., HUbbard

-8600
2 -7850

NEWARK 2, N. 1., 24 Central Ave., MArket 2 -1661
PLAINFIELD, N. 1., 139 W. 2nd St., PLainfield 6 -4718
BRONX 58, N. Y., 542 E. Fordham Rd., FOrdham 7 -881
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the process of sound transmission
through horns at different frequencies
must be understood.
Sound waves are longitudinal in
motion and tend to disperse in all directions in the form of a spherical wave.
If originating between two buildings,
for example, the wave readily bends or
diffracts around corners and disperses
in all directions. This is true mainly
for the longer wavelengths, however,
as they tend to cause actual compression and dilation of the air with enough
energy to overcome the friction of
changing direction.
The formula for surface area of a
sphere is 4ar' while that for the portion
of a spherical wave subtended by the
walls and floor around our speaker
location is xr2/2. Thus the sound generated in the corner is eight times as
effective as it would be if generated outdoors on the top of a tower. By similar
comparison it is apparent that the same
sound source would be many times more
effective if its wave propagation were
confined to the almost parallel sides of
a long horn.
The function of a horn, then, is to
start the sound wave out as a minute
sector of a spherical wave and gradually
allow the sector to increase in surface
area till it is finally turned loose in
the atmosphere. The lower the note the
stronger the walls have to be to contain it and the more readily it spreads
and diffracts around the edge of the horn
mouth when released. By using the
corner of the room as an extension of
the horn, the wave is never allowed
to diffract around the edge and, consequently, the volume of those low notes
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is conserved for the listener to enjoy,
in balance with the high notes.
It is not so simple as it sounds,
though. Tests have proven that the
greatest movement of the air particles
takes place along the walls of a large
horn when low notes are being transmitted. This is known as "annular
movement" and is comparable to "skin
effect" when high- frequency current:
travel an electrical conductor. This
effect diminishes as notes of higher
frequency are transmitted. If we start
low notes down the sides of a large
horn and have higher notes taking a
more direct course down the axis of
-the horn, it is easy to see that there is
going to be considerable turmoil.
The solution to this problem is to
hold the large horns to a relatively
-narrow range of transmitted frequencies.
This is what we have done by having
two horns to handle the frequencies
below 1000 cps. The tweeter, for use
at a higher crossover, can use a simple
horn, with considerable saving in price.
But, not only do you have distortion
between a wide range of frequencies
in a large horn -you have distortion
between single low notes and the outside atmosphere. Naturally, if you send
a burst of annular ripples down the side
walls and then allow them to suddenly
diffract around the mouth of the horn,
outside air is going to try to rush inward
along the axis and cause both reflected
waves toward the speaker and distorting
eddy currents with the outcoming sound.

GwLc

'
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High Quality

1.

Audio Amplifiers

HAS ANOTHER SCION

The C p

ea/

4
PRE -AMPLIFIER
MODEL

Remote Control
Model 10C4
30 Wet}
Model 12A4
1) Writ

Write for complete technical data, and be sure to listen
to the NEW BROOK at your local dealer's Sowed Department. Dept. AB3

BROOK ELECTRONICS, INC.
34 DeHART PLACE, ELIZABETH 2, N.J.

Natural Distortion horn Instruments

Next time you are near some brass
instruments, if you listen carefully you
will notice that the lowest notes from the
bass horns have a crackling sound. Like
a series of sharp pops-similar to the
crackling noise from exhaust pipes of
large truck engines as they accelerate.
To a lesser degree, you can distinguish
the same crackling in vigorous low notes
of the baritone horn and follow up
through the alto horn, trombone, and
low notes of the trumpet. You don't get
completely away from the crackling effect till you listen to the smaller "toy"
trumpet used in much of Handel's music.
Examine a mute for use in one of
these instruments and you will see that
it is designed to close out the outside
air from the center but permit the annular passage of the fundamental notes
along the walls of the horn. Thus it
suppresses the upper harmonics of the
fundamental notes and kills the eddy
currents set up in the mouth by outside
air.
These brass horns can not take advantage of the walls of the room to extend them, so they have exaggerated
flares or "bells" at their mouths, to soften
the sudden release of annular wave motion as it reaches the end of their re-

straining walls and to achieve better

acoustical coupling. Thus musicians live
every clay with this harsh distortion of
AUDIO ENGINEERING
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WHITE SOUND
GIVES YOU

THE

Ultimate in Instrumentation

/

WHITE CABINET SPEAKERS

A True Exponential Horn ... (within 1%),
Coupled to Speaker through a New Unique
Nine foot
?hosing Device and Sound Trap

Model 3422
15- 18,000 cps.

Horn compactly Curled into Non-Resonant
Virtual
Response: 15- 18,000 cps
Cabinet
Distortion Free Reproduction cf Low Frewithout
Flowing Peakless Sound
quencies
Blonde Korina or Mahogany
Resonance
Hand Rubbed Finish Bonded Formica Top
Size 351/2H- 23W-20D.
FOB $395.00
Model 3422
White Cabinet Speakers offered in 4 Sizes

...3 Finishes... 5

...

Prices.

Ultra High Fidetity

stew/ WHITE
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SOUND AMPLIFIERS

Cross-Coupled Amplifier Circuitry
Tapped Screen Output
Balanced Drive
Balanced Impedence Phase Inerter

Ezd«4Lael Non -resonant Cross-Over

Circuit
Cross-Over (24db./ Octave) at the Input of

Dual Channel Amplifier.

For Complete Isforration, see your Distributor
or Write to Departu:ent H -11
105 W. MADISON ST.
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STANDARD OR MICROGROOVE
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Box "P"
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ATLAST!A revolutionary, New, LOW COST

HI- FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM
The Tested and Proved BARUCH -LANG SYSTEM

Amazing High Fidelity and

efficiency 40- 12,000 cps.
For Phonograph
Easy

-TV -Radio

to Install

COMPLETE
DELUXE
MODEL
WITH FOUR SPECIALLY DESIGNED 5"
SPEAKERS
AND
HANDSOME CABINET

General Hi -Fi
Model 501

$2995

Standard Model 401. Sarno as above less gall- $24.95
Get full concert hall clarity with no boom, box vibration or tinniness .
.
at the lowest cost
ever for a high -fidelity speaker system. Has won enthusiastic approval of leading authorities
in the fields of music and radio. 13" high, 19" wide, 93/4" deep. New triangular shape and
light weight allows easy ceiling corner mounting or table use. Full symphonic power is
achieved in the average living room with a power input of only 2 watts. For home, corn mercial and public buildings.

4013
GI

New!

HI -FI AMPLIFIERS

Ail tubes low -mu triodes, for best tone quality. Remote control pre -amp has inputs for tuner, TV and

phono; or single chasis units. 8- position stepped bass
and treble control circuits. Frequency response: 15
to 30,000 cycles.
2A4 10 Watt Amp & Pre -amp-$222.00
1

Address Orders to Dept AE -2

Write for

Free

"Hi -Fi Magi

'

WHOLESALE RADIO PARTS CO., Inc.
311

60

W. BALTIMORE ST., BALTIMORE 1, MD.

the brasses, and the expression "brassy"
has an understood significance. The enthralling rustic vibrance of a "brass
choir" would be lost without this effect.
All of these features of the horn work
to advantage in this system. The fundamental ranges of the brass horns fall below 400 cps and therefore are in the
range of the folded horn. The annular
effect is what makes it possible for us
to bundle the whole works up in a small
cabinet and bring the bass notes out of
narrow slits along the wall.
It is these very bass notes that will
readily swing around the folded passages
of our horn while the higher notes are
snuffed out by loss of energy in acoustical resistance. Thus we have an acoustical filtering and less worry about inter frequency distortion. At the same time,
we have the effect of a large horn mouth
without the distortion from eddy movements, because the center of it is taken
up by the main body of our cabinet.
You may say that since we are essentially using the corner of the room
beyond our cabinet as the mouth of our
horn, we have theoretically reproduced
the same features we said caused inter frequency distortion in a large horn.
For we bring the higher frequencies of
our center horn out into the same mouth
with the annular movement of bass notes.
But there is little comparison here -as
a plan view will show -for the angle of
spread in a 90 -deg. corner of a room
is so great that their mixing is hardly
of consequence. In fact, this is where
the nonlinearity of the surrounding air
works to our advantage. Remember that
the low notes are trying to expand sidewise to form a sphere and have no
tendency to move inward to mix with
notes from the center horn, while the
bulk of our cabinet in the center prevents the eddy movements in the same
way the mute does in a trombone or
other brass horn.
In the room with our speaker system
one has the feeling of sitting in the
orchestra with the instruments playing
all around him. Within a few feet of it
you are, in effect, sitting in the mouth of
the horn. If one wants to hear a symphony with the feeling of being in the
twentieth row of a concert hall, he can
place the speaker in a room next to the
living room and let the notes blend before coming through a door into the
living room.
With this long discussion of the merits
of our system, we hope we have prepared
the reader to tolerate its mechanical
complexity and the greater pains required in its construction, which will be
covered in full detail in the next issue.
No special test equipment or machinery
is required but the builder should be
reasonably experienced in work with
wood and sheet metal. The availability of
a power table saw and an electric hand
drill will save a lot of effort and time.
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Stereophonic Reproduction

REPRODUCTION

SIR:

Stereophonic recording-in tape form,
at least-we have now, and the advent of
stereophonic reproduction in the near future vitally interests me. With a near
hopeless expectancy, I have watched the
slow beginnings of the usual muddle and
mush that seem to accompany a new development. If stereophony is to be other
than a money -making scramble, some relationship to sanity must be maintained.
There is one other factor I would like
to comment on. It could be assumed safely,
I believe, that the possessor of a stereophonic reproducer would devote a short end
of the listening room to his acoustic darling. Seeing that he has two wide frequency
bands to contend with, it is likely that he
would use two- or three -way speaker systems. So the two corners of this end of the
room would, rationally, be used for the
low- frequency horns. The remainder of the
sound spectrum would come from a point
at, or near, center. To obtain the maximum
effect from this arrangement, orchestra
seating should follow fairly closely. That
is, bass instruments should be located at
the ends of the stage. Such is my dream,
and I can hope mightily that stereophonics
will avoid the Topsy procedure and leap,
fully matured, to near perfection.

TECHNICAL
SUPERIORITY

Lt

STYLING

HANDSOME

OUTSTANDING
PERFORMANCE
EVERY OPERATING

CONVENIENCE

BOGEN R -701

FM -AM TUNER

The Model R -701 is a truly superb FM -AM radio receiver designed expressly for the discriminating listener. It provides a
quality of pe-formance so brilliantly real and so vastly superior
to standard mass produced receivers that it must be heard to
be believed. Handsomely styled for custom installation, it is
easily adaptable to any wall or cabinet closure. Six position
function selector switch, volume control, and separate bass and
treble correctors centralize all operation on one panel
permit remote location of the audio amplifier.
.

.

.

-

A superb oll triode amplifier providing
MODEL HOIO
minimum distortion Iles, than 0.3% at 10 watts), maximum
response Mat 10- 50,000 cycles), tremendous dynamic range
and overall balance. Ideal for use with the R701 Tuner.

6010

MODEL

-

New popular priced Hi-Fi custom

Ampli

fier. designed for use with the new R701 Tuner. Con be
mounted directly behind the tuner in most installations.
Ten watts output at less thon 1% distortion. Response flat
20. 10,000 cps.
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DAVID BOGEN CO., INC.
"
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NEW YORK

14,
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A. M. BAIN,

Camp 106. Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada
(1. Current custom is to place the two
speakers "flat" with the wall, rather than
in corners.
2. The greatest effect from stereophonic:
would seem to come from the high-frequency end of the spectrum. We think,
therefore, that the tweeters would more
logically be placed with the greatest separation, with the woofers possibly- closer

-

Genemotors

together, if there was to be any separation
of the elements of two- or three -way
speaker systems. ED.)

DEPENDABLE

tTai

c

Help Wanted
SIR:

We are requesting ideas on a medical
research problem we are considering. We
are investigating the tremor rate of the
tongue during moments of stuttering. The

way the problem was handled before was to
insert a pneumatic pressure bulb in the
mouth and have the resulting changes in
pressure actuate a recording device to obtain amplitude and frequency. The size of
the bulb, its mechanical inertia, distracting
tubes, and so on, limited the usefulness of
this system. However, data of definite clinical and therapeutic value were obtained.
It has been suggested that a drop of paint
containing iron filings could be placed on
the tongue, and by magnetic or electronic
means movements could be recorded. Metal
in the teeth would have to be accounted for.
Amplitudes ranging from .01 to 2 or 3
inches and frequencies from 1 to 100 cps
seem to be about the necessary range of

Reco der Converters

a Ratan", Paine

Carter DC to AC Converters, Dynamotors, Genemotors,
Mogmotors, and Inductor Alternators (inverters) are
made in a wide variety of types and capacities adaptable to communications, laboratory, and industrial applications, of many kinds. Widely used in aircraft,

marine, and mobile radio, geophysical instruments,
laboratory work, ignition, timing and many other uses.

264

Inductor Alternators

-

N. Maplewood Ave., Chicago 47
Saler Onces in Principal Cities

MAIL COUPON FOR CATALOGS
Please send catalogs containing complete in.
formation on Carter Rotary Power Supplies.

Name

Mag motors

instrumentation.
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SWISS CRAFTSMANSHIP BRINGS YOU
SUPERB REPRODUCTION

THORM

We would like suggestions from your
readers on possible systems and procedures
and other methods that may come to mind.
Full credit will be given on publication.
Please forward replies to Dr. Van Riper,
Speech Clinic, Western Michigan College,
Kalamazoo, Michigan.

CONCERT CD -43

JULIUS LUCOFF, P. E.,
4905 E. 68th St.,

Seattle

VARIABLE SPEED
RECORD
Two p.ug -in heads adaptable for
your favorite cartridge.

Automatically

intermixes

Compare these features:

10"

and 12" records, special selector
for 7" size with all metal spindle
for large hole records sold sep-

DIRECT DRIVE governor controlled four pole induction
type motor provides completely silent wow -free operation

arately.
Automatic last record shut -off,
reject, repeat, and pause controls
complete
with muting
switch and tracking weight adjustment screw.

EXACT SPEED maintained through specially designed
centrifugal governor which automatically compensates
for variations in line voltage, heat and load.
CAREFULLY ENGINEERED long, low mass tonearm provides excellent tracking and conplete freedom from
parasitical resonances.
PATENTED SPEED CONTROL for variable speed adjustments around each of the three main positions

For the latest in record players

our
Ployer.
see

Automatic

CBA -83

CHANGER

Write for complete catalogue

THORENS CO.

on THORENS

record changes and record players.

NEW HYDE PARK, N. Y.

BOX 166A

Authoritative and

Enlightening...
in the Field of Sound Reproduction

If you are novice, hobbyist, experimenter, or engineer ... if you

...

are a lover of music
and in pursuit of sound, undistorted
Audio Engineering will be your faithful, reliable companion all the way. You will find no more pleasureable and
stimulating reading than there is in AE; absorbingly interesting material, valuable and authentic data, workable detailed instructions ... all comprehensively and yet practically presented.

Philadelphia

Enclosed is
Please send

NOW

á

months;

12
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c ea

Money Order

each
24 months to:
1
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some release ourselves. En.)

Maybe He Has Something Here
SIR:

Audio Engineering fer the next

Name_

Address

- -_

Zone
State
- Subscription Price: U.S.A., Canada and Pan American Union: 1 year..
$3.00 2 years ..5500. Other countries:
year..54.00 2 years..$7.00.
-

In reading Mr. Barritt's article on
"Speaker Treatment for Improved Bass"
in the December issue, my attention was
called upon the fact that he used dibutyl
phthalate as a softening agent for paper.
The compound being an excellent plasticizer for plastics has, however, hardly any
effect on paper. Glycerol or ammonium lactate are good softening agents where paper
is concerned, and I think better results
would be obtained with them.
Another magazine recently presented a
method for improved treble -simply cement
the pointed half of an eggshell in the center of the speaker cone.
Everyman can hence alter his old speaker
to a hi -fi one with these two ideas.

1

AXE S. STENICS,

Kolmärkdvägen, 9,
Lidingö, Sweden

L

62

Pa.

so original. However, we have a few similar articles in our files, in case we need

Please print

City--

19.

(We are sorry to see Dr. Frudd go-he teas

AUDIO ENGINEERING
342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
G

I should like to make a few crisp comments on the fan mail, calls, and discussion
pertinent to our "Frudd" article.
Constructive ideas may come out of nonsense and satire, judging by some of the
letters. Is it possible that such stuff could
be taken in deadly earnest? Yes, it is. Ten
or twelve letters and calls requested more
details and discussed the "merits" of the
"system" with the solemnity of boiled owls.
Perhaps this should be a lesson to us.
Perhaps Æ should not assume that all
readers are professional experts, and that
there should be, in the future, articles
written on extremely elementary levels
from time to time. It is a fact that .E
articles are often slanted toward highly
select economic and professional brackets,
thus holding only vicarious interest to many
-including myself-whose current budget
for hobby #1 is about $1.00 per week.
Some of the responses show kindred
minds tearing along in the same channels
the "Frudd" article came as a release for
them. I found them quite funny. Since I
can't find time to answer all the letters
individually, I trust this may answer many
en masse.
At the moment, Frudd is sitting by my
side, happy and gibbering. In a moment he
will be dead as a doornail, since I have put
strychnine in his ginger ale. It will be a
perfect crime. Now let the audio world rise
to new heights.

7814 Provident St.,

Each new issue brings New Ideas, New Slants, and Latest Developments ... month in and month out ... twelve times a year.
BE SURE to get your copies REGULARLY.

Coupon

More Anent Frudd
SIR:

ERIC WINSTON,

"What to Do" and "How to Do" will guide your every move
through this thrilling experience we call Audio.

MAIL this

Washington

-

Acknowledged the Leading Publication

...
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Latest Hi -Fi Releases
MAGNETIC TAPE

ów
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[from page 38]
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RECORDERS
Manufactured fly

Berlant Associates
4917 W let leson Bouie.md
Lo. Angeles 16. Colilo.nm

Concertone's leadership In tie field of high
fidelity recording is main'ained by constantly improving the quality of Concertone
magnetic tape recorders.
Concertone engineers continually incorporate advancements into the design
thereby keeping consistently ahead of the
field. Concertone recorders never become
"dated" or outmoded. Now, more than ever
before, Concertone is truly the standard of
high fidelity performance.
Professional users' net prices begin at
$345.00. Write for literature.

-

ALWAYS ON
DISPLAY AT

optimum dynamic balance without the need
for any measuring instruments. Heaters of
the preamplifier and control unit tubes are
operated on d.c. and the amplifier may be
said to be hum free -hum and noise being
more than 65 db below maximum output for
magnetic phono input, or more than 80 db
blow maximum output on the high -level
outputs.
Construction is exceptionally sturdy
with many of the components -such as
tubular coupling capacitors and all resistors
over 5 -watt rating -being held in place in
spring clips rather than being supported
solely by their leads. The chassis is adequately ventilated by perforations.
Table I shows the input signal required
for 1 -watt output with the volume control
at maximum, tone controls at flat. For the
phono inputs, the equalizer was set on
"AES Microgroove"; the filter was set on

-

-

"Perfect."
Three high -level inputs are provided
for tape recorder, TV, and AM -FM radio.

ASCO SOUND
CORPORATION
115 WEST 45th STREET, 3rd FLOOR
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

One high -level input is provided for crystal
pickups, and two low -level inputs are provided for magnetic pickups. The output
circuit provides for 8- and 16-ohm loads.
In addition to these normal inputs and
outputs. a jack is also provided to furnish
a signal to the tape recorder.
Listening quality is considered excellent,
and the operation of the controls provides
a wide variety of adjustment to suit practically any type of input signal.
TABLE
Signal Required for

I
1

best...

tested on AUDIOMAT

Signal available at Tape Recorder
feed jack at 1 -watt output

Masterful dualband recordings for use with binaural
MG.
arm. 33'/3

65 -080. The Hofetader Singers.
65 -081. The Pipe Organ in the Mosque (Vol. 2165-082. The Pipe Organ in the Mosque (Vol. 1).
65 -053. Six Grand Etudes After Paganini (Piano).
65 -088. Rampart Street Rambles (Dixieland).
Above Records, Net Each
í5.95
6$ -084. Cook Type Binnura! Text Record. For adjust$2.50
ing binaural arm. Simple audible test. Net

Brook Remote - Control Amplifiers
lirrs,k all -muds amplifiers are famous for the]
extremely wide, virtually distortionleas re
sponse. They include the new Model 4 rem.,tc
control preamp with 9 playback positions to
compensate for virtually all record characteristics. Five inputs including mike. Output impedances: 2. 4, 6. 16, 500 ohms.

Model 10C4. Rating: 30 watts. Response.
±0.2 db. 20-30,000 cps at 30 watts.
98 -700. Net
$331.50
Model 12A4. Rating: 10 watts. Response.
±0.5 rib. 20- 30.000 eppa at 10 watts.
98.701. Net
$222.00

Model TO-300.Uutputtransformer for Ultra Linear Acrosound

(Measured at 1000 cps)

Loudspeakers are

$35.00

65 -072. Net
Cook Binaural Records.

Acrosound Hi-Fi Transformers

-watt Output

Input lack
Radio -TV -Tape
Crystal pickup
Lo- magnetic pickup
Hi magnetic pickup

Binaural Arm and Records

Binaural reproduction for 3-dimensional
sound. Unbelievable new standard of
tonal realism.
Livingston Binaural Arm. For conventional cartridges and turntable. For use
with binaural records listed below.

and

other Williamson -type am-

plifier circuits. Undistorted

Signal

0.4
0.15

v.

0.0016
0.009

v.

0.78

v.

v.
v.

power response: 20 watts, 2030,000 cps; 40 watts. 30- 20.000
cps. For 4, 8 and 16 ohm speakera. Seamless case, 4 y x 3% x
3 yj ". 63-993. Net
$24.75
Model TO -310. Similar to above. but for lower power
amplifier. Undistorted power response: 10 watts.
20-30001 cps; 211 watts. 30- 20100 cps 4'j x 35/q x
63 -994 \ %I
$1875

i'i"

.

AUDIO TEST RECORDS
69 -230. Clarkston 2000S. Steady state type. Flat,
50- 10,000 cps. 78.26 rpm. 12 " vinylite. Net $3.90
69.223. Clarkston 2001S (2002S). Steady state
type. 33:/7 MG. 50- 10,000 cps. One side flat;
other side NAB. 12" vinylite. Net
$3.90
69 -231. Clarkston 102M. Sweep Frequency type.
20 sweeps per second, 70- 10,000 cps; modified

SWITCHING PANEL
[front Page 25]

Asco

SOUND

r

A LS]

CORPORATION

C)

115 WEST 45th STREET. 3rd FLOOR

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

AUDIO ENGINEERING

The advantages of this program dispatching system are low cost, simplicity,
and flexibility. In fact, branches have
been switched from one program channel to another, during speech, between
sentences, without a word being lost. It
has served a 5-kw AM transmitter installation, a 20 -kw FM plant, a coast-tocoast radio network, (it was installed
at one of the key stations of the network) and recording and audition -rehearsal activities for several years.
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NAB.

331/2

MG. 12" vinylite. Net

$6.60

65 -087. Cook Series 20. Thermal (White) noise
Wide -band thermal noise. Simple, accurate
audible check of phono, amplifier and speaker.

test.

Net
.S4.00
65-085. Cook Series 10. Frequency and interreodulotion test record. Tones from 35- 20,000 cps. 78
rpm; con be played with Std. or MG points.
Net
$4.00
65 -086. Cook Series 10A. As above, but for 331/2
microgroove. Net....
$4.80
.

.

.

.

Order today for prompt shipment from stock.
For other new audio equipment releases,
ask for latest ALLIED Supplement No. 133
available FREE on request.

-

ALLIED RADIO
833 W. Jackson Blvd , Dept. 17 -B -3
Chicago 7, Illinois
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The Audio Fair -Los Angeles

it's musical

if

you're after

the new AUDAX magnetic reproducer
is indispensable." So writes an eminent
college president in his music- critic-newspaper
columns.
"Never before such listening- quality, such

faithful reproduction." -Yet POLYPHASE
,om no more than ordinary magnetic pickups.

m

m,

iiRIGHT
v, e.a ,t

q

Hear the famous new Audax at

SOUND

A IS

CORPORATION

CJ

115 WEST 45th STREET, 3rd FLOOR

NEW YORK 36, N.

Y.

Outstanding for Performance!
B R

U

S

OF

H

SOU DM IRROR

February 5, 6, and 7.
ALTEC LANSING
CORPORATION
620 -821
9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills,
Calif.
Products: Loudspeakers, amplifiers, radio tuners, microphones, broadcast consoles, speech input equipment, transformers.
In Attendance _.
_. _ A. A. Ward

AUDAK COMPANY INC.
879
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.

Asco

SOUND

A

CORPORATION

C

115 WEST 45th STREET, 3rd FLOOR

NEW YORK 36, N.
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Y.

Henry Feldman

CAPITOL RECORDS
781
Sunset and Vine, Hollywood, Calif.
Products: Full -Dimensional Sound recordings (FDS).
In Attendance
Lloyd Dunn
CINEMA ENGINEERING
COMPANY '
1510 West Verdugo Ave.,
Calif.
Products: Audio equalizers.

In Attendance

_._..._.

__._...___

729

Burbank,

Art Davis

AUDIO DEVICES, INC.
687
444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Products: Audiodiscs, Audlopoints, Audiotape, Audioflm.
In Attendance ._._...._..__._._. Alan H. Bodge

In Attendance

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 678
Sponsors of the Audio Fair and Technical Sessions.
In Attendance ._ Richard Hastings, Sec'y.
L. A. Section
11056 Cumpston St., North Hollywood, Calif.

-

THE AUDIO FAIR
LOS ANGELES, INC.
686
4245 Normal Ave., Los Angeles 29,
Calif.
Show Manager _.._ ..._..._ William L. Cara
Fair Director __ _....__ Harry N. Reizes

Calif.

Recording Center

In Attendance

649

CONRAC, INC.
623
19217 E. Foothill Blvd., Glendora, Calif.

BERLANT ASSOCIATES
681
4917 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles,
On Demonstration in

.

BROWNING LABORATORIES,
INC.
750 Main St., Winchester, Mass.
Products: AM and FM tuners.

Products: Electronic recording and reproducing apparatus.
In Attendance .___
_ Maximilian Weil

BELL SOUND SYSTEMS, INC.
660
555 Marion Road, Columbus 7, Ohio
Products: High -fidelity amplifiers, tape
recorders.
In Attendance ...___.....__._...._ Floyd W. Bell

America's Largest and Newest

EXHIBITORS

The following is a listing of the exhibitors as of January 19 at the
Alexandria Hotel in Los Angeles in the West's first Audio Fair,

AMPEX ELECTRIC
CORPORATION
718
934 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif.
Products: Magnetic tape recordera and
reproducers.
In Attendance .___.._._ Harrison Johnston

,n LEFT
e, 71 ,pa

Asco

DIRECTORY

Products: Concertone magnetic tape re.
cordera.
In Attendance _...___...._.._...._..... ftert Berlant
BRITISH INDUSTRIES CORP. 615-818
164 Duane St., New York 7, N. Y.
Products: Garrard record changers and
accessories, Leak amplifiers, Wharfedale
speakers, KT -66 tubes, R-J enclosures.
In Attendance ....._...._..._ Franklin Hoffman
BROOK ELECTRONICS, INC

787

DeHart Place, Elizabeth 2, N. J.
Products: High- quality audio amplifiers.
In Attendance
Max Baume
34

Products: Fleetwood and Conrac television receivers, Conrac tuner Kleen'r.

CRAWFORDS, INC.
712
456 N. Rodeo Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Products: Klipschorn reproducer, Telemusic speakers, tuners, amplifiers,
changers, recorders.
In Attendance ....___...__._ Art Crawford

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES,
INC.

737 -738

Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Products: Ampex magnetic recorders for
instrumentation and data recording.
In Attendance _..._...______ Francis C. Haley
9030

THE DAVEN COMPANY
191 Central Ave., Nework 4, N. J.
Products: Attenuators, wire -wound resistors, rotary step-type switches, distortion and noise meters, transmission
measuring sets, etc.

In Attendance

Ash M. Wood, Tom Wallace

ELECTRO- VOICE, Inc.
779
Cecil & Carroll Sta., Buchanan, Mich.
Products: Microphones and accessories,
phonograph
enclosures, high -fidelity
components, TV boosters, TV distribution
systems, public -address loudspeakers,
UHF converters.
In Attendance ...........
Howard Souther
FIGART'S RADIO SUPPLY CO.
639
6320 Commodore Sloat Dr., Los Angeles 48, Calif.
Products of Altec Lansing, David Bogen,
Jim Lansing, Electro- Voice, Stephens,
Magnecorder, Concertone, Newcomb.
In Attendance
Jim Pelham

FISHER RADIO CORP.
45 -41

681

Van Dam St., Long Island City

N. Y.

1,

Products: High -quality tuners and amplifiers, and the Master audio control.
In Attendance _ _ ___ Avery R. Fisher
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GATEWAY TO MUSIC
3089 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5,
Calif.
In Attendance _______ Alfred Leonard

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 721
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
Products: Cartridges, loudspeakers, record compensator, and phone accessories.
In Attendance W_._
T. J. Nicholson

MAGNETIC RECORDERS
601
COMPANY
7120 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 46,
Calif.
Products: Complete line of hi-fl equipment and a wide variety of tape record-

ers.
In Attendance

HIGH -FIDELITY MAGAZINE
738
1052 W. 6th St., Los Angeles 17, Calif.
(Great Barrington, Mass.)
Publishers of Communication Engineering Magazine; Television and Radio Engineering Magazine.
In Attendance ________ Eddie Brand
HOLLYWOOD ELECTRONICS
684
7460 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 46,
Calif.
Products: All famous brands of hi -fl

equipment.
In Attendance

_

Harry Shaffer

KIERULFF SOUND

CORPORATION
786
820 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 15,
Calif.
Products: High -quality home music system installations, public- address and in-

ter-communication equipment.
In Attendance
Frank Gonzalez
KITTLESON COMPANY
642
7614 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 46,
Calif.

Products: Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp., tape recorders, disc recorders, turntables, cartridges, arm, amplifiers; Collaro, record changers and turntables; Welwyn, resistors; Tech Labs,
EdiTall, attenuators, switches; Transformer Technicians, Inc., transformers.
International Instruments, miniature instruments; Spencer Kennedy Labs, 302
Filter.
In Attendance
H A Kittleson
KLIPSCH & ASSOCIATES
71!
Hope, Arkansas
Products: Klipshorn sound reproducer.
In Attendance ____._.__.._...._ Paul Klipsch

Products: Microphones, General Industries phono turntables, Quam hi-fi speakers.
In Attendance
_._ Wes Alderson

Calif.

Products: V -M automatic record changers. Permo phonograph needles. AcoustiCraft speaker baffles.
._r._ J. W. Marsh
In Attendance
708
MARSHANK SALES COMPANY
672 S. Lafayette Park Place, Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Products: David Bogen Co., hi -fi amplifiers and tuners; Hallicrafters Co., hl -fl
amplifiers and tuners; Turner Co., microphones; University Loudspeakers, Inc.,
loudspeakers.
David N. Marshank
In Attendance

___

763
McINTOSH LABORATORY, INC.
320 Water St., Binghamton, N. Y.
Products: Audio amplifiers and loud-

speakers.
In Attendance

MAGNECORD, INC.
225 W. Ohio St., Chicago, Ill.

761
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.,___

Gordon Gow

--

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS
CO.
6824

Lexington Ave.,

Calif.

784-785
Hollywood 38,

Products: High -fidelity home music amplifiers, portable and table model phonographs, transcription players, public -address amplifiers, rack equipment.
Robert Newcomb
In Attendance
833
THE PENTRON CORPORATION
221 W. Cullerton St., Chicago 16, III.
Products: Tape recorders, tape playback
units, electronic mike mixera, basic tape
mechanism, preamplifiers, AM tuner.
speaker and baffle, continuous tape magazine, large -reel adapter, telephone
pickup, and other accessories.
In Attendance ___._._ Irving Rossman

PERMOFLUX CORPORATION

659,
663, 665

SOLDERING

INSTRUMENTS
Any Voltage Range Supplied
from 6/7 to 230/250 volts.
Our instruments for 110 volts
are superb in making

SOUND
JOINTS
for

oll

SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Supplied to [coding British
electrical manufacturers and
H.M. and foreign government departments.
These soldering instruments
are named instruments as
they are such a complete

departure in design from
the usual solder bolt or iron
and are ideal for all modern
assembly and maintenance
work
telccommunica
on
tions, radar, television, wireless, etc.

3/16" dia. bit Standard
Models

3/16" Detachable Bit Type
(Factory Bench Line)

Heating time: 90 seconds
Consumption: 25 watts

Weight:

4 ozs.

High temperature
Handle unaffected by element
temperature
Length of Instrument: 9"
Equally suitable for daily or

intermittent

use

Prices ex Works.
Standard 3/16" Bit Model $3.60
4.00
Standard 1/4" Bit Model
Detachable 3/16" Bit Model 4.80

Catalogue sent free on request.
MADE IN ENGLAND
Registered Designs (U.S.A., British,
d' Foreign Patents)

Write direct to sole manufacturers
and suppliers:

ADCOLA PRODUCTS, LTD.
CRANMER COURT
CLAPHAM HIGH STREET
LONDON, S.W. 4, ENGLAND

Verdugo Rd., Glendale, Calif.

Products: Speakers, transformers, baffles,
electro- mechanical components, headphones, recording equipment.
In Attendance _-_._._.._.._._.._._ Les Leo

PERLMUTH -COLMAN
&

ASSOCIATES
Calif.

Flower St., Los Angeles

612
15,

Products: Alpha Wire Corporation,
multi- conductor cable; Carter Motor Co.,
DC -AC converters; Crescent Industries,
record changers; Masco Electronic Sales
Corp., amplifiers; Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
tubes.
In Attendance ______ J. J. Perlmuth
PICKERING
309

Products: Professional tape recorders
and amplifiers.
In Attendance ________ C. G. Barker

._.._..._._....

634
McSHANE AND COMPANY
6903 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 46,
Calif.
Products: Hartley- Turner loudspeaker,
Hartley- Turner amplifier, Hartley "True Bass" Boffle, McIntosh amplifier, The
"Master" amplifier.
Charles L. McShane
In Attendance

1335 S.

JAMES B. LANSING SOUND,
INCORPORATED
760
2439 Fletcher Dr., Los Angeles 39,
Calif.
Products: Loudspeakers and enclosures.
In Attendance _.._..._. William H. Thomas

714

West Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles

4216

236 S.

W. BERT KNIGHT COMPANY
656
10373 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64,
Calif.

Ernie Van Leewuen

J. W. MARSH COMPANY
16,

HIGH-FIDELITY HOUSE
657
536 S. Fair Oaks, Pasadena 1, Calif.
Products: All standard lines of high -fidelity audio equipment.
In Attendance
John H. Cone

-

DCOLP\

& COMPANY, INC.
Woods Ave., Oceanside, N. Y.

781

Products: Pickups, tone arms, equalizerpreamplifiers, compensators.
In Attendance
E. H. Uecke

IF YOU ARE MOVING
Please notify our Circulation Department at least S weeks in advance. The Post Office does not
forward magazines sent to wrong
destinations unless you pay additional postage, and we can NOT
duplicate copies sent to you once.
To save yourself, us, and the Post
Office a headache, won't you please
cooperate? When notifying us,
please give your old address and
your new address.

Circulation Department
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.
Mineola, N. Y.
P. 0. Box 629

.
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ALL PRODUCTS OF

THE RADIO CRAFTSMEN, INC. 688
4401 N. Ravenswood, Chicago, I11.
Products: Television, chassis, radio tuners and amplifiers.
In Attendance
..... Edw. S. Miller
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.
640
P.O. Box 629, Mineola, New York
Publishers of Audio Engineering, Audio
Anthology, The 2nd Audio Anthology.
In Attendance ...._._.___ -____ C. G. McProud,
J. C. Galloway

Demonstrate their quality
n

the AUDIOMAT

Hi -Fi Products are

Demonstrated on the

738
RADIO PARTS COMPANY
2060 India St., San Diego, Calif.
Products: Sound equipment, tape recorders, amplifiers, speakers, etc.

AUDIOMAT

Frank Zurek

In Attendance

RADIO PRODUCTS SALES, INC. 814
1501 S. Hill St., Los Angeles 15, Calif.
Products: High -fidelity sound equipment.

In Attendance

T A Lynch

RADIO RECORDERS

EQUIPMENT CO.
843
7007 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38,
Calif.

Products: Magnecord, Bell, Califone,
Pentron, Lansing Sound, Electro- Voice.
In Attendance
Wayne Graham

ASCO SOUND

¡

CORPORATION

AjIS
C)

115 WEST 45th STREET, 3rd FLOOR

NEW YORK 36, N.

Y.

860
RE%-0- %UT COMPANY
38 -01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City 1,
N. T.
Products: Recording and playback turntables, Challenger Deluxe disc recorder,
Rythmaster variable speed portable phonograph, Recitalist 3 -speed portable pho-

ASCO SOUND

70

CORPORATION

{J

115 WEST 45th STREET, 3rd =LOOR

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

nograph, 12" and 16" overhead cutting
lathes.
George Silber
In Attendance

/Vaiital*6
Jensen
SPEAKERS

can be selected
thru AUDIOMAT

"THE REPRESENTATIVES"
788
Trade Association, Los Angeles Chapter, Los Angeles, Calif.
Featuring: "Hospitality and Service."
In Attendance
John T. Hill
All models of

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY

743

320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, Ill.

Products: Magnetic tape recorders and
accessories.
In Attendance ____ __ E. J. McGookin

-

E. V. ROBERTS
5068 W.

&

ASSOCIATES

the professional's sape

recorder can be heard on
638

AUDIOMAT

Washington Blvd., Los An-

geles, Calif.

Products: Pedersen amplifiers, Telex
headsets.
.._... E. V. Roberts
In Attendance
D. J. HOESCH COMPANY

859

Los Angeles, Calif.
Products: Custom "Chairside Control"
Television.
D J. Roesch
In Attendance

THE SAROENT- RAYMENT CO.
716
1401 Middle Harbor Rd., Oakland, Calif.
Products: AM -FM tuners, audio amplifiers, tone -control preamplifiers.
In Attendance
Will Rayment

-_._._

ASCO SOUND

IA

SI

lC

CORPORATION

115 WEST 45th STREET, 3rd FLOOR

NEW YORK 36, N.
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HERMON HOSMER SCOTT, INC. 849
385 Putnam Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.
Products:
Amplifiers,
preamplifiers,
Dynaural noise suppressors, sound -level
meters.
In Attendance
V H Pomper

ASCO SOUND
CORPORATION

IS

C)

115 WEST 45th STREET, 3rd FLOOR
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L. J. SMITH COMPANY
3270 Stoner Ave., Los Angeles 34, Calif.
Products: T a n n o y Dual- concentric
speakers, Barker Duode reproducers,
Vidaire audio amplifiers (Phono -TV),
Wagner recorders, (16 1/3-33 1/3 RPM),

Salesmaster tape reproducer.
LeRoy J. Smith
In Attendance

STEPHENS MANUFACTURING
CORP.

723

Warner Dr., Culver City, Calif.
Products: Loudspeakers, speaker enclo8538

HIGH
FIDELITY

sures, microphones,
wireless microphones, 500 -ohm O. T. L. amplifier.
In Attendance .___r. Robert L. Stephens
CONRAD R. STRASSNER CO.
661
1865 N. Western Ave., Los Angeles 27.
Calif.
Products: Ozark Wood Products Co.,
speaker baffles (kits); Lowell Mfg. Co.,
metal speaker baffles; Pilot Radio Corp.,
FM -AM tuners, amplifiers, preamplifiers.
In Attendance _.._.-...._.._.._. C. R. Strassner

aesitef/
Point one feature of the Partridge -Williamson WWFB
Audio Transformer -you are assured from the word 'go'
of the performance exactly as intended by the designer.

STROMBERG- CARLSON CO.
609
1225 Clifford Ave., Rochester 21, N. Y.
Products: Complete line of high -fidelity
components, complete line of furniture
assemblies, "Custom 400" line of audio
equipment consisting of AM -FM tuners,
hi -fi amplifiers, coaxial loudspeakers, record changers, and cabinets.
In Attendance
E. V. Goodwin

Point two -you can get that performance 'off the shelf"
from any good radio jobber -for the WWFB is now available to all -there ú now no need to suffer anything less
than the best -remember there just is no substitute for
the Partridge-Williamson (vide "Audio Engineering"
Nov 1949). Your assurance is in the fact that no WWFB
leaves our works without being individually tested to make
sure it lives 'up to specification'.
If in difficulty, don't hesitate, write us direct giving
your jobbers address-we will see that you are supplied
without delay.

-

___

THORDARSON -MEISSNER
756
7th and Bellmont, Mt. Carmel, Ill.
Products: Complete home hi- fidelity
sound systems, transformers, tuners,
kits, amplifiers, chokes, coils.
In Attendance ...........__.._..._.__._ R. M. Hardie

PARTRIDGE-

PRICE

$26.00

WILLIAMSON

duty paid

# COtelfil

PARTRIDGE TRANSFORMERS LTD., TOLWORTH, SURREY, ENGLAND

GEORGE S. TIVY COMPANY
685
1148 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles 15,
Calif.
Products: Jensen Mfg. Co., high -fidelity
loudspeakers and enclosures; Webster Chicago Corp., "Webcor" tape and wire

recorders. Fonografs, and Diskchangers.
In Attendance
George S. Tivy
UNIVERSAL RADIO SUPPLY CO. 740
1729 S. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles,
Calif.

*

Products: Sound and audio equipment.
In Attendance
G Harry Braverman
UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS,
INC.

709

Kensico Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
Products: Loudspeakers, woofers, tweeters, crossover networks, cabinets.
In Attendance _._..._.._._._..._ Robert Reiss
80 S.

WEATHERS INDUSTRIES
765
66 E. Gloucester Pike, Barrington, N. J.
Products: Frequency-modulated phonograph pickup and associated accessories.
In Attendance
Paul Weathers
WEINGARTEN ELECTRONICS
LABS.

THE ONLY TAPE RECORDER
UNDER $1000 WITH ALL THESE FEATURES
Designed for Custom, Console, or
Portable installation
frequency response
CPS
50- 15,000
with negligible distortion
tape
tor from the
3Heads -Mori while recording
and
tape motion
superb
and rewind operation
3M4asfó

and

/t

ectionofl1

1501

or15iPs
r15ipson

Professional Users

*

threading
na o
automatic
nstants uvitth
Instantaneous
ch
µstraightliné, tape
to nsio n

837

Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 46,
Calif.
Products: Amplifiers, tuners, tape re7556

Net

*
5

$34500

*

òs
ylaysop
wltbo °t e angeabla1tracK

Yeels

corders, speakers, record changers, cabinets.
In Attendance _..______ T. Weingarten

-

l

lnte'0
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tE

eE"

0

10

Fo

`Nay

Manufacrured by

THE WILCOX -GAY
734
CORPORATION
1776 S. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles

Berlant Associates

35, Calif.

Products: Wilcox -Gay Recordio line of
tape recorders. Combination tape and
disc recorders, recording discs and accessories.
Wedge Weber
In Attendance
AUDIO ENGINEERING

MODEL

4917 W. )ellerson Boulevard

\\\\\\\\1\\\

Les Angeles IS, California
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stage, the gain of the amplifier may be
trimmed correctly with Cf. The trimming merely adjusts the amplifier for flat
frequency response out to twö megacycles. How far beyond two megacycles
the response will remain flat is a function of the geometry of each particular
design. After the circuit is reconnected
at points A and B, the low- frequency
end of each band should be checked. If
the resistances were accurately selected,
these points will be correct and the high efrequency end of each band should then
be checked. Each of the high -frequency
trimmers Cr, can be used to bring the
upper end of each band into line. With
the aid of a frequency counter or a
primary standard the oscillator dial may
be calibrated and a chart or new dial
scale prepared. The circuit is applicable
to ranges other than 20 to 20,000 cps
and other' variable capacitors may be
used. To obtain the resistor values for
use with any capacitor -variable or
fixed
is only necessary to drop the
value into the equation

OSCILLATOR
from page 21]

SAVE

33,E
This is our

GROUP SUBSCRIPTION PLAN
You and your friends and co- workers
can now save up to $1.00 on each subscription to AUDIO ENGINEERING.
The more men in a Group, the more
each saves. If you send 6 or more subscriptions for the U.S.A. and Canada.
they will cost each subscriber $2.00,
1/3 less than the price of a regular
I -year subscription.
Present subscriptions may be renewed or extended as
part of a Group.

AUDIO ENGINEERING

is still
The only publication devoted

entirely to

Audio-

Recording
Broadcasting equipment
Acoustics
Home reproduction systems
PA systems
Psychoacoustics
(Please printl
Name
Address

Position

Compaey

result. Also, the capacitor must be
mounted on an insulator. Here a lucite
block was used and the screws holding
the capacitor to the block were deeply
counterbored. The 1.0-pi coupling capacitors should be good-quality oil -impregnated paper capacitors, preferably
not in metal cans. The capacitance to
ground is too high in the metal cased
units and lowers the high- frequency
response of the coupling network. The
resistors used for the Bridged -Tee network should be selected if possible by
using a Wheatstone bridge and, if
necessary, pairs should be picked having
required resistances. In this case the
resistors were also rechecked on the
bridge after they were mounted on the
switch. Since a thermal shunt was used
in soldering them in place their values
had not changed. If cost is no object, one
per cent deposited-film resistors can be
used to good advantage. In soldering the
film type resistors, some hope can be
held that they will return to their marked
value even under the undesirable conditions of soldering without the use of a
thermal shunt. Mounting the resistors for
S, between the decks of the switch permits use of the shortest leads. If care is
exercised the oscillator can be assembled
on a smaller chassis than the 7 x 12 x 3 -in.
size used here. The power supply should
be shielded from the rest of the circuit
in either case.
If conservation of space is important
tubular electrolytics could be used in
place of the twist -prong type shown in
the photograph.

-it

1

to- 2NCV R,R,
where C is the capacitance of one section. It should be remembered that the
Q should be kept high which means that
R,/R, should be high since
Q= /VR, /R,
for the same circuit conditions. Also
the value of the lowest resistor in the
shunt arm should be greater than about
five hundred ohms or the second stage
will be loaded too heavily.
One final change is anticipated in the
design for the next model of this excellent oscillator and that is the substitution
of a 6AH6 for the 6AC7 and the use
of a 6CL6, which is an improved, miniature version of the 6AG7. This should
further reduce the volumetric requirements.
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If the circuit is broken at points A
and B and an oscillator connected between ground and the grid of the first
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ordered
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301405

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.
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?. 50 to each

P. O. Box
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Fig. 3. Complete circuit of practical version of the oscillator and cathode -follower output stage.
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Pentron Tape Recorders
through the Audio -Mat in

Our New Sound Studio
FOR HI -FI CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS

Tape Mechanism -Model 9T -3M
Separate heads: removable poles.
Flutter: -0.3% at 71/2"
-0.5 %G at 33/4"

Pre -Amplifier-Model PRE -7
Response: 50 to 11,500 cps +
or -3db at 7112 " 50 to 6500 cps +
or -3db at 33,4 ".

FOR PORTABLE USE

Multi-Speed-Model 9T -3 C
Complete with built -in amplifier and
speaker.

Asco

SOUND

CORPORATION
115 WEST 45th STREET, 3sd FLOOR

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

Asco

SOUND

q

5

Cj

CORPORATION

115 WEST 45th STREET, 3rd FLOOR

NEW YORK 36, N.

Y.

FINEST

THOFNS
* CD -43

automatic changer
*CBA -83
automatic player

* CB -33
manual player
models equipped with variable speed
direct drive motor E -53 a

AUDIO ENGINEERING

needed to handle stubborn cases ví inter
ference effectively.
Actual procedures of locating the source
of interference, the components required
for construction of effective filters, and the
proper installation of the filters all come
in for detailed study in this short but effective text. It is to be highly recommended
to all those who are plagued with problems
of noise reduction and elimination, for despite the fact that this book was written in

HEADQUARTERS FOR

SOUND EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE LINE OF

COMMERCIAL AND

England, the problem in itself is universal
and its solution is the same around the
world.
-L. B. Keim
FUNDAMENTALS

OF

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS

ENGINEERING ELECTRO-

TRONICS, 2nd edition, by William G.
Dow. New York: John Wiley & Sons,
Inc.,, 1952. 627 pp., $8.50.
The reviewer remembers the first edition
of Professor Dow's book well, as the text
in which an analysis of the basic principles
of "dry" rectification was finally found
after a long and fruitless search. It is natural that such an analysis should have
been found here, because the primary objective of the author has been to provide
an understanding of the internal functioning of the electron devices that serve as
active elements in electron circuits. Thus,
chapters on electron ballistics, space- charge
control of current, and electrons in metals
and semi- conductors are included, in addition to the usual chapters on vacuum -tubes,
circuit analysis, electron devices, and related topics.
Since the text is intended for electrical
engineering students (in particular for
those who intend to specialize in work
with electronic circuits) the calculus is
continually employed. This use does not,
however, exclude clear, physical analysis
and lucid diagrams.
-E. M. Vilichur

Nelson H. Bryant. New York : John Wiley Sr Sons, Inc., 1952. 523 pp., $6.00.
This is a survey book, a general view of
the field of electrical engineering meant
for mechanical, civil, and chemical engineering students. The subjects covered are
d.c. and a.c. circuits, electrical machines,
and electronics. The small section that relates specifically to audio amplification, by
reason of its brief and undetailed treatment,
will probably have less interest for the
audio technician than will the book as a
whole, which may serve as a reference for
various fundamental electrical subjects.
The analysis throughout stresses physical
descriptions rather than mathematical formulas, although simple algebra and trigonometry are used.
-E. M. Villchur

SWISS PRECISION
AT ITS

(from page 14]

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, THEORY AND
PRACTICE, by William H. Erickson and

presents

(.4_,1oge

BOOK REVIEWS

NOW! Hear and Select

Hclipot Readies
East Coast Plant
Helipot Corp., South Pasadena, Calif.,
has opened temporary quarters at 57 State
St., Newark, N. J., for development and
limited production, as a preliminary to
moving into its New Jersey plant on Route
29 at Summit Road, in Mountainside. The
new plant will contain 20,000 sq. ft. of floor
area in a single-story fireproof building,
which will be completely air conditioned.
It will provide space for laboratories in addition to production and assembly lines.
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Largest stock of

High

Quality
Amplifiers, from
small single

units

rack
McINTOSH 50
AMPLIFIER

W -2

to large

installa-

tions

fier-1°"
SOUND AND RECORDING CO.

1527 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILA. 2, PA. RI -6 -8388

RECENT BRITISH

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
"AMPLIFIERS" by N. H. Crowburst
64 pages, 38 diagrams.
"Contains more easily accessible information on
amplifiers than any other this reviewer has seen."
F. Shunaman in Radio Electronics, March. 1952.

"FEEDBACK" by N. H. Crowburst
64 pages, 38 diagrams.
"A new feat in audio literature. The practical

technician and semi-technical 'hi-fi' fan will welthis book." F. Shunaman in Radio Electronics, July, 1952.

come

"MAGNETIC RECORDING" by M.

L.

Quarterueaine, 72 pages, 73 diagrams.
The theory, construction, and use of tape and
wire recorders.

"THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER"
2nd Edition, 36 pages, 40 diagrams.

A reprint of the original articles in the Winless
World magazine and of subsequent papers by
D. T. N. Williamson.

$1.00 EACH
Postpaid U.S.A. -Canada

(Trade Enquiries Invited)

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO BRITISH
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
THE WIRELESS WORLD MAGAZINE.

Britain's leading technical journal devoted
to radio, television and electronics. Annual
subscription $4.50.
THE WIRELESS ENGINEER. For research engineers, designers, and students.
Annual subscription $7.00.
ORDER FROM

ONE THOMAS CIRCLE

WASHINGTON 5, 0.

C.
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CLASSIFIED

BEST RECORDING
ONLY AS GOOD AS

THE
IS

Rates: 10e per word per insertion for noncommercial
advertisements; 25e per word for commercial advertisemeats. Rates are net. and no discounts will be
allowed. Copy must be accom panied by remittance In
full, and must reach the New York office by the
fret of the month preceding the date of issue.

ITS REPRODUCTION

REK-O-KUT
of product developments and price changes of radio electronic-television parts and equipment,
supplied by United Catalog Publishers, Inc.,
110 Lafayette Street, New York City, publishers of Radio's Master.
These REPORTS will keep you up -to -date in
this ever -changing Industry. They will also
help you to buy and specify to best advantage.
complete description of most products will
be found In the Official Buying Guide. Radio's
Master-available through local radio parts
wholesalers.
MONTHLY SUMMARY

3 -Speed

Portable

High - Fidelity

Phonograph

Plays records
from 6" to 16"
and broadcast

transcriptions

Irving Kolodin, Music Editor of the
Saturday Review of Literature, says,
was conceived for
. the Recitalist

...

schools, businesses, forums, etc., where
high grade reproducing equipment is in
demand ...appeals to a music lover who

wants accurate, undistorted reproduction. The special features are (1) Heavy
rim -driven turntable, reliable at all
speeds, (2) Dual point pick -up. (3) Excellent amplifier, (4) Speaker mounted
in detachable cover of carrying case."
RECITALIST ( lilla.) equipped w t a 3-speed

$229.95

turntable

RHYTHMASTER, similar but with Contin-plays ALL
records at ANY SPEED from 25 fo 100
$269.95
R.P.M.
uously- Variable-Speed turntable

Miscellaneous Radio, TV and
Electronic Parts
BELDEN MFG. -To their wire serles No. 8018 added 60',
500' and 1000' lengths and also added 100' and 500'
lengths to their series No. 8235.
EBY SALES -Added laminated miniature sockets No. 49 -6H
at $2.25 each list and No. 49 -7H at $3.00 each list.

3. all- purpose

FEDERAL TEL. & RADIO -Added kit No.
selenium rectifier assembly kit at $19.95 net.

ILLINOIS RESEARCH LABS. -Introduced Bta- clear, at
$1.00 net for 4 or bottle, chemical solution that keeps
static attracted dust from accumulating on picture tube
and that also masks permanently.
INSULINE CORP.-Decreased price on transmitter racks
. No. 3866 to $53.95
No. 3865 to $43.38 net
net and No. 3867 to $64.35 net.
LITTELFUSE- Increased price on No. 342008, dust -proof,
drip -proof in

s.75 lint.
6

ASCO SOUND
CORPORATION
115 WEST 45th STREET, 3rd FLOOR
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

Comparison proves

111cl

their

3A0

fuse extractor

aeries

post

to

-Added No- P854010, motor -starting
capacitator at 14.89 net . . . No. FF45052, photo-

MALLORY

lit o $ Ii

WORLD'S FINEST

AMPLIFIER!

CO.

flash capacitator at $13.50 net . . No. U -67, 5 -meg
carbon control at $.75 net . . . No. U -82, 10 -meg
No. WF252 -T23,
.
carbon control at $.75 net
2500 -ohm wire wound control at $1.50 net and 3 new
control kits, Models 3735, 3755 and 3810.

MERIT TRANSFORMER -Added No. A -3100, high -fidelity
output transformer at $10.80 net. Decreased price on
No. P -3177, Isolation transformer to $16.50 net.

Recording Equipment, Speakers, Amplifiers,
Needles, Tape, Etc.
ASTATIC CORP.-Increased price
Model CT -1 to $21.00 net.

of

"scanafar" booster,

t"

list.
BROS.

SHURE

-Discontinued multi -Impedance roper- cardl-

oid microphones Model 55 and Model 556.
STROM BERG- CARLSON -Added No. AP -51, power amplifier
at $157.50 list and No. TR -13, line transformer at
$3.50 list. Discontinued No. RD -22, driver unit. Increased price on No. MD -38S, dynamic microphone to

AUDIOMAT

$70.00 list.
UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKER -Added Cobreflex -2 at $21.00
net. Discontinued No. 4407, co -axial tweeter adapter
assembly.
UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS- -Added Model 8P15R at $41.70
net to their line of wide -range and p.a. group loudspeakers.

Tubes -Receiving, Television,
Special Purpose, etc,
R.C.A.

-Added radin receiving tubes
6AX40T at $2.40 list

...

.

C)

115 WEST 45th STREET, 3rd FLOOR
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

.

...

SYLVANIA- Introduced

6

new

...

special purpose tubes

.

40B2 at
radio receiving tubes 1X68 at $2.65 list
$2.05 list and 68N7GTA at $2.20 list and sub- m[niatee
60E7 at $1.85 net and
tubes 1T6 at $2.65 list
6BC7 at $1.85 net.
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FOR SALE-Rek -O-Kut B5 overhead cut ting mechanism with Brush RC-20 cutter and
dual -speed RDK -16 Rek-O -Kut turntable,
$160. Write A. Marko, 429 East 70th St.. New
York 21, N. Y. or call RE 4 -3573 after 6:00
p.m.

SEND FOR DATA, photos, liberal discounts on our 30 -watt dual -chassis Williamson Amplifiers. Dr. Nicely, Kenton, Ohio.

FOR SALE : Rek -O-Kut T12 turntable:
Gray viscous- damped arm with Pickering diamond microgroove cartridge ; new condition.
used 4 months. Best offer over $90. G. E.
Luecker, 212 Audrey Lane, Washington 20,

FOR SALE: My personal tape library, recorded on Ampex. All or part. Will trade for
other high- quality tapes. D. R. Steele, 78
Shearer Dr., Atherton, California.
FOR SALE : $135 DuMont 224 Oscilloscope
Metropolitan

practically
area. ox CF-2,

y

AUDIO10 ENGIN ERINO

WANTED : FM tuner, REL model 646 -B or
HARVEY model 193-R. Box CF -3, AUDIO ExGINEEaING.

FOR SALE : Browning RV -31 FM tuners,
$88.50 ; Rek -O -Kut T -12. $74.50 ; Gray 108 -B
arms, $48.50; Gray 106 -SP arms, $39.50;
Craftsmen C -800 AM -FM tuners. $143.50.
Guaranteed new equipment. Skalamer. Box
CF-4, AUDIO ENGINEERING.

FOR SALE: Rek -O-Kut M -12. Perfect condition with new LP feedscrew, Astatic W.A.
40 microphone, chip chaser. $75.00. TR-12
optional, $75.00. BEekman 3-5687, or Box

MEASUREMENT -Added oscilloscope,

600 at $99.50 net.

CORPORATION

FI

FREE HI
CATALOG and Bargain Price
List. Chicago Electronics, 420 East 87th St.,
Box 171, Chicago 19, Illinois.

6AR5 at $1.65 list
6K86 at $3.30 list
5718 at $8.65 list and
.
3C45 at $17.80 list .
6211 at $2.95. Increased price on power tube fittings
211F1 to $28.00 list and
202F1 to $23.85 list
228F1 to $67.60 ILst. Decreased price on CLOG to
$3.00 list and 5654 -t to $4.90 list.

ELECTRONIC

A-IS]

PRESTO RECORDING EQUIPMENT -USED
6N in carrying case, excellent condition $450
100
85A Amplifier
$35
40A Preamplifier
PT -900 Tape Mechanism, factory recon$175
ditioned
UNITED RADIO 22 N.W. 9th Ave..
Portland 9, Oregon

Model

CHICAGO INDUSTRIAL INSTR.-Dlseontlnned Model 453,
featherweight miniature colt- ohm- milliammeter.

SOUND

BEFORE buying High-Fidelity equipment.
wise buyers check with the Hi-Fi Guild. Send
for list. Box CF -1, AUDIO ENGINEERING.

SOUND SALES ENGINEERS
New York City contractor for commercial
sound systems has opening for top-flight executive- type sales engineer. Sales experience
essential. Metropolitan market is fabulous and
earning limitation is the measure of the
man. Salary and profit -sharing basis of compensation. Write or phone for appointment.
SOUND SYSTEMS, INC..
216 W. 14th St.. New York 11, N. Y.

Test Equipment

Asco

30% DISCOUNT ON ALL LP RECORDS!
Best mail order service in the country, All
records brand new and guaranteed. Specializing in Hi -Fi records. Send for free catalog
and literature. Southwest Record Sales, Dept.
AE-1, 4710 Caroline, Houston 4, Texas.

D.C.

BELL SOUND SYSTEMS -Added Model 3728MB, 30 -watt
mobile amplifier at $165.00 net. Discontinued Model
PA- 3710P, phona -p.a. system.
FISHER RADIO CORP.- increased price on Model 50 -C
master audio control to $97.50 net.

MINNESOTA MINING-Added sound recording tape No.
x 1200 feet and 7"
111AP, plastic prof. reel,
(1200') professional reel and box (plastic) at $1.25

Prove it on the

THE AUDIO EXCHANGE, INC. buys and
sells quality high -fidelity sound systems and
components. Guaranteed used and new equipment. Catalogue, Dept. AE, 159 -19 Hillside
Ave., tamales 32, N. Y. Telephone OL 8-0445.

...

CF -5, AUDIO ENGINEERING.

SELL: Alter 603B speaker in Stephens 52D
mahogany cabinet. Perfect condition. Both
Phone (New York)
T1nnenbaum,
$100.

.
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OLYMPIC SPECIALS!
10

W. HI -FI PUSH -PULL AMPLIFIER
Bass & Treble
Sensational
Buy!
A full 10 watt IllcomAy

Boost:

rlt.1s I'

1

Irk

6

a.

Y

`P

f\

-

Ìfaselbuilt -in PRE -

-tel

a inputs:
Dhono,

k pink,

1

1

t

radio, 1 mike, s,
Controls: 1 Bass,
Cio
t Treble,
volume, t
resp Oetp0
Frequo Switch.
Impedances:
response 20
e6 than
a
40,000 cp4.s at less than ,/a of 1 %

distortion. With tubes
dlstortlon.

$32.95

PLASTIC RECORDING TAPE

IRISH

BRAND NEW! NOT SURPLUS. This
First Grade recording tape is Va in.
wide. Frequency response: 50 to 8,000
cy. Plastic reel Included
with each.
600 FT. $1.35
1,200 FT. $2.10
All

Angeles. Minimum
deposit required with order.

F.O.B.

Orders

55.00. 25ee

Los

Order

OLYMPIC ELECTRONICS SUPPLY
Distributors
1440 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER
Audio high -fidelity development and application engineer. Thorough knowledge of
current trends in audio field.
WRITE STATE SALARY DESIRED
Boa AE 1784, 221 W. 41st St., N. Y. 36

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Custom -Built Equipment

U. S.
1121

Recording Co.

Vermont Ave.,

Wahurto.

Lincoln

5. D. C

3 -2705

"EVERYTHING IN HIGH FIDELITY'
From Primary Components

to Completed Custom Audio Equipment

KIE

F
Sound Corp.

820 West Olympic Blvd.
Richmond 7.0271

Los Angeles 15, Calif.

ZEnith 0271

Motorola's president, Paul V. Galvin, :nlnounces formation of a wholly -owned company subsidiary, Motorola Communications and Electronics, Dia.-will act as
distributor for products manufactured by
communications and electronics division of
parent corporation ... RCA discloses plans
to build new plant for production of
phonograph records, record players, and
TV home receivers in Spain -completion
date set for late 1953.
Neely Enterprises, Los Angeles, is new West Coast
representative for Telefunken microphones
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
So. has purchased 125 -acre tract on edge
of St. Paul for construction of new multimillion dollar research laboratory
Cinema Engineering Co., Burbank, Calif.,
early in January broke ground for new
18,000- sq. -ft. building-owner A. C. Davis
and general manager James L. Pouch officiated at the initial spading
David
Bogen Company is now occupying new
6 -floor building at 29 Ninth Ave., New
York 14 -expansion of all departments
planned for immediate future.
.

.

.

(in The Audio Mile)
Distributors of Hi Fidelity
Components Exclusively
Webster
7460 Melrose Ave.

3 -8208

Hollywood 46, Calif.

AUDIO ENGINEERING

TERMINAL'S
New, Illusirráed, 130 -page

.9fricia4but

People--

Norman Pickering, inventor of the
pickup bearing his name, and Eric Bender,
M.D., set off a chain reaction which will
long be felt, in their discussion of binaural
sound before the January 13 meeting
of the New York chapter of the AES-one
of the best prepared and most lucidly presented papers the Society has entertained
since its founding
Edward Tatnall
Canby'. new book, "Home Music Systems
-How to Build and Enjoy Them" is
scheduled for March publication by Harper
& Brothers
Blair Pouids is new vice president of General Precision Laboratory,
Inc., Pleasantville, N. Y.-was formerly
with Brush Development Company.
W. 8. Parsons, president of Centralab,
announces appointment of Walter E. Peek
as sales manager of Mechanical Electronics Products section ... I. R E. Board
of Directors met January 7 and appointed
six officers and directors for 1953-Marsden Pratt, presidential advisor, W. R. G.
Baker, vice -president of General Electric
Co., and Alfred N. Goldsmith, consulting
engineer, were reappointed secretary,
treasurer, and editor, respectively-directors selected were Ralph D. Bennett, technical director, U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory; William R. Hewlett, vice-president, Hewlett Packard Company, and Arthur V. Loughran, vice- president, Hazeltine Electronics Corporation.
Raymond V. Buivid has been named
radio sales manager, and Thomas J. Nicholson parts sales manager in General
Electric Company's receiver department
. Leon Golder, in the speaker field for
more than 25 years, is new sales manager
for Carbonneau Industries, Inc., Grand
Rapids, Mich. .. Radio Craftsmen, Inc.,
among first clients to be announced by
Jack Berman, recently resigned vice- president of Shure Brothers, who is now acting
as factory representative in Southern California
Election of Emanuel (Mania)
Sacks as vice -president and general manager of RCA Victor Record Department
announced by Prank Folsom, RCA president.
W. Walter Jablon has been appointed
vice -president in charge of sales by the
David Bogen Company-formerly held
same post at Espey Manufacturing Company for 20 years
Robert P. Halligan
has been upped to assistant operations
manager of the Hallicrafters Company
New vice- president in charge of electronics operations for Sylvania Electric
Products, Inc., is Arthur L. Chapman
New executive appointments at Mark
Simpson Mfg. Co., Inc., include Ralph
Aasen, chief engineer, and G. Leonard
Werner, director of sales engineering.
New representatives for Bell Sound SysUlna, 'no., of Columbus. Ohio, include W. J.
Doyle in the Chicago-Wisconsin territory
and H. A. Moyer in the eastern part of
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, D. C.,
and the southern part of New Jersey. New
appointees succeed P. H. Miles and R. T.
8ohottenberg, respectively, both deceased.
Gilbert B. Davey appointed to Application Engineering staff of Sprague Electric Co., North Adams, Mass. Mr. Davey
comes to Sprague from the Office of Naval
Research, in Washington.

AUDIO
CATALOG
Your c:rnFlete guide ro trie
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HARTLEY AUDIO TAKES
A GREAT

STEP FORWARD.

This step is a great stride across the Atlantic. From now on our American corn pany is ready to serve you in every way possible, to bring to you RE- CREATED
MUSIC at a modest cost and with prompt delivery. The two companies are under
the direct personal supervision of H. A. Hartley, and will work as one team to solve
all your audio problems. Every month for four years our unusual advertising technique has persuaded enough of you to act as your own importing agents. to form
a nation -wide skeleton distribution of a new concept in sound reproduction. The
performance of the 215 speaker has had something to do with this.
The Hartley speaker is now accepted as an astonishing product, small in size,
low in cost, yet having a terrific performance. Our recent demonstrations with
two 215's in our Boffle housing, in various U. S. centres as well as the Audio Fair,
have proved that this combination, at a cost of about 5200, will give better bass,
middle and highs than any multi -channel system in elaborate housings, even when
costing more than 51000. This seeming impossibility is simply because, as engineers land musicians), our approach, mellowed by 25 years' experience of high -

fidelity,

quite different.
Our distribution system is also different, and until now we have said little
about our other products, owing to production difficulties in Britain, and the problem
of transportation. Yet the past two Audio Fairs have shown that our 20 -watt amplifier is an outstandingly good job, and priced well below many other good amplifiers.
Shipment of single amplifiers from Britain is an expensive business, but now our
amplifiers will be made in New York, ensuring prompt delivery, and a guarantee of
efficient service at all times. Similarly. our preamplifier is available for immediate
is

delivery from New York stocks.
But we go further than this. At last our celebrated Boffle is now available, for
single er double speakers. in kit form for you to assemble, or finished in various
styles. These will be of first -class materials and workmanship. far in advance
of the old kits we sent from Britain, and the cost will be kept down to a figure appealing to you. Also soon to be ready are our unit cabinets, and cabinets for
complete radio and phono combinations, with AM -FM tuners, and possibly TV
chassis. In short, the whole chain leading up to the speaker will be available in
Hartley quality at Hartley prices.
Our increased space on this page, which has now become the "Hartley page,"
will enable us to illustrate and describe all our new products, but you ought to get
on to our mailing list, so that you can be kept fully informed. All on our existing
list will receive full information and our dollar subscribers will soon begin to get
the first of the new technical data sheets. Indeed we hope to make our technical
data service better than ever. although many have told us it was the best dollar's
worth they ever had. YOU CAN NO LONGER AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT
HARTLEY AUDIO, so get on to our mailing list today.

At this moment we do not expect any appreciable change in current prices
result of transferring part of our
prices quoted for goods coming from
hensive stocks will be carried in New
the response to our second appearance
gering, we shall try always to deliver
be very glad to give demonstrations at
as a

production to New York. but in future all
London will include import duty. CompreYork as soon as ever possible, and although
at the Audio Fair has been somewhat stagby return. And. of course, we shall always
our New York headquarters.

From new on you in the U.S.A. should send your orders to New York, but
customers in Canada should, for the time being. send to London. As soon as U. S.
customs formalities have been completed we shall be able to deliver at duty -free
prices from New York. On the other hand correspondence on technical or musical
matters can be dealt with by either company, and we shall always be glad to have
letters from audio enthusiasts.

Now that we are in a position to give better
welcome the co- operation of a limited number of
certain areas who are anxious to handle a better
Terms for dealerships will be gladly sent in reply

deliveries and service, we would
thoroughly competent dealers in
audio line on a franchise basis.
to a request on your letter -head.
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Precision
Production to

Military
Requirements

The manufacture of transformers and associated devices for military requirements
has been one of the specialties of United Transformer for the past fifteen years. Thousands
of military designs are in present production and a few examples are illustrated above.

In this photograph you will find transformers, reactors, filters, high Q coils, and magnetic
amplifiers. Types illustrated include units to MILT-27, JAN-T-27, and ANE -19.

If you

have a tough problem in an Hermetic or Fosterized unit, UTC is your
logical production source.
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